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ABSTRACT

This thesis commences with a survey of literature relevant to the subject of toxic
emissions from SI engines and the methods available for reduction.

The survey

pointed to a particular route for reducing emissions by the use of a device in the port
to increase in-cylinder motion at low engine speed and load conditions, coupled with
an improvement in mixture preparation. This was to be investigated on an ECP2
engine which had been designed and manufactured by Jaguar. Initial testing was
performed on a steady flow test rig using ECP2 hardware to investigate air flow
patterns within the port. An understanding of the air flow in the inlet port is a pre
cursor to the understanding of subsequent fuel/air interactions. This was followed
by a series of tests to evaluate an air-assisted atomiser fuel injector, carried out by
applying laser diffraction particle sizing techniques.

The main body of work is

associated with the investigation of mixture preparation within the cylinder and this
required the design of a purpose-built single-cylinder engine.

The design and

construction of the optically-accessed research engine is covered in some depth.
The engine was fitted with a 70 mm diameter quartz window in the piston crown
and with smaller windows in the inlet ports.

The development of engine and

instrumentation control systems is also described. These tasks included electronic
circuit design, calibration, and computer software development. A test program was
performed on the engine using a copper-vapour laser and high-speed cine
equipment. Photographic procedures were refined to obtain high-speed cine films of
in-cylinder fuel behaviour in the firing engine. Image digitisation equipment was
developed and software techniques were established to process the cine-film results
of engine tests. The results of the test program are presented along with discussions
and conclusions drawn. The design of a novel fuel vaporisation/atomisation unit is
also described.
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GENERAL NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviation

Meaning

AAA
ABDC
A/D
AFR
ASA
ATDC
atm
BBDC
BDC
BLT
BP
BTDC
CA
CAFE
GBR
CCD
CHEST
CI
CO
CO2
CV
D/A
DI
DISI
DVL
EC
ECP2
EGI
EGR
EVC
EVO
FE
FTP
GUI
HC
HGV
IBM
IC
ICI
I/O
ISA
IVC
IVO

Air Assisted Atomiser.
After Bottom Dead Centre.
Analogue/Digital.
Air Fuel Ratio.
American Standards Asociation.
After Top Dead Centre.
Atmospheric.
Before Bottom Dead Centre.
Bottom Dead Centre (Piston at bonom of stroke).
Bolted Langevin Transducer.
British Petroleum.
Before Top Dead Centre.
Crank Angle.
Corporate Average Fuel Economy.
Controlled Bum Rate.
Charge Coupled Device.
Combined Higher Education Software Team
Compression Ignition.
Carbon Monoxide.
Carbon Dioxide.
Copper Vapour.
Digital/Analogue.
Direct Injection.
Direct Injection Spark Ignition.
DeUtSCh VerSUChsanStalt fur Luftfahrt.(G«nnan Aviation Test Establishment).
European Community.
Emissions Consortium Project 2.
Exhaust Gas Ignition.
Exhaust Gas Recirculation.
Exhaust Valve Close.
Exhaust Valve Open.
Finite Element.
Federal Test Procedure.
Graphical User Interface.
Hydrocarbon.
Heavy Goods Vehicle.
International Business Machines.
Internal Combustion.
Imperial Chemical Industries.
Imput/Output.
Industry Standard Architecture.
Inlet Valve Close.
Inlet Valve Open.
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LDD
LED
LEV
MBT
MpUSg
ND
NMOG
NOx
OC
PEEK
FIFE
r/min
RS
RAM
RGB
SI
SLR
Smd
TDC
TIFF
TLEV
TS
TTL
TWC
UCL
VGA
VIG
WT
WOT
ZEV

Light Dependent Diode.
Light Emitting Diode.
Low Emission Vehicle.
Minimum Spark Advance For Best Torque.
Miles per US gallon.
Nippondenso.
Non-Methane Organic Gas.
Oxides of Nitrogen.
Oxidation Exhaust Catalyst.
Polyetheretherketone.
Polytetrofluoroethylene.
Revolutions per Minute.
Radio Spares.
Random Access Memory.
Red Green Blue.
Spark Ignition.
Single Lens Reflex.
Sauter mean diameter.
Top Dead Centre (Piston at top o f stroke).
Tagged Image Formatted File.
Transitional Low Emission Vehicle.
Twin Spray.
Transistor Transistor Logic.
Three Way Exhaust Catalyst.
University College London.
Video Graphics Array.
Variable Inlet Geometry.
Variable Valve Timing.
Wide Open Throttle.
Zero Emission Vehicle.

Symbol

Designation

X
y
I
n
V
Cr
h
Cp
Cv
SD

Units

i (AFR/Stoichiometric AFR)

Ratio of specific Heats (cp/cv>
Current
Efficiency
Voltage
Compression Ratio
Enthalpy
Specific heat at constant pressure
Specific heat at constant volume
Standard Deviation

-

A
-

V
-

kJ/kg
kJ/kg/K
kJ/kg/K
-

Further notation is defined in the relevant sections.
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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE SURVEY
1.0. Introduction
This literature survey is concerned with toxic emissions from four-stroke sparkignition internal combustion engines. These power plants will be widely used in hght
passenger and commercial vehicles well into the next century.

Environmental

concerns and ever-increasing numbers of cars, particularly predicted for developing
countries, mean that the regulation of pollutants from cars is being tightened rapidly.
The pollutants currently covered by regulations are carbon monoxide, unbumt
hydrocarbons and the oxides of nitrogen. There are plans to regulate the production
of carbon dioxide in the near future. There are three main centres of legislation:
North America, Japan and the EC.

The Japanese and American regulations are

similar and can be regarded as a single set of standards with detail differences
including special regulations for California.
The US and Japanese regulations are more stringent, with the EC lagging some
years behind. There is some convergence of regulations planned for the remainder
of the decade, with the EC having adopted US standards for sub 1400 cc cars in
1993. There is the intention to pursue the goal of a world-wide set of regulations in
the next century.
Current technology cannot reduce emissions to the level which is likely to be
demanded for the end of the century.

The requirement for an improvement in

pollution control methods is therefore very urgent. All major motor manufacturers
are investing millions of dollars into research aimed at reductions in automotive
pollutants. This literature survey outlines the current methods by which reductions
in emissions are being sought together with a suggested route forward by which the
emissions legislation of the future can be met.
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1.0.1. The Goal Posts - Present and Future Emissions Legislation
Currently the US (and particularly California) have the m ost stringent emissions
control legislation. The basic requirements are set out in Fig s 1.0,1 1 and 1.0.1.2.

United States passenger car emissions standards
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Fig. 1.0.1.1. US emissions standards [Oppenheim 1992]

California Air Resources Board passenger car low em issions
standards
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Fig. 1.0.1.2. California emissions standards [Oppenheim 1992]
The standards for California are to be phased-in over the next decade as shown in
Fig. 1.0.1.3.

There are plans to introduce 2% zero o f emission vehicles (ZEV 's)

from 1998, rising to 10% by 2003.

ZEV's are not allowed to produce any

combustion pollutants at all, effectively this means that all ZEV 's will be battery
electric.
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Californian exhaust em issions standards 1992-2003
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Fig. 1.0.1.3, Californian standards phase-in [Nieuwenhuis 1992]
The South Coast Air Quality M anagem ent District, which includes Los Angeles, has
plans for nearly all sales to be ZEV 's by 2010.

This is a laudable intention for the

local authorities, but while a large proportion o f grid electricity is produced by
burning fossil fuel, the benefits to the global environment will be minimal.
The US and Californian emissions tests are carried out using the so-called Federal
Test Procedure (FTP 75). The car is soaked at 18°C before being started. After a
short idling period, the car is driven over a pre-set simulated urban journey o f
11.115 miles in a total time o f 41 minutes 17 seconds. The maximum speed reached
is 91.2 km /hr with an average speed o f 34.1 km/hr. Engine idle accounts for 18.4%
o f the cycle time. The cycle includes a 10-minute hot soak period followed by re
start. During the test, all the exhaust products are collected in bags and the masses
o f unburnt HC's, CO and N G ^ are measured. A second m easured Highway Cycle is
carried out within three hours o f a FTP 75 test, primarily to generate fuel
consum ption figures [Goldsm ith 1990]

M any countries around the world have

adopted the 'off the peg' US legislation, notably : Austria, N orw ay, Sweden,
Switzerland, Finland, Australia, and South Korea.

M exico and Brazil have made

comm itm ents to adopt the US standards in the near future. Japanese standards are
broadly similar to the US, but the testing procedures used are unique to Japan
[Nieuwenhuis 1992].
The current EC requirem ents are less demanding in the overall levels o f emissions
that are perm itted.

They also offer the engine designer further latitude in that the

combined mass o f HC and N O ^ is restricted, rather than an individual limit for each
pollutant (See Fig. 1.0.4). There is a sliding scale o f maximum pollutant production
based upon the inertial mass o f the car, larger cars are perm itted to produce slightly
m ore toxic emissions than small cars.

Small car (up to 1400 cc) requirem ents are

the same as the US from '93. The system is weighted so that the standards are m ore
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difficult to meet with larger cars. Figures for 'average' family cars are set out in Fig.
1.0.1.4.

A full description o f the EC regulations is given by the D epartm ent o f

Transport [Departm ent o f Transport 1990]. In the US, the regulations apply to all
cars irrespective o f size, greatly favouring smaller cars.

E u r o p e a n e m i s s i o n s ii m it s (1.4 iitre t o 2 .0 ii tr e, 1 2 5 0 k g v e h i c i e s )

s

Iot

EC 88

EC 83
□ CO

EC 92

□ HC + NOx

E]

'ig. 1.0.1.4. Current EC emissions standards [D epartm ent o f Transport 1990
These emissions are recorded over the so-called EC U rban Test Cycle. The car is
soaked at 18°C before being started.

After a short idling period, the car is driven

over a pre-set simulated urban journey o f 4.052 km in a total time o f 13 minutes.
The maximum speed reached is 50 km /hr with an average speed o f 18.7 km /hr
including the engine idle periods.
duration.

Engine idle accounts for 31% o f the total test

The exhaust products are collected in bags and the m asses o f unburnt

HC's, CO and N G ^ are m easured in a manner similar to the FTP 75 procedure
[Goldsmith 1990]

D uring an EC m eeting in D ecem ber 1990, it was agreed that the

EC urban test cycle is not a com plete reflection o f European driving conditions and
so an additional 7 km Extra-U rban Drive Cycle, with speeds up to 120 km/hr, was
introduced in 1993. These m easures mean that the stringency o f EC legislation in
1993 was broadly similar to that o f the US ten years earlier.
A question m ust be asked as to what the emphasis o f future legislation should be.
The world is currently adopting m easures conceived to com bat the Los Angeles
smog o f the 1970's. W ith the current concern for global warming, the emphasis is
beginning to turn to the restriction o f CO 2
reducing fuel consum ption.

production.

In

effect, this means

As large im provem ents in engine efficiency are not

practical, these restrictions effectively will cause a reduction in the size and pow er
output o f

engines.

There are already 'Gas Guzzler' tax penalties in the US to

discourage very high fuel consum ption cars. These regulations w ere established in
1975 as the C orporate A verage Fuel Econom y (CA FE) law.

Currently these
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regulations require that a m anufacturer's vehicles average 28.1 M pU Sg or better
across the model range. The m anufacturer is required to pay a fine if the regulations
are not met, but the vehicles may still be sold.

The CA FE law does penalise

m anufacturers w hose range includes no small vehicles.
The plans for legislation o f emissions past 2003 are not yet finalised. H ow ever, as
Californian policy has led the rest o f the w orld for the last 30 years, it is likely that
current Californian proposals will have a m ajor effect upon the legislation that the
rest o f the w orld will form ulate for the next century.

Having established the

requirem ents to gain large reductions in emissions, particularly HC and N O x, over
the rem ainder o f the decade, the m ethods by which these improvem ents might be
gained are discussed in the following sections.

1.1. Lean Burn
Burning fuel with a greater than stoichiom etric am ount o f air is one m ethod used to
reduce the levels o f CO and N O ^ produced [H eyw ood 1988a]. HC emissions reach
a minimum lean o f stoichiom etric and then rise at very high AFR's (See Fig. 1.1.1).

A ir/fuel ratio

Rich

Stoichiom etric

Lean

NO

HC
CO

0.7

0.9

1.0

1.1

Fuel/air equivalence ratio

Fig. 1.1.1, Variation o f emissions with AFR [H eyw ood 1988a]
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The CO output is reduced because, w ith excess air present, the fuel is m ore easily
burned to 00%

The N G ^ benefits com e due to the low er com bustion tem perature

in a lean engine. The relatively unreactive nitrogen in the air being m ore difficult to
oxidise at low er tem peratures.

Running lean can also bring benefits in fuel

consum ption (see Fig. 1.1.2).

Constanf^
speed
te st I

0
-1

Stoichiometric
mixture.
—14*5:1
Fig. 1.1.2. Effect o f AFR on engine perform ance [Rogers 1986]

The efficiency benefits from running lean are due to tw o reasons :

1. It can be dem onstrated [Ferguson 1986] that for the idealised O tto cycle ;
1

7=1w here t| = efficiency,
w orking gas mixture.

r = com pression ratio,

y = ratio o f specific heats for the

The leaner m ixture produces less CO and m ore CO 2 than

a stoichiom etric m ixture and this gives y a larger value on the expansion
stroke, thus im proving rj.

2. The pumping w ork perform ed to induce a lean charge is low er for a given
quantity o f fuel burned.
leading to a

This is due to a greater mass flow rate o f air,

higher inlet manifold pressure, p i, see Fig. 1.1.3. This reduces
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the area o f the pum ping loop, thus lessening the w ork done in inducing the
fresh charge.

/ V
P3

P2

V
Fig. 1.1.3. Schematic SI engine PV diagram.

The therm odynam ic principles discussed above, if applicable to all working
conditions, would indicate that it would be desirable to have no throttling on the
engine and to control torque output by m etering fuel only.

While this would be

highly desirable in theory, the charge becom es impossible to ignite and burn at high
dilution in practice, and so the air must be throttled w henever the fuel flow is to be
reduced. Conventional engines cannot tolerate air-fuel ratios (AFR's) o f much over
17.5:1 in practice. Engines that can run at AFR's o f greater than 18:1 are generally
classified as "Lean Burn".

The truly lean burn engine has only becom e a practical

proposition since the advent o f electronic engine management.

The degree o f

control over fuel m etering and ignition timing required to maintain consistent
com bustion

is not

possible with

carburation

and traditional

speed/manifold

depression sensitive ignition strategies.
By the mid 80's, developm ent engines w ere running at AFR's o f up to 24:1
[Bertardo 1987], and in this form w ere capable o f m eeting the then proposed EC
legislation.

H ow ever, the lean burn engine w as not sufficiently developed at that

stage to satisfy US Federal exhaust gas regulations, and practically all the
m anufacturers adopted three-w ay catalysts(TW C ) w ith a stoichiom etric tune.
Current interest in lean burn is re-em erging as novel solutions are sought to achieve
the dram atic improvem ents required beyond current legislation.

The essential

problem to be overcom e in allowing lean burn operation is to keep the com bustion
process reliable and consistent from cycle to cycle.

As the AFR is increased both

flame initiation and propagation are inhibited by very lean m ixtures [Q uader 1976].
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The lean flammability limit of hydrocarbon fuels is about 30:1 under ideal conditions.
It is doubtful whether ratios in excess of 24:1 will be practical under in-cylinder
conditions.

The problems to be addressed concerning flame initiation and

propagation are discussed in the following sub-sections.

1.1.1. Flame Initiation
From thermodynamic principles it is desirable to have the combustion process take
place at the minimum volume condition in the Otto Cycle (i.e.: at TDC) in order to
extract the most work from the heat release and so maximise thermal efficiency. In
practice the physical processes and chemical reactions of combustion take a finite
time and so it is necessary to initiate combustion before the piston reaches TDC, if
the effective volume during combustion is to be minimised. The minimum crank
angle of spark advance required for best engine torque (MET) can be considered to
be the optimum ignition timing at which to operate the engine for highest efficiency.
The flame propagation speed of a lean mixture is slowed and so MET will have a
higher value under these conditions. The charge pressure and temperature are low
at high angles of advance before TDC and so ignition becomes more difficult with
engines that require high MET timings. Also the leaner mixture is more difficult to
ionise and so ignition is further inhibited. It is quite possible to have a situation in a
lean bum engine where conventional ignition is not reliable at the engine's MET, and
so the benefits of lean burn are not realisable. These problems have been addressed
in two ways:
1. High energy spark ignition and plasma ignition systems which can ignite
the lean mixtures more reliably (See section 1.13).
2. Measures to increase the flame propagation speed and so reduce the
engine's high MET advance requirement. These measures are discussed in
section 1.1.2.
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1.1.2. Flame Propagation
The therm odynam ic benefit o f burning the m ixture at the low est effective volume
has been discussed in the previous section.

In the case o f a lean bum engine the

flame propagation speed m ust be restored to that o f a near stoichiom etric tune if the
engine is to operate efficiently.

The only practical w ay o f substantially increasing

the flame speed is to increase the turbulence o f the com busting gases so that the
flame front can be carried at greater speed through the unbum ed m ixture [Q uader
1976].
This is achieved in practice by creating bulk swirling m otions in the charge filling the
cylinder during induction. Ideally these bulk m otions persist during com pression and
then collapse into m icro-turbulence as the piston approaches TDC.

The m icro

turbulence greatly assists the advancing flame front. A m ost effective swirl m otion
has been found to be that created by 4-valve configurations.

This form o f swirl is

called "Tumble" or "Barrel" swirl as it occurs about an axis normal to the cylinder
axis (see Fig. 1.1.2.1).

1 inducec

s wi r l

2 Compression
enhanced

3. Swi r l d e g e n e r a t i o n

swi rl

Fig 1.1.2.1. Barrel swirl behaviour in a 4-valve cham ber [Benjamin 1988].

In order to gain these benefits, the high velocity bulk swirl m ust first be generated.
The angular velocity o f the barrel swirl is increased according to the conservation o f
angular momentum as the com pression stroke reduces the effective size o f the
vortex. As the piston approaches TDC the changing geom etry m akes the bulk swirl
increasingly difficult and it is broken dow n into small-scale turbulence by the time o f
ignition. If the large scale bulk swirl is still present at the tim e o f ignition then the
ionised gases in the spark gap can be swept away before they can initiate sufficient
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pre-combustion reactions.

Once the mixture is ignited, the small scale random

eddies in the charge wrinkle the flame front, increasing its surface area and hence
the velocity of propagation.
Careful shaping of the inlet geometry is required in order that the incoming charge
can generate sufficient angular momentum to produce effective barrel swirl. The
flow area just upstream of the inlet valves must be restricted in order to promote
high intake velocities. This restriction of inlet flow area will reduce the volumetric
efficiency at high engine speeds and so may compromise the engine's maximum
power output.

A conflict of interest between emissions performance and power

output is evident, and in the past, compromise inlet geometry has been adopted.
The stringent emissions requirements of the future are likely to make a compromise
inlet geometry unacceptable. This would indicate that some form of variable inlet
geometry will be required if lean bum is to be a practical proposition.

1.2. Stratified Charge Engines
The Lean Bum Engines discussed in the previous section are based upon a lean but
homogenous mixture. A variation on the lean bum theme is one in which the local
AFR varies within the combustion chamber. This type of engine is referred to as a
"Stratified Charge" engine.

Typically the aim of such an engine is to provide a

generally lean mixture with a rich area around the spark plug to aid ignition and
speed up the initial stages of combustion.

This is very difficult to achieve in

practice. In a port injected SI engine, some degree of charge stratification can be
obtained by altering the timing of the injection of the fuel and modifying inlet
geometry and injector position [Endres 1990].

If the charge stratification is to

survive until the point of ignition, the in-cylinder mixing must be kept low. This, as
already discussed, will have a detrimental effect upon bum rates and MET timing.
This form of charge stratification has become unpopular due to the conflict of
interest over in-cylinder motion.
In the 1920's, Ricardo proposed the jet-ignition or torch ignition engine (see Fig.
1. 2 . 1) .
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Fig. 1.2.1. Torch-ignition engine [Heywood 1988d].
This engine had a small combustion chamber, containing the spark plug and
connected to the main combustion chamber by an orifice. This small secondary
combustion chamber was fed with a rich air-fuel mixture through its own small inlet
valve. The main combustion chamber was supplied with a lean mixture through a
conventionally sized valve.

Only a limited amount of mixing occurred between

combustion chambers during compression, leaving a rich mixture in the small
chamber at the time of ignition. After ignition, the burning flame front from the
small chamber passed through the connecting orifice and ignited the main charge. A
disadvantage of this design is that pumping losses are increased due to the pressure
drop between the two chambers during induction and expansion. An engine of very
similar design reached mass production in the seventies [Weaving 1990].

The

Honda CVCC engine reduced the pumping losses by having five connecting orifices
between the two combustion chambers. The engine had some tendency to knock
and so appeared with a fairly modest 9:1 compression ratio. The NOx performance
of this engine was very good due to the low combustion temperature of the main
charge.
As a modern development of this principle, the direct injection spark ignition engine
is currently being researched.

1.3. Direct Injection Spark Ignition Engines
The principle of the direct injection spark ignition (DISI) engine involves injecting
the fuel directly into the combustion chamber as in a diesel engine. The method has
been used in the past, initially in aircraft engines developed at DVL (Deutsch
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt, or German Aviation Test Establishment) under the
Nazi rule during the run up to W W II [Norbye 1988]. This technology helped lift
the power output of the Daimler Benz DB 601 fighter engine to 1200 hp in 1937.
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The British response was made by the SU carburettor company which developed a
similar system for use on the Rolls-Royce Merlin, later to power the Spitfire. There
are considerable technical difficulties in pumping gasoline at the very high pressures
required while accurately metering the fuel deUvery. Injection pump tolerances must
be very tight, given the low viscosity of pump gasoline.

The low lubricity of

gasoline meant that pump life has been a major problem in the past. It is mainly this
problem that has kept

direct injection in the

realms

of military and

exotic/competition applications to date. The only exception to this was bom during
the post-war austerity of Germany [Norbye 1988]. The requirement was to make
small cheap utility 2-stroke engines perform acceptably for passenger transport.
Bosch adapted wartime aviation technology to the 700 cc 2-cyhnder Gutbrod and
Goliath cars. Pump wear was overcome by allowing small amounts of lubrication oil
to mix with the fuel in the injection pump, emissions not being of great concern.
Around 17,000 of these cars were produced up until 1957.
More recent injection system developments [Emerson 1990] and increasingly
demanding emissions legislation combine to make DISI engines a commercial
possibility in the near future.
By careful design of the injector spray nozzle and injecting the fuel late in the
compression stroke, it is possible to achieve a high degree of charge stratification
with moderate levels of charge motion [Speigel 1992]. Alternatively a high degree
of mixture homogeneity can be achieved by changing the injection timing to early in
the induction stroke.

This would enable engine designers to apply more

sophisticated operating strategies than are otherwise possible. The key benefits are :
1. At low load the engine can be operated at extreme overall AFR's of up to
45:1. This ability greatly reduces the losses in the pumping loop work..
2. The possibility exists to control engine torque by varying AFR.

This

would obviate the requirement for a conventional idle speed control valve.
3. Late injection at WOT reduces the time available for detonation reactions
to occur.

The engine can therefore tolerate a higher compression ratio

leading to benefits in thermal efficiency.
4. Injecting fuel after exhaust valve closure means that no fuel can pass
directly into the exhaust, increasing fuel economy while reducing HC
emissions. This factor reduces the restriction on valve overlap, allowing the
possibility of improving WOT performance.
5.

Injecting into a relatively open combustion chamber, rather than a

confined inlet port, reduces the likelihood of wall wetting. This will assist
mixture formation and reduce cold start enrichment requirements to an
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absolute minimum.

Low cold start enrichment requirement is a key

requirement for meeting emissions legislation.
6. Reduced transport times from fiiel metering to combustion mean that
engine transient fuelling is more precisely accomplished.
While in a practical engine all of these benefits could not be fully realised, the DISI
engine still looks attractive in terms of emissions efficiency and performance, if the
technical difiQculties associated with the injection system can be overcome.

The

main penalty would be one of increased capital cost.

1.4. Air-Blast Direct Injection Spark Ignition engines
As a further variation of the DI approach, the air-blast injector is currently under
development [Emerson 1990]. The method involves metering the fuel into a small
chamber at low pressure. A solenoid controlled blast of compressed air then carries
the fuel through a spring-loaded poppet delivery valve into the combustion chamber.
After the poppet valve has closed, the injection chamber is then vented, returning the
chamber to atmospheric pressure for the next cycle. This system has the benefit of
metering fuel at low pressure and so avoiding the main technical difficulties of DI
The blast of high pressure air has the added benefit of finely atomising the fuel,
typically to an Sauter mean diameter (Smd) of under 3 pm, as it passes through the
delivery valve into the combustion chamber. A disadvantage of the system is that
only a limited degree of charge stratification can be achieved as the air blast tends to
disperse the fuel around the combustion chamber. The requirement for a rapid rise
and fall of the air blast pressure required limits the maximum pressure to around 9
bar. This obviously precludes late injection as the combustion chamber pressure
exceeds 9 bar near TDC. This type of injector was developed initially for 2-stroke
applications and only recently have the 4-stroke applications been investigated.
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1.5. Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) has some similar effects upon combustion to
those of lean bum. The charge is diluted with exhaust gas rather than excess air.
EGR has the benefit of being compatible with exhaust catalyst operation as the
engine can still be tuned to operate at stoiciometric AFR's. The use of EGR can
have significant benefits during the warm-up period as the hot exhaust gases aid fuel
evaporation.

Pumping loop work is also reduced as less throttling is required

because of the greater mass of gas present in the combustion chamber.
Two methods are used to recirculate the exhaust gases ;
1. Internal EGR. A proportion of the exhaust gases from the previous cycle
is trapped in the cylinder after the exhaust valve has closed. Some EGR by
this method is unavoidable in any IC engine, typically 8% at high loads and
16% at low loads for a conventional SI engine [Heywood 1988c]. When
internal EGR is applied, the engine variables are set to achieve, as nearly as
possible, the required amount of charge dilution at one operating condition
with inevitable compromises at other conditions. The amount trapped can be
affected by changing valve phasings, compression ratio or exhaust back
pressure. Devices such as port throttles [Miller 1992a] can also influence the
amount of internal EGR.
2. External EGR. A system of valves and pipes is used to return some gas
fi’om the exhaust system into the inlet system. This method has benefits in
the ease of control over EGR but has additional capital costs. It is likely
that the volume of EGR required in the future, together with the degree of
control that will be required, dictates that the use of some external EGR will
be essential to add to the ever-present internal EGR.
The drawbacks of EGR are similar to those of Lean Burn, the high charge dilution
reduces the bum rate and so increases MET timing.

Flame initiation and

propagation becomes increasingly unreliable as the EGR level is increased. The HC
performance of an engine with high levels of EGR will inevitably suffer [Brehob
1990]. The increase in HC production can be mitigated partially or completely by
measures including raising charge motion levels and heating the induced air (Fig.
1.5.1).
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Fig. 1.5.1. Effect of EGR on HC emissions [Brehob 1992]
Heating the induced air can make the engine more susceptible to knock.

The

addition of EGR tends to reduce the propensity to knock. The net effect is that
MET timings can be obtained at a high load, 1300 r/min, condition with induced air
at 140°C when 20 % external EGR is applied (Fig. 1.5.2).

In the regions of

operation where MET cannot be achieved, the engine must be operated at less than
optimum efficiency to avoid knock. EGR and charge heating both reduce pumping
losses due to the rise in inlet manifold pressure thereby increasing efficiency by up to
5% above standard operation levels over a range of operating conditions [Erehob
1992].
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Brehob suggests that inlet charge heating and EGR make an effective combination
for high efficiency, low emissions operation. This strategy is not entirely satisfactory
while emissions test cycles make the cold start and warm-up periods critical for HC
emissions. EGR plus air charge heating provide an attractive operating strategy for
fully warm operation, using a heat-exchanger to take waste heat from the exhaust or
cooling system to heat the inlet charge. At cold start this source of waste heat is not
available, rendering the system ineffective for the first few minutes of operation. It
may be possible to provide a secondary heating system that can supply the charge
heating until the engine has warmed up. It is likely that any such secondary heat
supply system would be prohibitively expensive and heavy for the majority of cars,
requiring large electrical batteries or a secondary fuel combuster.
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1.6. Variable Valve Timing (W T)
W T is of considerable interest to engine designers. In the past, a compromise
camshaft was selected for an engine as different valve timings are required for
different engine operating conditions. Short duration cam profiles with low valve
overlap tend to promote good engine torque at low speed with a good idle stability
and good fuel consumption; this is offset by a reduction in high speed torque output
and low volumetric efficiency. These qualities made this type of cam profile the
usual choice for light commercial and economy car applications. Conversely, long
valve events with large overlap give good high speed power at the expense of fuel
consumption, torque and combustion stability at low speeds; this type of camshaft
generally being selected for high performance applications.

A great benefit can

therefore be gained in being able to change the valve timing to suit operating
conditions. In this way the benefits to engine torque of both types of valve timing
regime can be obtained.
W T systems vary greatly in complexity, in simple systems inlet and or exhaust
events are changed by altering the cam phasing only. Usually only the phasing of the
inlet cam is varied as this allows adjustment of the crucial overlap period for the
minimum cost.

Camshaft phase adjustment has the major advantage of being

comparatively cheap and easy to fit to existing engine designs. An inlet cam phasing
W T system was put into production by Alfa-Romeo in 1982 [Demmelbauer-Ebner
1991], fitted to US specification 2.0 litre 'Twin Spark' engines. The system was
known as the 'VCP' system and used an engine management output to control an
electro-hydraulic mechanism to achieve 10 degrees of cam phase adjustment, with
later European models achieving 16 degrees of adjustment (Fig. 1.6.1).

Annular piston (with halical spline
on inner surface, straight spline on
outer surface)

Helical spline on
camshaft
Hydraulic chamber
loll feed through camshaft)

Straight spline on
drive wheel

Fig 1.6.1 Alfa-Romeo W T [Demmelbauer-Ebner 1992]
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The system improved maximum torque by 3% while improving idle stability and
emissions performance.

Some extra benefits can be obtained from exhaust cam

phase shifting and this is becoming of increasing interest.
The next level of sophistication employs two discrete camshaft profiles with
switching between them on an engine management signal [Dopson 1991]. W T of
this type has been used in production in order to improve engine torque output over
wide ranges of operating conditions, notably by Honda in their VTEC design (Fig.
1. 6 . 2 ) .
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Fig, 1.6.2, Honda VTEC system [Demmelbauer-Ebner 1992]
The VTEC engine used W T to provide the highest specific power output in any
naturally aspirated mass production vehicle in 1988, the '88 model Honda CRX
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coupé. This model produced 61 kW per litre at 6800 r/min compared with 50 kW
per litre at 5740 r/min for the pre-VTEC engine [Autodata 1991].
More advanced systems are able to provide some degree of continuous variation in
cam duration, phasing and lift, such as the Ricardo prism mechanism [Norris 1991]
This system uses two specially shaped inlet camshafts operating upon two faces of a
triangular follower, the third face of the triangle acting upon the inlet valve (Fig.
1.6.3).

Start of Lift

;30"

675*

135*

Maximum Lift

End of Lift

2^7 5* Mid-Way Through
B ase Spiral

Fig. 1.6.3. Prism W T mechanism [Norris 1991]
By altering the relative phasing between the camshafts it is possible to vary the lift,
duration and phasing of the inlet valve lift event.

The range of adjustment for

duration and lift is limited and packaging problems are encountered due to the close
proximity of the two inlet camshafts. However, the Ricardo system is currently the
only system that allows a significant range of adjustment of cam duration, phasing
and lift in a high speed engine.
The ultimate goal in terms of W T would be to enable the valve duration, phasing
and lift to be fully and directly under engine management control, hence dispensing
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with the camshaft. The main problem is in developing suitable actuators to operate
the valves. Research is currently being carried out on electromechanical and electrohydraulic valve actuation in which the valve lift event is fully under computer control
[Wilson 1992] The enormous accelerations (over lOOOg) experienced by the valve
gear at high speed dictate that this level of sophistication is still a long way from
being achieved on a production engine [Demmelbauer-Ebner 1991]. The current
Lotus electro-hydraulic system (Fig. 1.6.4) requires an extremely large external
hydraulic power unit and so is only suitable for research work. The system is able to
follow typical automotive cam profiles at speeds of up to 4000 r/min with integral
valve lift errors below 4% (a conventional hydraulic tappet system would give a 6%
error).

1—

Fig. 1.6.4. Lotus electro-hydraulic valve actuation [Wilson 1992]
W T is now being looked at as a method of reducing emissions.

W T gives

potential emissions benefits in two ways :
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1. By increasing the specific power output of the engine, a smaller engine can
be employed to provide a given vehicle performance. Benefits are gained in
weight, vehicle packaging, friction losses and pumping losses. A smaller,
lighter engine installation gives lower emissions at low speed and load.
2. W T can be used to reduce directly the specific level of engine emissions.
This is discussed in the following.
The value of W T as a method of reducing specific emissions is twofold:
Firstly, W T can alter valve overlap and so can be used as a method of controlling
internal EGR, the benefits of which are covered in the section on EGR.
Secondly, a significant reduction in HC emissions can be achieved by closing the
exhaust valve early Research [Dopson 1990] has shown that the concentration of
unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust gases tend to be concentrated in 2 peaks (Fig.
1.6.5). The first peak is on the blowdown phase during the first 40° of the exhaust
valve opening. The second peak takes place just before the exhaust valve closes
(with conventional timing). This second peak is thought to be caused by several
mechanisms, the main ones being the evacuation of HC rich gas from the cylinder
crevice volumes and desorption of HC from the lubricating oil film on the cylinder
wall [Bennet 1991]. By closing the exhaust valve early, part of this HC rich gas can
be trapped in the cylinder and so tailpipe HC emissions are reduced.

HC Mass flow rate
(Solid Line)

HC Concentration
(Dashed line)

120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 300
Crank Angle (Deg ATDC)

Fig. 1.6.5. Temporal distribution of conventional SI engine HC emissions
[Bennet 1991].
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1.7. Inlet Valve Throttling (IVT)
In an extreme case of W T , it is possible to vary the effective flow area of the inlet
valves to such an extent that the engine is throttled by this mechanism alone
[Stivender 1968]. In this case sonic velocities are obtained through the inlet valves
at low engine loads. The resultant high degree of charge turbulence improves the
engine's tolerance to EGR and lean mixtures, as discussed in previous sections. The
mixture preparation produced by this sonic inlet valve flow would be excellent, due
to the shearing forces in the high-speed flow breaking the fuel down into small
droplets. An engine of this design would not require a conventional throttle and this
would offset a little of the initial cost of an IVT system. As long ago as 1968,
General Motors were running inlet valve throttled engines at AFR's of up to 20; 1 in
development vehicles; this represented an extremely lean mixture for the time. The
throttling was accomplished by use of variable-ratio rocker arms, the fulcrum of the
rocker arms being adjusted by a servo assisted mechanism.
engine air flow by adjusting valve Ufl only.

This method limits

This system gave poor cylinder to

cylinder air distribution at low load and so would be unsuitable for production use.
An earher single-cylinder engine accomplished inlet valve throttling by adjusting the
valve lash to produce a clipped valve hft profile. A future development could make
use of a computer-controlled valve actuation system to accomplish IVT

1.8. Cylinder Deactivation
Many of the mechanisms of toxic emissions formation are far worse at idle and low
engine load. The low charge density and reduced inlet velocities make bum rates
slow and mixing inconsistent, leading to cycle-to-cycle combustion variations.
One method of reducing fuel consumption and emissions is by the artificial increase
of load on the working cylinders, so leading to a more stable combustion process.
Deactivating some of the cylinders on a multi-cylinder engine will have this effect.
The cylinders can be deactivated either by cutting fuel supply alone or by cutting the
fuel supply and not opening the valves. If fuel only is cut, then the pumping losses
associated with the deactivated cylinders cancel out any efficiency gains in the active
cylinders. Valve deactivation considerably reduces these pumping losses.

Valve

deactivation of this type has recently been incorporated in the Mitsubishi MIVEC
(Mitsubishi Innovative Valve Timing and Electronic Control) engine [Autocar
1992a].

By using a combination of cam profile switching and inlet valve

deactivation this engine gave the highest naturally aspirated production specific
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power output (Sept' 92) with very good part load efficiency.

The mechanism

employed was similar in operation to the Honda VTEC system.
The 1.6 litre MTVEC engine produced 134 kW at 7,500 r/min while returning 45
mpg at a constant 37.5 mph. This represents a 17% fuel efficiency improvement
over Mitsubishi's previous lean bum engine. The specific power output was 81 kW
per litre, some 33% higher than Honda's 1988 VTEC design (section 1.6).

The

engine deactivated two of its four cylinders at cruising speeds up to 60 mph,
inevitably with an increase in noise and vibration from the engine, but the
deterioration was deemed acceptable by Mitsubishi for a production car. In larger
engines with greater numbers of cylinders there is more scope for cylinder
deactivation without significant noise/vibration penalties.

As there is currently a

trend toward multi-cylinder installations, cylinder deactivation is becoming
increasingly practical as a method of reducing emissions.

1.9. Mixture Preparation

Hydrocarbon fuels will only bum when in their gaseous form. In order for the fuel
to be bumt efficiently the fuel should ideally be fully vaporised at the time of
ignition. All current production gasoline injection systems inject fuel in its liquid
form into the engine.

The time delay between injection and ignition in a port

injection engine will be less than 120 ms even at idle conditions. Direct injection
into the cylinder or port injection with open valves will shorten this delay further.
Thus, the time-scale for the evaporation process is very short. In the case of a
homogeneous charge engine, the fuel must also be fully mixed with the air at the
time of ignition.

Mixture preparation is the term given to the atomisation,

evaporation and mixing processes that are required in advance of combustion. The
rate of evaporation of a liquid droplet spray is proportional to its surface area; if the
diameter of droplets in a fuel spray is halved, then the rate of evaporation will be
increased by a factor of four. A greater number of smaller droplets, well distributed
throughout the charge, Avill improve mixture homogeneity with associated
improvement in cyclic variations and combustion quality [Williams 1992a]. Up to
80% of the HC and CO emissions produced in a US emissions test are produced
during the first 2 to 3 minutes after cold start [Autocar 1992b]. This high specific
HC production is due to two reasons: catalyst efficiency is very low during the first
90 s of operation before 'light-off has occurred, and also the engine requires
enriched mixture during this period.
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The enriched mixture is required in order to get sufficient fuel vaporised in time for
combustion. Any measures that reduce cold start enrichment will therefore have a
significant effect upon the ability of an engine to pass the homologation emissions
test.

Cold start enrichment is only required because, at low temperatures,

conventional fuel systems cannot atomise and evaporate gasoline within the available
time. The majority of current injection systems supply a fairly coarse fuel spray into
the port while the inlet valve is closed. This strategy relies upon the fuel impacting
the hot port and inlet valve surfaces and being evaporated. This simply does not
work effectively during the cold start and warm up period.

In cold start tests

[Kashiwaya 1990], it was found that at -SO^C, cranking time could be reduced from
110 to 3 seconds by reducing droplet size from 176 pm to 85 pm Sauter mean
diameter (Smd). While it seems likely that the AFR in this test was set at a level just
lean of that which would have suited the coarser spray, the indication is clear that
finely atomised fuel sprays reduce cold start enrichment requirements and shorten
cranking times. An important aspect of mixture preparation is the amount of fuel
which impacts the cylinder and port walls before vaporisation.

The greater the

tendency for impaction, the greater will be the requirement for cold start enrichment.
Some of this impacted fuel is likely to remain in the port from one cycle to the next,
especially at low load and speed. While steady state operation may be relatively
unaffected, there is likely to be a requirement for greater transient compensation.
Inevitably, there will be larger excursions from the desired AFR during transients
and so emissions performance will suffer. Nogi et al [Nogi 1988] showed that, with
an induction air flow velocity of 10 m/s, droplets of less than 30 pm in diameter
would be carried 'with the air flow around an inlet valve. Droplets of 50 pm or
larger would have sufficient momentum to deviate from the main air flow path and
so impact. Improvements in the following areas are all gained by reducing mean
droplet diameter to below 30pm :
1. Droplets below 30 pm diameter can "follow" air flow through inlet ports
and valves.
2. Smaller droplets evaporate more quickly.
3. Smaller droplets reduce cold start enrichment requirements.
4. Small droplets, well distributed, lead to a homogenous charge which will
reduce cycle to cycle variations.
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The case for a finely prepared mixture is very strong.

Small droplets give many

advantages in combustion quality, with few disadvantages. The problems come in
trying to achieve the desired mixture preparation.

1.9.1. Devices for Improved Mixture Preparation
The devices available for improving mixture preparation can be divided into two
groups, those that improve mixture preparation at the injector, and those that
improve mixture preparation during transport into the cylinder.
Methods of improving mixture preparation at the injector include the use of
electrostatic forces, ultrasonic vibration devices and air assisted atomisers (AAA's).
Port throttles can improve mixture preparation in the ports, if the injector is
upstream, although the primary reason for their use is as a method of controlling
internal EGR in high performance engines.

1.9.2. Air Assisted Atomisers
The AAA is in essence a very simple and therefore relatively inexpensive device. It
generally consists of a standard pintle or disc type injector with a modified nozzle
into which a stream of air can be introduced. This stream of high-velocity air is
mixed with the fuel flow emerging from the injector.

High shear stresses are

developed between the fuel and air flows which shatter the fuel into fine droplets.
There are two variations on this theme; one method mixes the fuel and air flows
then passes the two phase flow through an orifice, as in the Lucas design (Fig.
1.9.2.1), whereas in the Nippondenso device (Fig. 1.9.2.2) eight small air jets
surround the pintle of a standard injector and impinge upon the fuel spray as it
emerges into the inlet port. Toyota have developed a device similar to the Lucas
AAA, differing in having twin exit holes for use in four-valve applications to reduce
wall wetting on the port dividing wall (Fig. 1.9.2.3).
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Although both the Lucas and Nippondenso designs utilise atmospheric air bleed to
achieve similar aims, the behaviour of the two devices differs significantly. The
performance of the ND device is never inferior to a standard injector, even at very
low air flow rates. In a study using a device of similar design to the ND AAA,
[Rokita 1993], The Smd was found to be 140 pm with no air assistance, falling to
40 pm with 0.1 bar (relative to manifold pressure). A further increase in air supply
pressure did not strongly affect the Smd.
The Lucas device gives similar mixture preparation benefits at idle, with Smd's of
around 45 pm at 45 cmHg manifold depression. The mixture preparation of the
Lucas AAA deteriorates greatly at low manifold depressions such that at WOT the
device effectively hoses with negligible atomisation at the nozzle. With pressurised
air supplied at 1.0 bar, relative to manifold pressure, the Smd falls to under 20 pm
[Williams 1994a],
There is some indication that the device can hang-up fuel if the air supply is
interrupted [Fry 1991], with this fuel being delivered when air flow resumes. This
problem would not exist if some residual air is always allowed to flow through the
AAA

The Lucas device therefore has the potential to give good mixture

preparation, having a lower air bleed flow rate requirement than the ND AAA. The
fuel pressure regulator need not be referenced to manifold pressure with the Lucas
device as the lower side of the fuel metering valve is exposed to bleed supply
pressure (atmospheric), as illustrated in Fig 1.9.2.1.
There is a case for using a pressurised air supply system for these devices so that the
better mixture preparation can be gained, even during cold-start cranking, this would
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be particularly important with the Lucas device. Once the engine has started, the
possibility exists to utilise hot EGR gas instead of air to pass through devices of this
type, giving several potential benefits if a durable system could be developed. The
hot EGR gases would aid evaporation of the injector spray while the aboveatmospheric exhaust pressure will help atomisation. Furthermore, the operation of
the AAA could be improved at higher engine speeds as the exhaust pressure will be
relatively high and will tend to offset the reduction in inlet manifold depression. The
engine would have to tolerate high EGR levels if the AAA was to be fully utilised at
idle, internal EGR levels would also have to be very low. These factors indicate that
a combined EGR/AAA system would have to be used in conjunction with W T and
high levels of charge motion.

This combination of AAA/EGR has not been

investigated and it seems likely that problems could arise from exhaust gas
particulates blocking the small orifices of the AAA. Heat transfer from the exhaust
gases to the injector body would have to be limited as fuel vaporisation upstream of
the metering valve would have disastrous results on engine performance.

1.9.3. Ultrasonic Atomisers
In these devices an ultrasonic standing wave of air is utilised to shatter the fuel into
fine droplets. One such device [Sudong 1990], the so called 'Jet Swirier', generates
the ultrasonic standing wave from a high pressure air flow, utilising the 'organ pipe'
effect. High velocity air jets from helical nozzles pass through a single convergent
nozzle and on emerging, impact a conical cap cover containing an annular cavity
(Fig 1.9.3.1).
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Fig 1.9.3.1. Air-powered ultrasonic atomiser [Sudong 1990]
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Resonance is caused in this cavity establishing a standing wave (as in an organ pipe)
which atomises the fuel flowing from separate orifices surrounding the ultrasonic
generator.

The practicality of these devices in internal combustion engines is

somewhat limited. The best mixture preparation that has been obtained (40 pm
Smd) is produced only when the supply air pressure is raised to 13.5 bar. The
atomiser flows about 6 g/s of air at this condition, about 8 times the total air
requirement of a typical 500 cc/cyl engine at idle.

Air flow would need to be

modulated if the atomiser were to be utilised at low engine loads, and this is not very
satisfactory in terms of installation cost and complexity. A spray with an Smd of 40
pm can be achieved utilising only atmospheric air bleed into manifold depression if
an AAA is utilised It has been suggested [Sudong 1990] that if several ultrasonic
sources were located within the combustion chamber that the upward movement of
the piston during compression could be used to enhance the ultrasonic atomisation
performance. How this could be achieved in practice is not specified.
In a separate study, an ultrasonic atomiser using an electrical oscillator as the source
of vibrations was investigated [Namiyama 1989]. In this device a bolted Langevin
transducer (BLT) was used to vibrate an aluminium alloy horn at its resonant
frequency of 60 kHz (Fig. 1.9 3 .2).

ELECTRIC
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FUEL
PUMP
MICRO
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FUEL
/
SUPPLIER

/. SPRAY

Fig 1.9.3 .2. Electrically-powered ultrasonic atomiser [Namiyama 1989]
The electric ultrasonic atomiser gave similar mixture preparation to the air-powered
one, with Smd's of typically 40 to 70 pm. This was subsequently reduced to 25 to
40 pm by raising the natural frequency of the horn to 80 kHz and driving it at this
frequency.
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The electrically driven atomiser has three main benefits :
1. The average velocity of the droplets leaving the atomiser was below 0.5
m/s - about 5% of that fi'om a typical pintle injector. These low velocity
droplets are less likely to impact the walls of the ports and so wall wetting
should be considerably reduced.
2. No extra air supply is required, so the problems associated with AAA's
and air blast ultrasonic devices at low engine air requirement conditions do
not arise.
3. The device has a low power requirement of around 30 W.
The electric ultrasonic atomiser was fitted to a single cylinder research engine and
the effects on emissions were assessed. HC emissions at low load fell by around
20% and CO fell by about 50% compared with a standard pintle injector. A 70%
increase in the peak heat release rate was also noted indicating that a considerable
increase in bum rate had been achieved. The only problem with emissions was that
NOx output increased by around 15%.

This is a result of the increase in peak

cylinder pressure and temperature caused by the improved bum rate. In practice it is
likely that an atomiser of this type would be used in conjunction with EGR to reduce
NOx production. If the natural frequency of the device could be raised to higher
levels, it is likely that it could be used to produce droplets in the desirable sub-30 pm
range. The high frequency vibration of such a device could lead to rapid fatigue
failure. Careful design and avoidance of stress concentrations allowed the device
discussed here to function for 10,000 hours without failure.

1.9.4. Electrostatic Atomisers
It is possible to use electrostatic devices to generate very fine sprays of liquid.
Using an electrostatic atomiser with 17 kV of applied voltage, a benzene spray of Ip
m ± 0.5 pm diameter can be achieved.

Such a device would absorb 150 W per

cylinder at typical automotive fuel flow rates [Kelly 1978]. The use of these devices
would have a further benefit in that the individual droplets repel each other due to
their similar charge, causing them to disperse evenly in the air. For an application in
a typical homogenous charge engine, this type of mixture preparation would be
ideal. Unfortunately, the system would be impractical in a production engine as the
surface area required to provide sufficient 'seed sites' could not be contained within a
conventional IC engine induction port.
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1.10. Variable Geometry Intake Systems
Variable inlet geometry (VIG) has been used in many SI engines over the last
decade, notably by Honda, Opel, Mazda and Citroen and Toyota [Matsumoto
1986]

These installations were generally 6-cylinder engines in the 2.5 to 3.0-litre

range. One type of VIG system consists of inlet manifolds divided into sections and
interconnected by throttle valves.

The resonance characteristics of the induction

system can be changed by opening and closing these throttle valves. By this means
the beneficial effects of manifold resonance on cylinder filling can be exploited over
quite a wide range of operating speed and so volumetric efficiency improvements are
gained (Fig. 1 10 1 and Fig. 1.10.2). Improved volumetric efficiency can indirectly
assist in improving emissions by reducing the required engine size/mass for a given
application, although this effect is not particularly significant.

Intake runner
Short Resonance Tube
Butterfly Valve

Intake chamber

Air cleaner

/ Air duct junction

Control valve

Open (end to
the atmosphere

Long Resonance Tube

Fig 1.10.1. Mazda VIG [Hatamura 1987] Fig. 1.10.2. Toyota VIG [Matsumota 1986]
A more recent interest in another type of VIG systems has been aroused by the
possibility of using it to enhance charge motion. As discussed in the sections on
Lean-burn and EGR, charge motion is a key factor in allowing the successful
application of EGR and lean combustion to reduce emissions.

EGR and lean

combustion systems rely on high levels of charge turbulence to complete combustion
within the time available. Careful shaping of the inlet geometry is required in order
that the incoming charge can generate sufficient angular momentum to promote
swirl which can be broken down into turbulence [Omori 1991]. The flow area just
upstream of the inlet valves must be restricted in order to promote high intake
velocities This restriction of inlet flow area will reduce the volumetric efficiency at
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high engine speeds and so will reduce the engine's maximum power output.

A

conflict of interest between emissions performance and power output is evident, and
in the past, compromise inlet geometry has been adopted. The trade-off between
port discharge coefficient and 'Tumble Ratio'* can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.10.3.
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.10.3. Trade-off between tumble ratio and discharge coefficient [Omori
* Tumble Ratio is defined as the ratio of the angular velocity of a tumble sensing impeller to
engine speed in the Tumble Tester Steady Flow Rig developed by Omori [Omori 91]

The stringent emissions requirements of the future are likely to make a compromise
inlet geometry unacceptable. The clear indication is that VIG will be required if lean
bum or EGR is to be a practical proposition.
Several types of VIG system have been developed to act as charge motion
generators for multi-valve engines, such as the AVL Controlled Bum Rate (GBR)
engine [Mikulic 1990]. The AVL GBR engine has an asymmetric inlet port
arrangement with a swirl control valve in one port branch (Fig. 1.10.4).
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Fig. 1.10.4. AVL Controlled burn rate engine inlet ports. [Mikulic 1990]
The swirl control valve is closed at low load conditions, and this increases the air
velocity in the unthrottled port leading to an increase in its momentum. The raised
level of inlet flow momentum promotes charge motion during induction. Allowing
the bulk of the induced charge to flow through a single port promotes an axial
swirling motion in the cylinder, with its attendant benefits. At high engine speed and
load, the swirl control valve is opened allowing the ports to operate in the
conventional manner, giving the characteristic high volumetric efficiency of a fourvalve layout. This system allows a 12 degree reduction in MET at a 2000 r/min
light load condition when the swirl control valve is closed.

The CBR system

employs a single injector spraying downstream of the swirl control device, at a
section where the two ports communicate via a small passage.

Inevitably this

arrangement must give some maldistribution in AFR between the two ports when
the swirl control valve is closed, the fuel being divided approximately equally
between ports and the air-flow biased towards one port branch. The connection
between port branches will tend to lessen the maximum flow velocity differential
between inlet valves and so reduce the effectiveness of the swirl generation. There
have several different configurations developed around the same theme as the AVL
CBR system (Fig. 1.10.5), none of the systems completely overcome the problem of
fuel maldistribution while allowing maximum swirl generating effect.
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Fig. 1.10.5. 4-valve swirl control valve configurations [Endres 1990]
One technique involves using a single injector mounted in the port branch without
the swirl control valve (Fig. 1.10.5.,C,E).

This arrangement gives optimum

performance at conditions where the swirl control valves are closed at the expense
of AFR maldistribution at high speed and load conditions. A second arrangement
(Fig 1.10.5,D) has the injector mounted upstream of the swirl control valve This
arrangement gives very good swirl generation but at low load and speed a large
proportion of fuel will impact on the closed swirl control valve. The increased
injector/valve transport distance and greater wall wetting area will make transient
fuel compensation more difficult in a practical installation.

A possible solution

would be to use a separate injector in each port branch, but there would be a large
cost penalty as twice as many injectors would be required with separate control for
each of the two port branches. A swirl control valve developed by Jaguar Cars [Fry
1992a] works in a manner that causes no mixture distribution problems with a single
injector installation.

The device, referred to as a 'Ski-Jump' due to its physical

appearance, is fitted into the ports just upstream of the port dividing wall. The SkiJump is a ramp, hinged at its upstream edge, so that it can be raised to bias air flow
towards the top of the inlet ports as it flows past the valves, so encouraging tumble
swirl. However, when the arrangement was tried on a particular design of engine,
the emissions of unburnt HC's was worse than expected [McCamley 1991]. The
cause was attributed to the hang-up of some of the fuel behind the Ski-Jump. If the
HC emissions problem can be overcome then the arrangement holds the promise of
good emissions performance. An added benefit of the Ski-Jump is that it retracts
completely clear of the air flow path when not in use and so has negligible effect on
volumetric efficiency.
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Ski-Jump

Fig. 1.10.6. The Jaguar Ski-Jump [Fry 1992a]
Another approach to obtaining a suitable compromise between low and high speed
performance is to use port throttles (Fig. 1.10.7).
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Fig. 1.10.7. Port throttles [Baker 1992]
The primary reason for the adoption of port throttling has been as a method of
controlling internal EGR when large valve overlap periods are employed [Poole
1992] Recent studies have shown that port throttles, when located close to the inlet
valves of a four-valve head, can have a significant effect on in-cylinder motion
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[Baker 1992].

The nature and magnitude of these effects are not yet fully

understood, but further investigations are currently under way. It may be possible to
exploit port throttles as a specific charge motion generator in the near future. If port
throttles can be used in this manner then they become very attractive as they give
additional benefits in reducing pumping loop work and improving mixture
preparation [Baker 1992].

1.11. Exhaust Catalysts
Current emission control technology relies heavily on the use of exhaust catalytic
converters which remove the pollutants in the exhaust gas before they are released
into the atmosphere. There are two basic types of catalytic converter; the oxidation
catalyst and the three way catalyst (TWC).

Oxidation catalysts, as the name

suggests, can oxidise HC and CO to give CO] and H ]0, but cannot reduce NO^
emissions. TWC’s can deal with all three pollutants but are sensitive to AFR and can
only be used with a near stoichiometric tune [Heywood 1988b] (See Fig. 1.11.1).
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Fig. 1.11.1. Effect of AFR on TWC conversion efficiency [Heywood 1988b]
The use of exhaust catalysts has many disadvantages:
•

The catalyst is completely ineffective for the first 90 seconds or so after cold
start while it warms up to its operating temperature. During this period the
engines CO and HC emissions are extremely high due to the mixture
enrichment required for cold start.
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• The requirement to run the engine at a stoichiometric air-fliel ratio with a
TWC increases the fuel consumption by about 5% over a lean bum engine.
This increased fuel consumption will raise CO2 emissions by a similar
amount, hardly a satisfactory situation considering the present concern for
global warming.
•

The catalysts are extremely expensive and have a limited life span, with
significant degradation of function within 50,000 miles [Heywood 1988b].

• The catalysts are based upon platinum and other noble metals and so costs
are dependant upon the dynamic world commodity markets, a sharp rise in
costs could occur with little warning.
• The catalyst is easily damaged by the use of incorrect fuel in the engine or by
engine misfire.
The exhaust catalyst is, however, very efficient at lowering exhaust pollutants,
typically reducing tailpipe emissions by a factor of 5 or greater. The high efficiency
of the devices, especially the TWC with its ability to reduce NO^, dictate that
catalysts are likely to be applied to the engines of the foreseeable future, with the
bulk of research aimed at reducing emissions at source. An exhaust catalyst that can
reduce NO^ emissions, while tolerating a lean engine tune would be of great benefit.
Such a device would allow the engine designer to pursue a lean burn strategy with
associated reductions in fuel consumption, CO and CO2 emissions. Lean TWC's are
still some way from being developed and so current engines are restricted to
stoichiometric operation. This leaves designers free to opt for EGR to reduce NG^
production in the combustion chamber and decrease pumping work.

1.11.1. Combustion Chamber Catalysts
In studies on small utility two-stroke SI engines [Ramesh 1992], catalytic coatings
have been applied to the combustion chamber walls. Significant reductions in HC
and CO emissions were noted with a copper catalytic layer apphed to the
combustion chamber. It seems highly likely that similar benefits could be obtained in
automotive 4-stroke SI engines with similar combustion chamber coatings. There
must be some question over the durability of these as coatings as it seems likely that
combustion deposits would reduce their effectiveness.

The pre-combustion

reactions encouraged by the catalyst will occur in the region adjacent to the cylinder
wall, the so-called 'quench layer', where heat transfer to the cylinder wall prevents
conventional combustion from occurring. The net effect of a catalytic layer being a
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reduction in the thickness of the quench layer. This suggests that the benefits of
combustion chamber catalysts will be additive to benefits from any other emissions
reduction techniques. An added bonus from such a coating is improved thermal
efficiency, as the oxidation of otherwise unbumt HC's is taking place within the
combustion chamber, thus adding to the useful heat released.

Brake thermal

efficiency increases of the order of 11% were noted with copper coatings applied to
small two-stroke engines [Ramesh 1992].

1.12. Rapid Warm-up Systems
As stated earlier, around 80% of the HC and CO emissions of a current TWC
equipped car during the US homologation test occur during the first 2 to 3 minutes.
These high levels of pollutants are due to the engine enrichment requirements during
this low temperature operation and also due to the catalyst having not reached its
operating temperature.

Any measures that can reduce the warm-up time of the

engine or catalyst will have a significant effect upon emissions.

1.12.1. Electrically Heated Catalyst
The catalyst can be pre-heated electrically to near its operating temperature before
the engine is started. This action will considerably reduce the 'Light-off time of the
catalyst and so reduce emissions during the critical first few minutes of operation.
Two main drawbacks are associated with this system [Hurley 1991]:
1. The electrical heater needs to be of the order of 3 kW to cause sufficient
heating of the catalyst. The additional battery power supply required
would be considerable. Recharging of the batteries leads to a 1 to 3%
penalty in fuel consumption over a US Federal emissions test cycle. The
additional cost and weight of such a system would be prohibitive on all
but the largest and most expensive cars.
2. The driver would have to wait some 30 seconds after switching on the
catalyst heater before starting the car. This would be a major drawback
in terms of customer perception of the vehicle.
In the studies carried out by Hurley in 1992,

heating of the catalyst typically

reduced tail-pipe emissions of HC by between 10 and 60% over the US Federal test
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cycle. Reductions in CO and NOx emissions were less significant, but some benefit
was usually recorded.

1.12.2. Accelerated Catalyst Warming
Catalyst light-off can be accelerated by increasing the exhaust gas temperature
[Colhns 1992]. The two main methods of achieving this are by retarding the ignition
timing and adding excess air to the exhaust gases to oxidise unbumt HCs.
Retarding the ignition timing is a method that is very easy to apply, in most cases it
is accomplished just by adjusting the engine management software. Additional air
introduced between engine and the catalyst must be supplied either by use of a
compressor or by utilising the fluctuating exhaust pressure to draw-in atmospheric
air during the valve overlap period. Further reduction in catalyst light-off time can
be achieved if excess fuel is added as well as the excess air to enable the exhaust
gases to be re-ignited between the engine and catalyst [Collins 1992]. This exhaust
gas ignition (EGI) can raise the leading edge of the catalyst to operating temperature
in 5 seconds; EGI must be stopped at this point to avoid damage to the catalyst.
The catalyst will cool again after the EGI is switched off and may well re-extinguish
after a few seconds. By means of a carefully controlled rich AFR and exhaust air
input, it is possible to maintain a strong exothermic reaction in the leading edge of
the catalyst after EGI has ended, and so bring the catalyst to near full and stable
operation within 50 seconds of start-up.

The careful control strategies required

during this period are referred to as catalyst temperature management (CTM). The
practical implementation of such a system has been investigated, and work continues
to establish the magnitude of benefits obtainable.

1.12.3. Low Thermal Inertia Engines
The reduction in thermal inertia of an engine will reduce its warm-up time. The
design of the cooling system will have a large effect on the thermal capacity of the
engine.

Cooling systems that have low volumes of water and which inhibit

circulation during warm-up will allow the engine to reach operating temperature
more quickly [Boam 1992]. The lower water capacity of such a system will dictate
that the coolant flow velocity will have to be higher for a given heat transfer rate to
be achieved. In the Jaguar Emissions Consortium Engine [Clough 1992], warm-up
time of the coolant was reduced by 28% due to a reduction in engine coolant
capacity from 4.74 1to 2.2 1. The potential benefits to HC and CO emissions would
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be significant. The thermal capacity of the engine structure can be brought down by
reducing engine mass and using low specific heat capacity materials.

Polimotor

Research [Ferguson 1986], developed an engine for racing purposes in the early
1980's, based on a conventional 2.3 litre Ford engine, but making extensive use of
composite materials (Fig. 1.12.3.1).
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Fig. 1.12.3.1. Polimotor research engine [Ferguson 1986]
(Labelled components made of lightweight composite materials)
By widespread use of composite materials in almost all the major components,
excluding the crankshaft, the mass of the engine was reduced from 188 kg to 69 kg.
The primary reason for developing such a light-weight engine was to improve racing
performance, but similar technology could equally be used to reduce engine warm
up times.

1.13. Plasma Ignition Systems
The ability to ignite a mixture under unfavourable conditions can be the limiting
factor in the successful implementation of many of the emission control strategies
discussed, such as Lean-burn and EGR. Ignition system performance also has an
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influence on cold start enrichment requirements and cycle-to-cycle variability. There
is a trade-off between mixture preparation and ignition spark energy (Fig. 1.13.1)
such that increasing ignition energy can improve the engine's startibility for a given
mixture preparation, thus reducing cold start minimum temperatures and/or
enrichment requirements [Gardiner 1992]
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Fig 1.13.1. Spark energy required to ignite various fuels [Gardiner 1992]
Conventional spark-gap ignition systems supply around 50 mj per pulse, with this
energy being confined to the small area between the spark electrodes. Any lack of
charge homogeneity will mean a variation in mixture quality at the spark gap from
cycle-to-cycle. If misfire is to be avoided, the AFR and/or EGR must be restricted
to levels that allow ignition under the worst of these spark-gap charge conditions.
Plasma-jet ignition systems can deliver energies of 0.5 to 1.0 J per pulse under
continuous operation with peak outputs of 10-20 J for cold start [Gardiner 1992].
The open-cavity plasma jet igniter can also project the high-energy plasma several
centimetres into the combustion chamber (Fig. 1.13 .2). Simultaneous ignition of the
charge over a greater surface area will reduce burn time and MBT requirements with
the attendant improvements in efficiency.
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Fig. 1.13 .2. Open cavity plasma jet igniter [Gardiner 1992]
Using an open-cavity plasma jet igniter in an engine fuelled on pure methanol, cold
starting could be achieved down to -15°C, whereas the standard ignition system
would fail to allow cold starting below 0°C. Ignition could be achieved at -20°C,
but the engine failed to reach idle as the flame speed was so low as not to produce
sufficient expansion work to allow the engine to accelerate [Gardiner 1992]. In a
separate study [Murase 1989], it was found that the lean misfire limit in a high swirl
combustion chamber was extended by up to three ratios when a plasma jet igniter
delivering less than 1 J per pulse was used. In the same study, bum rate was found
to be substantially increased by the same system. It is clear that high ignition energy
alone is not sufficient to guarantee efficient combustion of mixtures in a poorly
prepared state, but it can allow engine operation into regimes previously precluded
by ignition constraints.

1.14. Mixture Preparation Investigation Techniques
Most of the methods used to investigate mixture preparation use optical techniques,
as they are non-intrusive

The three methods in general acceptance for measuring

the droplet size distributions of a fuel spray are; photography, laser diffraction and
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phase doppler techniques. The methods and their relative merits are discussed in the
following :

1.14.1. Photographic Techniques
Recording a photographic image of a fuel spray is the simplest and most versatile
technique available. The image gives an immediate indication of the physical nature
of the spray.

Computer image analysis techniques make more quantitative

information available regarding size distributions and velocities. Photography is the
only technique that can be used effectively with very coarse mixture preparation
where the majority of the fuel is not in the form of near-spherical droplets. The
relative simplicity of photographic equipment makes the setting up of experiments
fairly simple. The method has the disadvantage of a delay in gaining results due to
the processing time of the film. A digital frame store with CCD camera can provide
'instant' results but the resolution of such systems is limited. Resolution is a critical
factor when investigating droplet sprays with very fine droplets present. However,
there is a trade-off between resolution and field of view such that CCD cameras can
be used on fine sprays if a limited field of view can be accepted. If a very short
duration flash pulse is used then photography becomes insensitive to vibration, this
allows the technique to be used on running engine tests.

1.14.2. Laser Diffraction Droplet Sizing
This is a widely-used technique that can be applied to gain information on the size
distributions of fuel sprays.

An example of such a device is the Malvern 2600

droplet sizer. This instrument uses a laser diffraction technique to measure droplet
or particle size distributions. A HeNe laser beam is passed through the droplet spray
under test, the difference in refractive index between droplets and main flow phase
causes the laser beam to be diffracted. The angle through which the laser beam is
diffracted is a function of droplet size. A large droplet causes a small refraction
angle and a small droplet causes a large refraction angle. A receiver unit uses a lens
with Fourier transform properties to focus the diffracted light onto a solid state
detector plate. The output of the detector plate is analysed by a computer. All rays
incident on the lens at a common angle will be focused into the same annular ring on
the detector plate.

The instantaneous diffracted light pattern is independent of

droplet trajectory and velocity (see Fig. 1.14.2.1).
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Fig. 1.14.2.1. Properties of scattered light from particles [Malvern 1989]
The instrument can be programmed to record the detector output over a number of
test cycles. These results are then processed by the computer software to produce a
size distribution for the spray under test. Several other quantities which characterise
the spray including Sauter mean droplet diameter are also calculated.
The Malvern Analyser is widely accepted as a device for reliably measuring droplet
size distributions of liquid sprays, but investigations at UCL have found that
problems can be encountered when dealing with highly volatile, evaporating, sprays
[Miller 1992b].
The refractive index gradients caused by the vapour phase can cause slight bending
of the laser beam which afreets the accuracy of results obtained. Beam bending by
vapour can be indistinguishable from the signal generated by large droplets of 500+
pm diameter. If there is a possibility that droplets in this size range are present,
compensations cannot be made for the effects of evaporation on the results.
However, the effects of evaporation can be eliminated if no 500+ pm droplets are
present. A second method such as photography can be used to ascertain whether
such large droplets were present and so whether or not appropriate compensation
could be applied. The compensation is accomplished by modifying the raw light
data collected by the solid state detector in the Malvern Analyser.

A computer

program is used to carry out this data modification and also calculate confidence
limits for the effects of evaporation.

This software is the result of a previous

investigation into laser diffraction sizing of volatile sprays carried out at UCL
[Williams 1992a]. The instrument is sensitive to vibration and requires very careful
optical alignment.

These factors make the technique difficult to use on running

engine tests [Finley 1985]. The device also requires a straight through optical path,
which is difficult to provide in the cylinder of an engine. A further limitation comes
from the density of spray that can be measured successfully. At least 10% of the
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incident light must be diffracted by fuel droplets if the results are to be reliable. This
density is easy to obtain near the exit of an injector, but becomes increasingly
difficult as the measurement section is moved further downstream of the injector.

1.14.3. Phase Doppler Measurement Systems
The main benefit of the phase doppler technique comes in its ability to give both size
and velocity information.

Generally two windows on separate axes must be

provided. A laser beam is focused onto a small volume at the intersection of these
axes [Dementhon 1991]. Any liquid droplets present in this test volume will reflect
and refract light. A photo-detector unit is arranged to view the test volume through
the second window. Three phase-shifted signals are detected from each droplet and
the computer correlation of these signals yields both velocity and size distributions
for the spray (Fig. 1.14.3.1).
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Fig 1.14.3.1. Phase doppler system [Dementhon 1991]
Only a small test volume of about 1 mm^ is usable at any one time, so that many
measurements must be taken if a picture is required over a complete cylinder plane
and the system must be realigned for each test volume. The amount of time required
to conduct traverses of more than one plane becomes considerable. The problem of
excessive test time is compounded if it is required to make measurements over a
range of crank angles and engine operating conditions.

The system can give an

enormous amount of information on the behaviour of a fuel air mixture but practical
considerations limit the usefulness of the system.
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1.14.4. Optically Accessing 1C Engines
The methods outlined above for investigating mixture preparation all rely upon
gaining optical access to the mixture. If the processes of induction and mixture
preparation could be reproduced closely on a test rig, then optical access can be
easily achieved. However, the complex pulsating nature of air and fuel flow into an
IC engine make the processes very difficult to reproduce successfully on test rigs.
Thus, for really representative test conditions, an actual engine has to be optically
accessed. It is a relatively simple task to fit viewing windows into the inlet ports of
most 4-valve engines without significantly affecting the flow path. Difficulties arise
in obtaining optical access to the cylinder itself. Only very small flat windows can be
added to the curved surfaces of the cylinder if intrusion is to be minimised. This
leaves the flat surfaces of the combustion chamber and piston crown as the practical
locations for sizeable flat windows to be fitted. As the combustion chamber of a
modern 4-valve engine has a large valve area, the piston crown is left as the only
suitable site (Fig. 1.14.4.1).

Quartz window
T ransparent piston

Fig. 1.14.4.1. Optically accessed engine [Nakamura 1989]
For phase doppler tests it is possible, though difficult, to use curved transparent
surfaces so that a transparent quartz liner can provide optical access [Omori 1991]
(Fig 1.14.4.2).
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Fig. 1.14.4,2. Optically accessed engine with quartz liner [Omori 1991]
The durability of the transparent liner is very limited and it must be replaced after a
limited number of test runs. Also deposits on the windows affect the scattering and
transmission of the laser signals, so frequent cleaning is necessary.
Extended pistons and liners with transparent flat piston crown windows (Fig.
1.14.4.1) have been used successfully to record combustion chamber events in a
number of studies. The majority of these studies have been performed with diesel
engines, viewing both injection and combustion. The work that has been carried out
on SI engines has generally been confined to recording combustion events.

If

combustion alone is being considered then the luminosity of the combustion process
can provide sufficient light to be recorded on film or by CCD camera [Nakamura
1989], although luminosity can be very marginal with the lean combustion of SI
engines. If pre-combustion events are of interest then external light must be added
to illuminate the droplet movement. An extremely short duration pulse is required in
order to freeze the motion of a small fuel droplet (a 10 |^m diameter droplet moving
at 20 m/s travels its own diameter in 0.5 ps). A high power pulse laser source is the
only practical method of illumination.

Typically a 15 W copper-vapour laser is

suitable for this application [Nishida 1992]. The main problems relating to the use
of such a laser are those of safety The instantaneous power output during a short
duration pulse is of the order of 70 kW [Oxford Lasers], and the dangers to
eyesight and skin can be considerable.
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1.15. A Way Forward
1.15.1. General Strategy
From this literature survey a logical development route emerges to prepare the 4stroke, 4-cycle, SI engine for the emissions legislation of the future. The TWC with
its ability to reduce HC, CO and NG^ emissions with great efficiency is the single
most effective measure available to reduce toxic emissions. It is highly unlikely that
the stringent emissions restrictions of the future can be met Avithout the TWC. In
the absence of a TWC that can operate at lean AFR's, lean-bum is not a viable
alternative for reducing emissions. The basic engine configuration with the greatest
potential must be stoichiometric operation with a TWC and EGR charge dilution.
Having established this basic concept as the best way forward, attention must be
turned to developing complementary technologies that will enhance the base engine
operation. The high specific power requirements of the market place make it very
unlikely that a fixed valve timing will be acceptable over the full engine operating
speed range. This factor, together with the fine control of EGR that is desirable to
reduce NO^, dictates that W T will probably be a necessity. EGR tolerance and
bum rate will be critical if the full benefits are to be gained. The case for enhancing
low speed charge motion is very strong, and in the absence of a practical inlet valve
throttling system, the most promising solution is VIG as a method of enhancing
charge motion at low speeds, while not causing the engine to be harsh at high speed.
The form that the VIG system should take, together with mixture preparation and
charge formation, are areas of great interest.
As EGR and charge motion levels increase, so the demands upon the ignition system
to provide consistent ignition, become greater.

The high energy plasma ignition

system looks attractive for dilute charge fully-warm operation and also for reducing
cold start enrichment. Most of the work carried out to date has concentrated on the
effect of a single emissions reduction system on an otherwise standard engine. A
strong case exists for carrying out more work to understand how the various forms
of emission control strategies and devices will interact in practical installations.
Charge motion enhancement systems may have significant effects upon mixture
preparation and fuel handling in ports and through inlet valves.

It is not clear

whether the various types of VIG will enhance fuel handling and mixture preparation
or cause deterioration. If a secondary mixture preparation device (such as an AAA)
is used in conjunction with VIG, will the benefits of both systems be fully realisable?
It would be of great benefit to gain a greater understanding of the behaviour of
engines containing multiple emissions control systems and to establish combinations
of VIG, mixture preparation devices and W T that provide the optimum gain in
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engine performance. A real challenge faces the calibration engineers who must form
the operating strategies for engines demanding ever more control imputs from the
engine management system. Until recently, the computer control systems of most
engines had only two output variables to consider: fuel pulse width and spark
advance angle. We have now reached the stage where many outputs may need to be
controlled: fuel pulse width, injection timing, spark advance angle, idle speed, W T
control, throttle valve control,
control, EGI control, etc.

VIG control, AAA bleed air modulation, EGR

The success of the development of advanced control

strategies may well be the factor that limits the practical implementation of
combinations of these emissions control systems.

1.15.2. Rationale for Thesis Work
It would obviously be a project of a very major proportion to develop an engine
with all of the features mentioned above. Jaguar Cars had already designed and
manufactured about 6 engines for what became known as the "Emissions
Consortium Project 2" group of companies. The companies were Rover, Lucas and
Jaguar themselves with backing from the Department of Trade and Industry. The
ECP2 engines included VIG in the form of a "Ski-Jump" (see Fig. 1.10.6), and they
were intended to operate at high proportions of EGR in order to reduce NOx
emissions. One of the ECP2 engines was fitted with a W T system which allowed
changes to be made to the phasing of both inlet and exhaust camshafts.
Testing of the engines at Jaguar confirmed their ability to run at high proportions of
EGR with low levels of NOx emissions, but it was also apparent that the levels of
unbumt HC emissions were disappointingly high. On completion of the testing the
engines and spares were passed on to UCL to perform two studies:
1. The first study, and the one reported in this thesis, was to obtain a
fundamental understanding of the fuel handling and mixture preparation
requirements of an engine such as the ECP2, which is fitted with VIG. This
would include studies of liquid fuel behaviour both within the porting and in
cylinder. A variety of fuel injection systems would be investigated from a
conventional pintle-type injector producing a conical spray, to a device that
produced a fully-vaporised mixture.

The main objective was to identify

mechanisms which might lead to the high HC emissions encountered during
engine testing, and which also might cause problems during transients.
2. The second study would be based on the ECP2 engine fitted with W T as
well as VIG, and would examine possible advanced control strategies, as
discussed in the preceding sub-section.
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CHAPTER 2
STEADY-FLOW PORT TESTS
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CHAPTER 2. STEADY-FLOW PORT TESTS
2.1. Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the interaction of air and fuel flows in the inlet port
of the ECP2 engine.

Particular attention was given to the effects of the air

deflection flap fitted downstream of the fuel injector. This deflection flap is referred
to as a "Ski-Jump" within this thesis, due to its physical appearance. The Ski-Jump
is used to deflect the air flow towards the top of the inlet port as it passes the inlet
valve.

The objective is to generate tumble swirl within the cylinder with its

associated benefits in combustion quality and lower emissions, as described in
Chapter 1.
The objective of the work was to identify any shortcomings in the original design
and to propose modifications to improve fuel handling within the port area.
Work was carried out to characterise the effect of the Ski-Jump upon port and valve
curtain area air flows using an instrumented, steady-flow rig based on the porting of
one cylinder taken from an ECP2 cylinder head. The passage of fuel was observed
using a second rig with optical access arranged.

2.2. Test Rigs
2.2.1. Air Flow Test Rig
The steady-flow test rig was established in the Fuel Systems Test Facility situated
within the UCL Thermodynamics Laboratory. This Facility is more fully described
in Appendix VI. The test rig was based upon a single cylinder section cut fi'om a full
6-cylinder head of the ECP2 engine.

This head section was fitted to a dummy

cylinder which in turn was mounted on a plenum chamber, to which a variable
depression could be applied. The rig was fitted with a standard injector mounting
body which incorporated the Ski-Jump. A throttle disc and hot-wire air flow meter
were fitted a considerable distance upstream of the injector mounting body.
Inlet valve lift could be varied, but was fixed for each test at either 2 mm, 5 mm, or
8 mm. The valve gear was not motored for reasons of instrumentation complexity
and time constraints.
The air velocity instrumentation consisted of two vertical arrays of five phot tubes
mounted between the air deflection flap and the inlet valve (see Fig. 2.2.1.1).
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Array. 1

Array, 2

Air Flow

Ski-jump

Static Tappings
Valve
PItot tube

Fig, 2 .2 ,1, 1, Air flow rig (schem atic)

Pitot array 1 was m ounted immediately downstream o f the Ski-Jump, while pitot
array 2 was mounted a further 40 mm downstream

Each array was axially aligned

in a vertical plane through the centre o f a separate port branch (see Fig 2,2,1 2)

Fig, 2,2 1,2 Air flow rig showing pitot tube arrays
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A set of three static tappings were fitted at each array section. A further pitot tube
was fitted to an inlet valve with a hollow stem, allowing radial velocity in the valve
curtain area to be measured (Fig. 2.2.1.3).

ii

#
Fig. 2.2.1.3. Air flow rig showing valve curtain area pitot tube
The pitot tubes and static pressure tappings were connected to an inclined water
manometer bank (Fig. 2.2.1.4 and Fig. 2.2.1.5) and referenced to plenum pressure.

Fig. 2.2.1.4. Air flow rig arrangement with inclined manometer bank
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Fig. 2.2.1.5. Air flow rig
The pitot tube in the valve curtain area was connected to a separate electronic
micromanometer, again referenced to plenum pressure (see Fig. 2.2.1.6).
M ulti-Channel
Inclined M an o m ete r

E lectronic
M icro m a n o m e ter

Array. 1

Array 2

T hrottle
Air Flow
F rom Hot w ire m eter

Ski-jump
S ta tic T a p p in g s

V alve
P itot tu b e
R e fe re n c e to
P lenum P re s s u re

Plunum
T o V acum n P um p

Fig. 2.2.1.6. Instrumentation set-up
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2.2.2. Fuel Flow Observation Rig
The interaction between âiel flow and air flow was observed using a second
modified section removed from the cylinder head. A glass window was fitted in the
port wall to give a visual aperture of 15 mm by 50 mm (Fig. 2.2.2.1).

«
à

à

Fig. 2.2.2.1. Fuel flow rig (bare) showing port window
The head was further modified with the addition of a liquid light guide so that the
port could be illuminated (See Fig. 2.2.2.2).

Fuel Injector

W in d ow location
Light G uide
Air Flow

Ski-junnp

Fig. 2.21.2. Fuel flow observation rig
A halogen light source was connected to the light guide for observations by eye
whereas a high-power flash was used for photography. The location of the window
allowed the area immediately downstream of the Ski-Jump to be seen clearly.
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2.2.3. Test Conditions
The Ski-Jump will be of most benefit over the range of idle to low speed cruise
conditions, which form the bulk of the duty cycle in the homologation emissions
tests.

The evaluation was therefore to concentrate upon this area of engine

operation. Three nominal engine operating conditions were selected for the tests,
representing 800 r/min idle, 1500 r/min road load, and 2000 r/min road load.
Idle Condition
Nominal speed :

800 r/min

Plenum depression ;

40 cmHg

Nominal engine air flow :

1 g/s/cyl

Fuel press :

3 bar (Relative to plenum)

Fuel pulse width :

5 ms

Fuel pulse repetition period : 150 ms
1500 r/min Condition
Plenum depression ;

30 cmHg

Nominal engine air flow :

2.29 g/s/cyl

Fuel press :

3 bar (Relative to plenum)

Fuel pulse width :

7.5 ms

Fuel pulse repetition period : 80 ms
2000 r/min Condition
Plenum depression :

22 cmHg

Nominal engine air flow :

3.5 g/s/cyl

Fuel press :

3 bar (Relative to plenum)

Fuel pulse width :

10 ms

Fuel pulse repetition period ; 60 ms
A maximum valve lift of 10 mm was assumed. At each engine operating condition,
two tests were carried out at conditions to represent low (2 mm) and high (8 mm)
valve lift, and so simulate conditions at individual points in the induction stroke.
Air flow and plenum depression were varied to simulate these engine load and speed
conditions. For the purposes of these steady flow tests, the assumption was made
that the induction flow demanded by the piston was in phase with the flow area of
the inlet valves, i.e. that the inlet valve period was from TDC to BDC, with air flow
rate proportional to valve lift. Air flow was increased in the rig by a further factor
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of four to achieve representative flow velocities, as in a running engine induction
occurs over only one of the four operating strokes. The air flow rates used in the
tests are given in table 2.2.3.1.
Engine operating cone ition
Valve hft

2000 r/min

1500 r/min

800 r/min

2 mm

5.6

3.7

1.6

5 mm

14.0

9.2

4.0

8 mm

22.4

14.7

6.4

Table 2 2.3.1. Rig test air flow rates (g/s)
For a full explanation of air flow rates and depressions used in tests, see Appendix
U

2.3. Original Jaguar Ski-Jump Configuration
2.3.1. Air Flow Tests
Tests were carried out to characterise the air flow within the port and around the
inlet valve under representative operating conditions. The effect of the Ski-Jump
flap upon the air flow distribution in the port area was of particular interest. The
results include vertical velocity distributions from each pitot array with a radial
velocity distribution in the valve curtain area. The air flow tests were carried out at
Ski-Jump angles of 0, 15°, 30° and 45°, with higher angles being tested at some
conditions.

2.3.2. Fuel Flow Tests
The fuel flow tests were carried out at similar conditions to the air flow tests. The
behaviour of the fuel was observed by eye. Both pintle cone-spray and disk-type
twin-spray injectors were used during this part of the testing. The injectors used are
described in section 6.6.1 and 6.6.2. For fuel flow tests the Ski-Jump angle was
fixed at either 0 or 45°.
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2.3.3. Test Results
A full set of air flow results are given in Appendix. III.
The tests showed that the air flow is naturally biased towards the top of the port by
the curvature of the flow passage (see Figs. III.5, III. 13, III.23, III.41 etc.). This
natural bias is greatly increased with the Ski-Jump in the raised position (see Figs.
III.8, III. 16, III.26, III.44 etc.). The same figures show that reverse flow can be
caused along the bottom of the port in the area downstream of the Ski-Jump over a
range of operating conditions. This reverse flow tends to cause a vortex to form
immediately downstream of the Ski-Jump (see Fig. 2.3.3.1).

^

Fuel Injector

Air Flow

Fig. 2 3.3.1. Air flow pattern with original Jaguar configuration
From the valve curtain area flow results it can be seen that the Ski-Jump has a
strong influence upon in-cylinder air flow, particularly at 5 mm valve lift (see Figs.
III. 27 and III. 45). The throttling effect of the valves at 2 mm lift tends to reduce the
ability of the Ski-Jump to dictate the curtain area flow (see Figs. III.21 and III.39).
At 8 mm valve lift , the passage shape formed causes the air flow to bias naturally
towards the exhaust valves, allowing additional biasing from the Ski-Jump to have
only a limited effect (see Figs. III. 19, III.33 and III.51).
The fuel flow observations showed that there existed the potential for a serious fuel
hang-up problem in the area downstream of the Ski-Jump when in its raised
position. A vortex formed in the area below the Ski-Jump, causing stagnation or
reverse flow along the bottom wall of the port. Fuel was carried along the lower
wall of the port to form a puddle near the port separation point (see Fig 2.3.3.2).
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Fig. 2.3.3.2. Fuel puddle viewed through port window
Original Ski-Jump at 45°, 2000 r/min, 5 mm valve lift
At high air flow rates this reverse flow of air and fuel can return fuel from within 15
mm of the inlet valve back to the Ski-Jump area. A further fuel handling fault was
identified at the exit of the fuel injector; Fuel emerging from the injector was seen to
impinge on the housing and form a wall film. This film progressed towards the
manifold/cylinder head gasket, then flowed around this gasket interface to add to the
puddling below the Ski-Jump. The geometry of the recess in the port floor into
which the Ski-Jump retracts also allowed liquid fuel to be retained. These problems
were apparent with both the injectors tested. The pintle injector produced a spray
with much finer mixture preparation than the twin-spray injector under most
conditions.

The twin-spray injector projected fuel further before the bulk of it

impacted, with less wall wetting upon the port dividing wall.
The behaviour of the fuel in two key problem areas is summarised below. The two
problems considered are fuel trapping under the flap when it is in the lowered
position (Ski 0) and fuel puddling downstream of the Ski-Jump in the 45° raised
position (Ski 1). The scale is from 1(best) to lO(worst).

Area
2 mm lift
5 mm lift
8 mm lift

800 r/min
SkiO
Ski 1
DS
SR
6
2
5
3
4
4

1500 r/min
SkiO
Ski 1
DS
SR
4
4
5
6
5
8

SR = Sld-Jump retraction recess.

2000 r/min
SkiO
Ski 1
DS
SR
4
7
9
4
8
4

DS = Downstream of Ski-Jump

Table 2.3.3.1. Fuel hang-up tendencies
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The general trend of increasing fuel puddling downstream of the flap with increasing
air flow can be noticed. There is also a strong tendency for fuel to be held between
the lowered flap and port floor recess, especially at low air flow rates.

2.3.4. Conclusions from the First Phase of Tests
1. The Ski-Jump had a strong influence upon air flow within the port and around
the inlet valve. It is likely to be effective as a tumble swirl generator. The effect
being particularly strong at medium valve lift and in the 1500 to 2000 r/min light
load range.
2. The effect of the Ski-Jump upon fuel flow vdthin the port was equally dramatic,
but for all the wrong reasons. It seems likely that fuel hang-up will occur to some
extent within a running engine.

The effects of this fuel hang-up upon mixture

preparation, cycle to cycle APR stability and HC emissions can only be detrimental.
3. If the benefits to air flow from the Ski-Jump are to be realised then the negative
effect it has upon fuel handling must be reduced.

2.4. Jaguar Revised Injector Location
In an attempt to improve the fuel handling within the ports. Jaguar designed a
revised injector mounting, referred to in most results as "M2" (see Fig. 2.4.1.1).
This mounting moved the injector some 30 mm towards the cylinder head.

The

hope was to introduce the fuel downstream of the Ski-Jump to reduce fuel hang-up
in the Ski-Jump area.

2.4.1. Testing Jaguar Revised Injector Location
A series of fuel observation and valve curtain area velocity measurements were
performed in order to assess the effects of the revised mounting.
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^

Fuel Injector

Air Flow

Fig. 2.4.1.1. Jaguar revised injector mount (compare with Fig 2.3.3.1)
From these tests it became clear that the revised mounting caused little improvement
in the fuel hang-up

The mechanisms by which the fuel was entrapped were

somewhat different The passage of a wall film of fuel around the gasket interfaces
to the area beneath the Ski-Jump was greatly reduced. The fuel puddling in the area
was now fed almost exclusively by airborne droplets becoming entrapped in the
reverse flow of air along the bottom of the port. The intrusive nature of the revised
mounting boss within the flow passage had a noticeable influence upon the airflow in
the valve curtain area, in effect acting as an "upside-down" Ski-Jump. Curtain flow
was now biased slightly less towards the exhaust valves within the inlet valve curtain
area. This effect being apparent with the Ski-Jump down (see Fig III.28). The
narrowing of the gap between the raised Ski-Jump and mounting boss intrusion
increased the velocity differential (i.e. difference between maximum and minimum
velocities) in the valve curtain area. The revised mounting did cause some changes
in the distribution of air flow within the curtain area, adjusting the position of the
maximum velocity (see Fig. III.28. Ml, Skil v M2, Skil).

2.4.2. Conclusions Regarding the Jaguar Revised injector Location
The revised injector mount did have some minor benefits in terms of wall film fuel
handling.

However, the main problem of fuel hang-up in the area immediately

downstream of the Ski-Jump is practically unchanged. It is likely that the benefits
from the slightly improved fuel handling would be cancelled out by the changes that
the mounting makes to in-cylinder air flow.

It is also likely that the revised

mounting will have a detrimental effect upon WOT performance.
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2.5. UCL Revised Ski-Jump

In order to improve the fuel handling around the Ski-Jump, the tendency for reverse
flow along the port floor had to be reduced. A revised Ski-Jump flap was made with
two holes in its lower edge to allow some air flow to pass under it (see Fig. 2.5.1
and Fig. IVa.l).

^

I

Fuel Injector

Air Flow

Fig 2.5.1. UCL revised Ski-Jump and injector mounting
The result was to "sweep" the port floor in the area of the puddle with this air flow
to prevent fuel build up. In order that the effect of producing a top-biased port flow
was not compromised, the Ski-Jump was extended at its top edge to increase the air
velocity along the top of the port Some reshaping of the Ski-Jump to prevent fuel
impaction on its extended top edge was also carried out (Fig. 2.5.2).

Fig. 2.5.2. UCL revised Ski-Jump and injector mounting
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In addition, the fuel handling at the exit of the fuel injector was improved by
machining the injector mounting around the exit of the injector spray to prevent wall
impaction (Fig. 2,5.3).

-

Fig 2.5 .3. UCL modified mounting, mounting adapter and gasket, shown assembled
The gasket between the cylinder head and the injector mounting body was also
modified to reduce fuel trapping in the Ski-Jump recess (see Fig. IVa. 3 and Fig.
2.5.4).

Fig 2.5.4. UCL modified mounting adapter and gasket
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2.5.1. Testing the UCL Ski-Jump
The UCL revised Ski-Jump is referred to as 'Ski,2' for the results given here The
fuel handling of the revised Ski-Jump was assessed with the previously-described
fuel observation rig.

The UCL Ski-Jump flap was found to be effective at

preventing fuel hang-up with both injector mounting bodies. It was also observed
that some improvement was made in fuel handling at the exit of the injector by
machining of the original mounting (see Fig. IVa.2 and Fig. 2.5.3). Once the fuel
handling of the revised Ski-Jump was found to be satisfactory, air flow tests were
carried out to assess the effect of the new design upon valve curtain area air flow.
The results showed that the design modifications had a significant effect on the
distribution of air flow around the periphery of the valve (see Fig s III. 12, 20, 22,
28, 34, 40, 46, and 52). While, in most cases, the maximum velocity differential
across the valve curtain area had been increased, the position of the maximum radial
velocity had been shifted The vectors representing the maximum velocities from the
two ports were changed from being diverging to being converging.

Slight

modifications to the Ski-Jump (see Fig 2.5.1.1) were attempted to reduce the effect
upon air flow distribution, but these attempts recreated fuel hang-up problems and
so were abandoned.

Original J a g u a r D esign

o

o

UCL Modified D esig n

o
o

o
o

UCL a tte m p ts to r e d u c e im p act upo n a irflo w

o
o

o
o

O Air B le ed h o le s

o
o

o
o

O M ounting h o le s

Fig 2.5.1.1, Design stages of Ski-Jump flap
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2.5.2. Conclusions Regarding the UCL Revised SkWump
1. The UCL Ski-Jump modifications eradicate the fuel hang-up problem, which had
been induced by the vortex formed behind the flap.
2.

The modifications to the exit of the injector area within the mounting body

reduce the tendency for a wall film to form and to be transported to the area beneath
the Ski-Jump.
3. The change in air flow caused by the revised Ski-Jump is quite dramatic. The
significance of this change on engine performance is unclear. The revised Ski-Jump
is likely to be an equally good or better tumble swirl generator, but its effect upon
in-cylinder mixture distribution and subsequent ignition and combustion are areas for
speculation.
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CHAPTER 3
MIXTURE PREPARATION WITH THE ND AAA
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CHAPTER 3. MIXTURE PREPARATION WITH THE ND AAA

3.1. Introduction
The last Chapter was concerned with the air flow patterns within the ports of an
ECP2 engine and how the air flow subsequently entered the cylinder. It was also
concerned with how these air-flow patterns could hang-up the fuel when the SkiJump was in its raised position. This chapter concentrates on the possibilities of
improving the mixture preparation in the context of the ECP2 engine by changing to
a type of Air Assisted Atomiser (AAA). This had been identified in section 1.9.2 as
a promising approach to improving emissions. A Nippondenso (ND) AAA was used
for the investigation. The ND AAA is based upon a standard pintle-type injector,
with a ring of air bleed holes surrounding the pintle tip (Fig. 3.1.1 and Fig. 3.1.2).
The objective was to assess the characteristics of the spray produced by the AAA
within a flow passage representative of that of the ECP2 engine. As already noted,
this engine is fitted with a Ski-Jump arrangement to increase tumble, and it was of
particular interest to see what effect the Ski-Jump would have on the mixture
preparation o f the AAA. The engine operating conditions investigated were idle,
1500 and 2000 r/min road load, these being the conditions where the Ski-Jump
would be raised in service. The investigation was carried out on the steady-flow test
rig based within the Fuel Systems Test Facility (Appendix VI). The investigative
methods used were laser-dififraction droplet sizing and short-duration spark-flash
video.
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m

Fig. 3.1.1. The N ippondenso Air-Assisted Atom iser

Fig. 3.1.2. N D AAA showing pintle tip with surrounding air bleed holes
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3.2 Test Rig
The details o f the steady-flow test rig have already been given in C hapter 2, and in
Appendix VI.
The test section was based upon an EC P2 injector m ounting body, modified to
accept the ND AAA (see Fig. 3.2.4 and Fig. 3.2.5) and fitted with a Ski-Jump.
D ow nstream o f the Ski-Jump, in approxim ately the position o f the inlet valve, w as a
viewing section fitted with glass w indow s (See Fig's. 3.2.1, 3.2.2 & 3.2.3).

The

windows allowed the droplets passing to be sized using the M alvern laser diffraction
droplet sizer and recorded using the spark-flash video camera.
The viewing passage w as connected to the Plenum Cham ber within the Fuel Systems
Test Facility so that air could be draw n through by the vacuum pump.

A throttle

disc and hot-w ire air flow m eter w ere fitted a considerable distance upstream o f the
injector m ounting body to enable the setting o f appropriate flow and pressure drop
conditions.

S c h em atic Drawing of Veiwinq Section
Main Air Flow
from Throttle
Injector
Ski-Jump

Laser

Detector
or C am era

or S park flash
W indow

W indow
Air B leed
To P lenu m C h am ber

Fig 3.2.1. Viewing section with injector body fitted
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Fig. 3.2.2. Viewing section fitted with injector m ounting and Ski-Jump

Fig. 3.2.3. Viewing section fitted to M alvern analyser test bed
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Fig. 3 .2.4. M odified injector m ounting w ith ND AAA fitted

#
Fig 3.2.5. M odified injector m ounting with N D AAA fitted
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3.3. Test Conditions
As stated earlier, the Ski-Jump and AAA will be of most benefit over the range of
idle to low speed cruise conditions, which form the bulk of the duty cycle in the
homologation emissions tests. The evaluation was therefore to concentrate upon
this area of engine operation. The tests were to be carried out using a steady flow
simulation rig. The tests were restricted to steady flow for two main reasons :
1. Steady-flow tests form a simplified situation from which the behaviour at
individual points in the operating cycle can be more easily determined. The
results can then be used to build up a picture which enables the more
complex pulsating flow behaviour to be investigated.
2. The sensitivity of the Malvern analyser to window wetting and vibration
makes its use in pulsating flow rigs difficult.
Three nominal engine operating conditions were selected for the tests: 800 r/min
idle, 1500 r/min road load, and 2000 r/min road load. At each engine operating
condition, two tests were carried out at conditions to represent low (2 mm) and high
(8 mm) valve lift.
The actual air flow used in the tests was modified from the nominal engine air flow
in order to make the steady state tests representative of conditions at given points in
the induction stroke, as described in Chapter 2 and Appendix II. The actual air flow
rates used for the testing are given below (see table 3.3.1).
Engine operating condition
Valve lift

2000 r/min

1500 r/min

800 r/min

2 mm (Low flow)

5.6 g/s

3.7 g/s

1.6 g/s

8 mm (High Flow)

22.4 g/s

14.7 g/s

6.4 g/s

Fuel Pulse Width

10 ms

7.5 ms

5 ms

Table 3 .3 .1. Rig test air flow rates and injector pulse widths
The injector pulse widths were set at the above values. The fuel flow rates used in
the tests were not critical as the behaviour of the fuel within the port is dictated to a
large extent by the air flow. The nominal fuel pulse repetition period was maintained
correct for a single injection per cycle. The fuel used was BP unleaded gasoline
grade W92/218 95/85 (BP code).
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3.4. Spark-flash Tests
The spark-flash equipment is described in detail in Appendix VUE
The spark-flash pictures were taken at high air flow (8 mm valve lift) values for the
3 engine operating conditions of interest. The flash pictures were restricted to high
air flow conditions for two reasons ;
1. Small differences in mixture preparation would be difficult to detect
without averaging images recorded over many cycles and carrying out
detailed image analysis. Such detailed work was beyond the scope of this
work.

High air flow conditions would make more obvious any subtle

mixture preparation effects caused by the Ski-Jump.
2. Limited availability of the spark-flash system allowed only a short period
in which to carry out tests.
At each engine operating condition 4 tests were carried out: Ski-Jump lowered with
and without AAA air bleed supply, and Ski-Jump raised to 45° with and without
AAA air bleed supply.
Still video images were recorded at 1 ms intervals throughout the injection event,
each frame being taken on a separate cycle. The first image was recorded as fuel
arrived at the viewing section, then at 1 ms intervals for a further 8 ms. The injector
was fired at 10 s intervals for these tests.

3.5. Malvern Analyser Tests
The Malvern analyser equipment and principles are described in detail in Appendix
VII.
The Malvern analyser tests were carried out at the 6 conditions outlined in section
3 .3. Each test was performed over 100 cycles at the appropriate frequency for the
engine operating speed. There was a set delay of 3 ms after the leading edge of the
spray before a measurement was taken at the viewing section. This timing placed
the measurement point in the densest part of the spray to give maximum obscuration
of the laser beam and hence the strongest signal. At each engine test condition, the
Ski-Jump angle was varied from fiilly lowered to fully raised (70°) in steps of 10°.
All the tests were carried out with the AAA bleed air supply both on and off The
results of some of the lower air flow rate/AAA bleed air off conditions were
considered unreliable for reasons covered in Appendix VII. The Malvern results in
these regions have not been presented, but spark-flash pictures help to fill in the
results where Malvern tests were likely to be inaccurate.
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3.6. Test Results
The Nippondenso AAA is based upon a standard pintle type injector, with a ring of
air bleed holes surrounding the pintle tip, and it is therefore reasonable to assume
that the device will behave much as a standard injector when its bleed air supply is
interrupted. Comparison tests were carried out, therefore, with the AAA air bleed
supply interrupted in order to give an indication of how the AAA would compare
with a standard injector.
The results of the Malvern analyser tests are presented as graphs of Sauter mean
diameter (Smd) against Ski-Jump angle. The dotted lines on the graphs represent
the confidence limits in terms of the effects of evaporation.
The clearest mixture preparation effects can be seen at the 2000 r/min condition
graph (Fig. 3 .6.1). There are several main points of note:
1. With the Ski-Jump at low angles of lift, mixture preparation is dictated
mainly by the AAA. The Smd is around 50 pm with the AAA air supply on
and around 100 pm with the AAA air bleed interrupted, irrespective of the
engine air flow-rate.
2. At the low engine air flow rate condition, mixture preparation is not
affected significantly by the Ski-Jump until it is raised to very high angles.
3. At the high engine air flow condition, Ski-Jump angle has a significant
effect upon mixture preparation. As the Ski-Jump angle is increased mixture
preparation deteriorates, reaching its worst value at around 40 to 45^,
irrespective of the use of AAA air bleed supply.
4. At the high air flow rate and high Ski-Jump angles the mixture preparation
is improved dramatically, with Smd's as low as 20 pm at a Ski-Jump angle of
700. xhis mixture preparation is achieved independently of the use of the
AAA air bleed supply.
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Sauter Mean Dia. v Ski-Jump Angle
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Similar trends can be seen on the 1500 r/min condition graph (Fig. 3.6,2). Som e o f
the results have been om itted from this graph due to being unable to com pensate
reliably for the effects o f evaporation. The behaviour in areas where Malvern results
are unavailable can be studied with the help o f the spark-flash pictures.

With

reference to the result for 1500 r/min, high engine air flow condition, w ithout AAA
bleed air supply, it is possible to see from Fig 3 6.3 and Fig 3.6.4, that the mixture
preparation deteriorates when the Ski-Jump is raised to 45°.

Fig 3.6.3. 1500 r/min. High air flow, AAA bleed air off, Ski-Jump angle 0^
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Fig, 3 .6,4, 1500 r/min. High air flow, AAA bleed air off, Ski-Jump angle 45

The results for the 800 r/min condition Malvern tests are presented in Fig 3,6,5,
Only the results for the conditions with the AAA air supply on are given as the
remainder were unreliable for reasons discussed. It can be seen from Fig 3,6,6 that
the mixture preparation is very poor at the conditions where the AAA bleed air
supply is interrupted, in comparison to Fig, 3,6.7, the same condition with AAA air
bleed on.

The effect o f raising the Ski-Jump flap on m ixture preparation is very

limited at the low air flow rates encountered at idle. This can be seen both from Fig
3,6,5 and by comparing Fig.'s 3.6.6 and 3,6.7 with Fig.'s 3.6.8 and 3.6.9.
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Sauter Mean Dia. v Ski-Jump Angle
800 r/min Idle Condition
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Fig. 3 .6.6. 800 r/min, high air flow, AAA bleed air ofï', Ski-Jump angle 0^

Fig 3 6.7. 800 r/min, high air flow, AAA bleed air on, Ski-Jump angle 0^
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Fig. 3.6.8. 800 r/min, high air flow, AAA bleed air off, Ski-Jump angle 45'

Fig 3 6.9. 800 r/min, high air flow, AAA bleed air on, Ski-Jump angle 45'
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3.7. Discussion of Resuits
The AAA would appear to give very similar mixture preparation across the range of
inlet manifold depressions tested.

This is to be expected as the air bleed path

through the AAA will choke at a pressure ratio of around 1.6, representing a
manifold depression of 28.5 cmHg. The lowest depression tested was 22 cmHg
which is not much below the choking value. The main mechanism of atomisation
with this type of device is the increased shear stress between the air shroud and the
emerging fuel spray. Near-constant values of Smd were observed across the range
of air flows tested, as the air mass flow rate through the bleed holes would have
remained approximately constant. The air flow through the AAA jets is in the same
direction as the fuel flow and so the high speed air tends to increase the fuel spray
velocity. An indication of fuel spray velocity was gained from the delay between
injector opening and fuel emerging at the viewing section.

With AAA bleed air

interrupted this transport time equated to an average velocity of 15 m/s, while the
velocity increased to 24 m/s with the air bleed added.

This was true at most

conditions with velocities increasing slightly at high port air flow rates and high SkiJump angles.

The actual velocities are likely to be slightly higher than those

calculated as the injector opening will be lag somewhat behind the electrical driving
pulse measured in the above timings.
The spray produced with the AAA bleed air interrupted had an Smd of
approximately 90 pm, at most port air flow rates in the range tested. This is a very
respectable figure for a pintle injector with 3 bar fuel pressure (referenced to
manifold pressure).

At very low port air flow rates and high depressions, the

mixture preparation was considerably worse due to the low shear forces applied to
the surface of the fuel spray by the surrounding air. This again is typical behaviour
for a pintle injector spray.
The effects of the Ski-Jump on mixture preparation were more complex. The effects
of the Ski-Jump were only significant at the higher engine air flow rates tested. The
tests indicated that the Ski-Jump can have a detrimental effect upon droplet sizes at
flap angles below 50®, while at high Ski-Jump angles the mixture preparation can be
a considerable improvement on that of the injector.

Several mechanisms are

associated with this behaviour;
1. The Ski-Jump used in all the tests was the original Jaguar design which
was shown Chapter 2 to be capable of holding fuel in a vortex formed behind
the Ski-Jump. This vortex could centrifiige droplets onto the surrounding
walls.
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2. The complex geometry of the Ski-Jump area makes impaction and reentrainment likely. If the pressure drop across the Ski-Jump is low, it is
likely that re-entrained droplets will be larger than those originating from the
injector.
3. If the pressure drop across the Ski-Jump is only moderate, it is likely that
the velocity of the air stream passing the injector will be of the same order as
that of the fuel leaving the injector. Under these circumstances, the shear
between the fuel and air is likely to be reduced, leading to the formation of
larger droplets. This effect is evident in Fig. 3 6 1 at Ski-Jump angles around
.

.

400

4. If the Ski-Jump has a significant pressure drop across it, the high velocity
air flow created will shatter droplets and so improve mixture preparation.
Mechanisms 1 and 2 are apparent at all air flow rates and Ski-Jump angles. At low
Ski angles and air flow rates the mechanisms will probably adversely affect the
mixture preparation Mechanism 3 is significant at high flow rates and mid-position
Ski-Jump angles, as this combination produces air stream velocities of the same
order as fuel stream velocities.
Mechanism 4 is apparent at high flow rates and Ski-Jump angles and causes a
dramatic improvement in mixture preparation at the higher air flow rates tested. In
the late 1930's Nukiyama & Tanasawa [Nightingale 1990] developed an empirical
relationship between Smd and air-fuel velocity differential for a comparable
geometry to that of the ECP2 inlet port (see Fig. 3 .7.1).

Nukiyam a & T a n a s a w a g eom etry

>

Air

I

Fuel
Air
E C P 2 inlet geo m etry
Fuel

Fig 3.7.1. Comparison between ECP2 inlet geometry and N & T geometry
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The application of this theoretical prediction to the ECP2 inlet port case at 22 cmHg
depression gives the relationship between Ski-Jump pressure drop and Smd shown
in Fig. 3.7,2.
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Fig. 3.7.2. Smd versus pressure drop (Nukiyama & Tanasawa prediction)
The results of test rig measurements of pressure drop against Ski-Jump angle are
shown in Fig 3 .7.3.
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Fig 3 .7.3. Pressure drop versus Ski-Jump angle
This graph shows that the Ski-Jump used in this report has a pressure drop of 500
mm of water at an angle of 70®. Looking to Fig 3 .7.2 this equates to a predicted
Smd of 22 pm, compared with a measured Smd of 19 pm at this condition (see Fig.
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3.6.1). The Nukiyama & Tanasawa prediction is not applicable at the low Ski angles
and lower air-flow rates where mixture preparation is dictated by several different
mechanisms, but it is useful in that it can predict the pressure drop required across
the Ski-Jump at the time of injection to achieve significant benefits.
In order to produce a mixture preparation better than that of the ND AAA, an Smd
of less than 40 pm would be required. At the 2000 r/min high air flow condition,
theoretical prediction suggest that a pressure drop of 170 mm of water across the
Ski-Jump would be required, while experiment indicated that a pressure drop of
around 250 mm of water was required to achieve 40 pm Smd. This is only obtained
at angles of 55° and greater with the Ski-Jump design used in the tests (Fig. 3.7.3).
Previous testing covered in Chapter 2 showed that the use of a Ski-Jump angle of
this magnitude would have a detrimental effect upon in-cylinder air motion. The
UCL revised Ski-Jump provides a pressure drop of very nearly 250 mm of water at
an angle of 45°, the nominal operating angle. The revised Ski-Jump flap also has
bleed holes which reduce the effects of the downstream vortex, this is likely to
reduce any detrimental effects on mixture preparation.
Thus, any mixture preparation benefits to be gained from the Ski-Jump are
dependent upon the pressure drop across it at the time of injection. This requires
injecting when the inlet valves are open at a time of high air flow rate.
Fig. 3.7.4 is a graph of inlet mass flow rate v crank angle for a four-valve engine of
comparable design to the ECP2 engine operating at 2000 r/min with an average 3
g/s/cyl air flow. It is a provisional result fi'om a computer model currently under
validation [Baker 1993].

The case discussed for a 40 micron Smd spray to be

achieved with the use of the Ski-Jump alone would require the air flow rate to reach
80 m^/hr (22 g/s) at the time of injection. From the graph it can be seen that this air
flow is achieved only for around 40® crank angle (3.3 ms). This would indicate that
injection timing would be critical for the full mixture preparation benefit of the SkiJump to be realised.
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Inlet V a lv e M ass Flow-rate v Crank A n g le
Ford ZETA 1.8, 2000rpm, 3g/s/cyl Air MFR.
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Fig. 3.7.4. Computer predicted air mass-flow [Baker 1993]
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CHAPTER 4
THE COMBINED VAPORISER AND AIR-ASSISTED
ATOMISER
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CHAPTER 4. THE COMBINED VAPORISER AND AAA
4.1. Introduction
Chapter 3 described how the mixture preparation could be improved significantly by
using an air-assisted atomiser. However, a considerable amount of liquid fuel was
still apparent on the port walls and it is likely that this would cause high HC
emissions under cold starting and warm-up conditions for the reasons described in
the following paragraph. It had been decided at an early stage of the project to
perform some testing with fully vaporised fuel as this would represent the optimum
mixture preparation. It was necessary to develop a vaporising device as one was not
generally available.
Hydrocarbon fiaels will only bum when in their gaseous form.

In order for

combustion to occur efficiently, the fuel should ideally be fully vaporised and mixed
with air at the time of ignition. Current gasoline injection systems inject fuel in its
liquid form into the engine inlet port, usually while the inlet valves are closed. This
fuel impacts on the metal surfaces and begins to evaporate. The time delay between
injection and ignition in a port injection engine will be less than 175 ms, even at idle
conditions. Thus, the time scale for the evaporation process is very short. While the
engine is cold only the lighter fractions of gasoline will evaporate and so only a
proportion of the fuel is in a combustible state at the time of ignition; additional fuel
must be added during this period if reliable combustion is to occur. During this
initial running period, not only are the HC emissions of the base engine very high,
but also the exhaust catalyst will be highly inefficient as it can take up to two
minutes to reach its operating temperature. As a consequence, up to 80% of the HC
and CO emissions produced in a US emissions test are emitted during the first 2 to 3
minutes after cold start [Autocar 1992].
Any measures that reduce cold start enrichment will therefore have a significant
effect upon the ability of an engine to pass the homologation emissions test. Heating
the fuel so that it is fully vaporised has been shown to reduce substantially or even
eliminate the cold start enrichment requirement [Boyle, 1993].
For a fuel heating apparatus to be practicable it must have as low an electrical power
requirement as possible. This can be achieved by turning the electrical power off
once the catalyst has reached its working temperature. However, at this stage the
fuel preparation must still be good to minimise unbumed HC emissions, particularly
during transients.

There is a clear requirement for a mixture preparation device

capable of supplying either fuel vapour or a finely-atomised liquid fuel spray as
required, while the usual cost and complexity constraints mean that the system
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would have to be very simple and inexpensive in order to be practical for
production.

4.2. Vaporiser Design
A device to satisfy these requirem ents was designed and m anufactured, Fig. 4.2.1,
so that it could be tested as part o f the project to see if its potential advantages
could be realised in practice.

Testing on a prototype did confirm its excellent

performance, and an application was filed for a British Patent [Fry 1994]. Details o f
the device are described in the following.

40 mm

I"jo*

Fig 4 2 1 The combined fuel vaporiser and air assisted atom iser

The device combines a small heated chamber within an air-assisted atom iser, so that
substantially improved mixture preparation is achieved over current pintle-type
injectors, both under cold conditions (heated mode) and under fully warm conditions
(air-assisted mode). The source o f heat is a diesel engine glow plug, which is both
very compact and inexpensive, while being able to supply 220 W o f heat within a
few seconds

This pow er consumption was a first estimate o f what would be

required based on the calculated values given in the accompanying table (Table
4.2 1)
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Condition

Electrical Power Requirement/cylinder
3-litre, 6-cylinder ECP2 Engine

800 r/min

62 W

Idle
1500 r/min

134 W

Road load
2000 r/min

203 W

High load
Table 4.2.1. Vaporiser power estimates
These values were calculated as the power required to vaporise the fuel fully and to
raise the fuel /air mixture from 20°C to 120°C before it is mixed with the main air
stream Details of these calculations are shown in Appendix V. A practical system
for an engine would match the electrical power supplied with the engine operating
condition. It would also apply full power just prior to starting (as with the diesel
glow plug application) in order to raise the metal temperatures as quickly as possible
to provide a sufficient temperature gradient for the subsequent heat transfer
requirements
The device was designed to be compact so that it could be substituted for a
conventional top-fed injector and fitted to a current engine without modification to
the fuel rail or manifold. The ability for direct substitution with the standard topfeed type fuel injector is very important as it enables engine and vehicle testing
without expensive prototyping of manifolds or fuel rails, thus greatly enhancing the
development and mass production possibilities of the vaporising unit.

Injector ho usin g
S ta n d a r d Injector
Air Supply

H eating C h a m b e r

Exit N ozzle

Glow plug ho u sin g

Glow Plug

Fuel Rail C o n n ectio n

Fig. 4.2.2. Sectional view of the combined fuel vaporiser / air-assisted atomiser
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The device was designed to be in the form of two aluminium housings, one housing
containing the heating chamber fitted with the glow plug, with the other housing
containing a conventional bottom-fed fuel injector and fitted with a standard fuel rail
connection. Fuel enters the first housing through the fuel rail connection and the
conventional fuel injector is used to meter the required amount of fuel into the
heating chamber. Air is also fed into the heating chamber in order to transport the
fuel through the chamber and exit nozzle. With the glow plug switched on, the
fuel/air flow is heated to over 120° C, vaporising all the liquid fuel as it flows
through the heating chamber. With the glow plug switched off, the fijel is carried
through the heating chamber as before but no heating occurs; the two-phase flow
passes through the exit nozzle where the high speed flow causes the fuel to be
atomised into a fine spray. The fuel/air mixture mixes with the main inlet port air
flow to the engine once it has passed through the exit nozzle.
During throttled engine operation, air for atomisation and vapour purging can be
supplied by the atmosphere bleeding through the device to the lower inlet manifold
pressure. It would be necessary to have some form of air pump to supply air at a
pressure above atmospheric at WOT conditions, when the manifold depression is
minimal, if good mixture preparation is to be maintained. This pressurised supply of
air could also be used to enhance mixture preparation under throttled conditions, if
particularly good mixture preparation was required.
The two aluminium bodies are thermally isolated fi'om each other using synthetic
bushes. This thermal barrier reduces heat transfer to the injector to prevent vapour
formation within the injector.

Further benefits fi'om the thermal barrier are the

reduced power required to maintain the temperature of the heating chamber, and
also a reduced warm-up time. The detail drawings of the device are contained in
Appendix IVc. The vaporiser was tested on the optically-accessed engine with great
success at both idle and cranking conditions.

4.3. Vaporiser Development
The development of the combined fuel vaporiser and air-assisted atomiser has been
adopted as the basis of a further research project being carried out at UCL.
Considerable work had been carried out on this project at the time of writing and
testing has shown, that in air-assist mode, the device produces a very fine spray,
with Smd's down to 5 pm at typical operating conditions (see Fig. 4.3.1 and Fig.
4.3 .2). In vaporiser mode, the unit is capable of delivering fully vaporised fuel at the
conditions encountered during the emissions test cycles [Jackson, 1994].
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Droplet size histogram AAA m ode, 2000 r/min condition
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Fig. 4 3.1 AAA mode droplet histogram [Jackson, 1994]

10 mm

Fig. 4 3.2 AAA m ode fuel spray [Jackson, 1994]

Once the performance o f the current design has been optimised in terms o f mixture
preparation, a reappraisal o f materials and com ponents will take place in order to
reduce the manufacturing costs.

For instance, the m ixture preparation o f the

injector is not significant as the injector is used only to m eter the fuel,

with

atom isation or vaporisation being carried out subsequently within the device.

The

removal o f mixture preparation as a criterion for the selection o f the injector will
allow simpler and cheaper types to be used

4.4 Engine Testing with the Vaporiser
Initial testing to determine electrical pow er requirem ents o f an actual vaporiser was
performed in the Fuel Systems Test Facility. The device was then applied to a single
cylinder version o f the ECP2 as reported in Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER 5
THE OPTICALLY-ACCESSED ENGINE
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C H A PTE R 5. THE O PTICALLY -ACCESSED ENGINE
5.1. I n tr o d u c tio n

A single-cylinder research engine was designed by the author for the study of
mixture preparation (see Fig. 5.1.1). The engine was designed with optical access
both in the inlet port and through the piston into the cylinder. This was to enable the
effects of changing mixture preparation devices to be studied both upstream and
downstream of the inlet valves.

Fig. 5.1.1. The UCL optically-accessed engine
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The cylinder head geom etry o f the EC P2 engine w as adopted for the single cylinder
unit. This engine is a m odern 4-valve design with a B ore o f 83 mm and a stroke o f
92 mm, giving a capacity o f 500 cc per cylinder.

The crankcase assembly for the

engine was taken from a single-cylinder Lister diesel engine with the crankshaft
modified to give the correct stroke.

The engine w as designed to be m otored by a

variable speed m otor to enable the engine to be fired for only short bursts. Optical
access was provided by the inclusion o f windows in the inlet ports (see Fig. 5.1.2).

View from direction "A"
Fig. 5.1.2. Optical access path through inlet ports

A second optical path w as provided in the com bustion chamber via an extended
piston fitted with a quartz crow n (Fig. 5.1.3).
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Fig. 5.1.3. View through quartz piston crow n

A clear view o f the com bustion chamber w as provided through the use o f an angled
front reflective mirror situated on a fixed m ount within the piston extension. These
optical provisions w ere designed to allow the induction events to be observed either
with the aid o f a CCD cam era and digital fi-ame-store, or by using m ore conventional
photographic techniques. Illumination w as to be provided by a 15 W copper vapour
laser, delivering its light through an optic fibre cable. The engine was designed with
m odular construction to enable the engine to be highly versatile in future w ork
programmes.
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5.2. Crankcase
The crankcase w as taken from a Lister S T l single-cylinder diesel engine (Fig. 5.2.1).
The engine was inclined at 15° from vertical to m atch the angle o f m ounting o f the
EC P2 in a typical application.

Fig. 5.2.1. Lister crankcase (show n with section o f U C L designed liner in place)

The standard Lister lubrication system was retained for simplicity, this system
consisting o f a w et sump with a single element plunger-type pump operating from a
lobe on the camshaft.

Oil pressure was maintained at 3 bar by a relief valve

throughout the operating speed range,
retained.

The standard Lister filtration system was

The crankshaft stroke w as adjusted from 88 mm to 92 mm in order to

m atch that o f the ECP2 unit. As the original Lister crank pin diam eter was 12 mm
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larger than that o f the Jaguar, the stroke adjustm ent could be accomplished by
grinding the pin eccentrically. The Lister crank pin w as ground dow n to the same
diam eter as the Jaguar pin, thus allowing the standard Jaguar connecting rod to be
used.

5.3. The Optically-accessed Piston
The piston assembly was machined from a billet o f high tensile (UTS o f 580 M Pa)
aluminium alloy. A 22 mm thick quartz pressure w indow w as fitted to the top face
and retained with a steel screw -on cap (see Fig. 5.3 .1).

Fig. 5.3.1. Optically-accessed piston (show n with w indow and retaining cap
rem oved)
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5.3.1. Piston Pressure Window
The piston pressure window was manufactured from quartz. This material has good
optical properties while being mechanically durable. The window was fitted above
the top compression ring to enable the largest possible visual aperture to be
achieved. The visual aperture was 70 mm at the piston crown and 67 mm at the
lower window seating. The thickness of quartz required to withstand the loading
was calculated using the following equation [Young 1989]:
, -JP.D
t=
217
Where: P = pressure (KPa), D = seating diameter (mm), t = thickness (mm).
This formula includes a safety factor of 6 at a temperature of 800°C.
This calculation is based upon a UTS of 550 kgfrcm^ for fijsed quartz.

The

compression ratio of the engine is 10:1. As a worst case situation it was assumed
that the cylinder pressure could reach a maximum of 50 bar [Stone 1992]. This
gives a window thickness of 21.8 mm, and the thickness actually selected was 22
mm. It was anticipated that at normal operating conditions the cylinder pressure will
not exceed 25 bar, giving a safety factor of 12.

5.3.2. Piston Lubrication
The piston was lubricated at the lower end in the conventional manner. The top ring
was required to operate with a minimum of oil so as to avoid contaminating the
pressure window. The top piston ring and upper cylinder liner were both coated
with a Zylan PTFE low friction coating to allow oil-free running. After some wear
during the initial running-in phase the coating performed well during the first phases
of motored testing. However, when the engine tests moved on to firing, the liner
coating wear accelerated. The engine soon required overhauling. After the engine
had been stripped and reassembled, failure occurred after the first few minutes of
operation even though a freshly-coated liner had been fitted.

The cylinder liner

coating was found to wear at a high rate during the motored running-in process. It
appeared that if the liner coating wore through before the rings had run-in, then
metal to metal contact would occur between rings and bore resulting in rapid bore
wear. The added burdens caused by firing, caused even fully run-in components to
wear rapidly. In order to overcome these problems, a redesign of the piston bearing
and sealing system was undertaken. It was decided to replace the upper metal piston
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ring with a low friction com posite material, while sliding bearings were fitted to the
piston to prevent it contacting the bore (see Fig. 5,3.2.1).

II

Fig. 5.3.2.1. Piston fitted w ith com posite bearings and ring

The m ost suitable material for both com pression rings and sliding bearings was
found to be a filled grade o f ICI Victrex PEEK. The grade selected (450FC30) was
filled with carbon fibre, graphite and PTFE to improve its mechanical and tribilogical
properties. The com pression ring was machined from a plate o f PEE K as w ere the
sliding bearings which to o k the form o f 10 bearing pads fitted around the
circum ference o f the piston below the com pression ring. The whole system enabled
the engine to be run w ithout liquid lubrication o f the piston com pression ring. The
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piston head was machined to a diameter 0.5 mm below that of the bore, allowing
some wear of the bearing pads to be tolerated before piston to liner contact could
occur. The only lubrication used was a dry PTFE lubricant which was applied to the
components before assembly.

5.3.3. Piston Strain Anaiysis
The distortions within the piston under operating conditions were of great
significance to the durability of the engine. If the piston deflected under bending
significantly then bore scuffing would occur and possible seizure would result. To
avoid this problem, a finite element model of the piston was constructed using the
IDEAS analysis package so that the piston could be designed to avoid excessive
strain.

The finite element model was constructed around a simplified geometry

generated using solid modelling. The stress concentrations and distortions created in
the piston by the inclusion of the optical access aperture in one side were of primary
interest.

The most important criterion was that piston to cylinder bore contact

should not occur due to bending of the piston under gas pressure loading. The load
from a cylinder pressure of 20 bar is around 11 kN on the piston crown. This load
is an order of magnitude larger than any forces generated from inertial loading on
the piston centre section and so only gas pressure loading was considered in the FE
analysis. As the area of primary interest was the centre section of the piston with the
large optical access cut-away, only this section of the piston was modelled. The
simplified geometry adopted was a pipe with the optical access port cut in one side
(see Fig. 5.3.3.1).
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Fig. 5.3.3.1. Simplified FE model o f piston centre section

The lower end o f the pipe w as considered to be fully restrained at all nodes, because
in practice the piston floor and gudgeon pin m ountings formed a highly rigid lower
platform to the piston. The upper end o f the pipe was open and unrestrained, thus
making the assum ption that the quartz pressure window and retaining cap added no
strength to the structure.

In practice considerable rigidity was added by these

com ponents, but the object was to model a w orst case and so, in the analysis, the
piston body was allowed to distort unhindered. The annular top face o f the piston
w as loaded with a pressure to give the same load that w ould be encountered from a
20 bar gas pressure acting on the piston crown.

The main variable that could be

altered to affect the rigidity o f the piston centre section w as the wall thickness in this
region. A wall thickness o f 8.25 mm could be achieved w ithout encroaching on the
usable m irror size. The wall thickness was varied within the range o f 5 mm to 8 mm
and the FE model was applied to give stress, strain and distortion distributions over
the piston (see Fig 5.3.3 2).
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Fig. 5.3.3.2. FE Results showing piston distortion

The key to the colour contours in Fig. 5.3.3.2 is shown on the right o f the Figure.
The com ponent o f displacement shown is the X com ponent w ith reference to the co
ordinate indicator in the lower right o f the Figure.

The m ode shape o f the piston

loaded under gas pressure can be seen greatly exaggerated in Fig 5 3 .3 .3.
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Fig. 5.3.3.3, D istorted piston m ode shape

The results showed that the maximum displacement in bending was likely to be 0.12
mm with a 5 mm wall thickness. The piston w as designed with a wall thickness o f
7.85 mm and so the deflection encountered in operation w as well within the values
predicted by the FE model. The piston centre section w as sized in diam eter to give
a 0.3 mm clearance on the bore diam eter and so the possibility o f piston to liner
contact in the centre section o f the piston w as avoided.

The maximum stress

generated w as found to be 57.2 M Pa and this w as well within the design stress o f
250 M Pa perm itted for the piston material.
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5.4. Engine Balance
The balance of the crank, connecting rod and piston assembly was calculated by
writing a program using MATHCAD software. Only primary forces were taken into
account and a balance ratio of around 1.0 was achieved without altering the crank
balance masses.

The output from the MATHCAD software for the 2000 r/min

condition (maximum operating speed) is shown on the following page. From these
results, it was evident that the maximum inertial load imposed on the crankcase by
the crankshaft, is around 2.6 kN.

This was significantly lower than the standard

Lister engine's value of 6.0 kN at its maximum operating speed of 3000 r/min
(MATHCAD output for this case is shown on the following page). Maintaining
reasonable levels of inertia loading was important so as to minimise vibration for the
photographic work.
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Crankshaft / connecting rod / piston balance calculations (optically accessed engine)
n = 2000
mp = 1.600
m cr - 1 .020

Engine Speed (r/min)
Piston Mass (kg)
Connecting Rod Mass (kg)

me = 1.952

Crank Balance Mass (kg)

s := .092

Stroke (m)

1er = 0 .1 7 5 2 5

Con Rod Length (m)

:= n 2 —
60

Engine Speed (Rad/s)

(0

Crank Angle (Deg)

a = 0 ..3 6 0

y = s-

Constant Used in Calculation

0.5
1er

Constant Used in Calculation

a1 = 1
a2 = y + 0 .2 5 y

i

15

y"

Constant Used in Calculation
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mr =

mer
3
2 mer

mp

Oscillating mass (kg)

^ - me

Rotating mass (kg)

3
_
Fy
“

s2
. / a
= - CO m r Sin ------2
\5 7 .3 ,

-8 2

Fx„ = — 0)
“
2

I mr- eos

Horizontal inertia force (N)

la '

5 7 .3

mo I a l-e o s

\\

/ a

a 2 eos 2-

5 7 .3

5 7 .3

Vertical Inertia force (N)
2 5 6 6 .6 2 3

1539.974

Fx
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a
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Fig.5.4.1. Plot of Inertia Force (N) v Crank Angle (Deg).
Optically Accessed ECP2 Engine.
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Crankshaft / connecting rod / piston balance calculations (Lister STl engine)
n = 3000
mp = 1.500
mcr = 1.370

Engine Speed (r/min)
Piston Mass (kg)
Connecting Rod Mass (kg)

me - 2.019

Crank Balance Mass (kg)

s = .088

Stroke (m)

1er = 0.1650

Con Rod Length (m)

m = n-2 —
60
a = 0.. 360

Engine Speed (Rad/s)
Crank Angle (Deg)
Constant Used in Calculation
Constant Used in Calculation

ai = 1

JA.yS

a2 = y T 0.25 y'
mo =

mer
— r mp
3

mr - ^
_

“
p.

2

= _.(o mr
2
-S

Constant Used in Calculation
Oscillating mass (kg)

4- - me

3

S

Fy
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Sin i

Rotating mass (kg)

tt
57.3

Horizontal inertia force (N)

2

Fx„ = — (B ■ mr- eos

57.3

mo Ial-eos

a2 e o s ! 2-

57.3

57.3/

Vertical Inertia force (N)
4 8 0 1 .4 9 6

2 6 4 0 .5 8

Fx

4 7 9 .6 6 4

a

Fy,a
- 1 6 8 1 .2 5 3

- 3 8 4 2 .1 6 9

6 0 0 3 .0 8 6

100

Vertical Inertia foree (N)
Horizontal inertia foree (N)

200

15 0

250

300

350

a

Eig. 5.4.2. Plot of Inertia Force (N) v Crank Angle (Deg).
Lister STl Engine.
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5.5. Cylinder Liner and Mounting Sections
The cylinder was constructed in three sections (Fig. 5.5.1).

Fig. 5 .5 1 Cylinder liner m ounting sections
.

.

The low er section was fitted with a standard Jaguar aluminium alloy w et liner which
w as finished with a Nicosil coating. The lower oil control ring on the piston w orked
within this liner.

The second section o f cylinder bore w as fitted w ith a modified

Jaguar liner, machined to accom m odate the m irror aperture and coated internally
w ith a Zylan PTFE coating. This was replaced by a Nicosil coated liner when the
piston w as modified with PEE K bearing pads and piston ring.

The upper piston

com pression ring w orked within this coated liner. The third and top section o f the
bore was m anufactured from mild steel with provision included for access to the
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combustion chamber. The piston diameter was reduced to 82.5 mm in this area to
prevent piston contact with this top section of the bore. The top cylinder section
was fitted with an access port to enable inspection and routine window cleaning
within the combustion chamber.

This access plug could be replaced with a

transparent version, manufactured in Perspex, to enable side optical access to the
combustion chamber (Fig. 5.5.2).

Fig. 5.5.2. Combustion chamber access port
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5.6. Engine Instrumentation and Control
The instrumentation and control for the engine were based around the LabView
software package running on a Macintosh personal computer. An A/D converter
board with digital input/output ports and timer counter circuits was utilised as an
interface between the engine and computer

The LabView package allowed the

setting of injection timing and fuel pulse width from the computer screen. Further
sequenced outputs from the computer were used to trigger the 35 mm camera
shutter and pulsed laser gating at appropriate times during a test sequence. When a
high speed cine camera was used in place of the 35 mm camera, the LabView
software was only required to control the engine, with the laser driven directly from
a TTL output from the camera shutter.

A schematic drawing of

the engine

instrumentation and control system is shown below (Fig. 5.6.1).
Macintosh Computer

Transducer interface Circuits

Air mass flowrate
Plenum Pressure
Injector Driver
tttt
a □□

LabVIEW I/O D/A Card

aa□ aa□

Camshaft Position
Tachometer

Laser N-Shot Controller

o o o o

15 W Copper Vapour Laser

35 mm Camera

Fibre Optic

Fig. 5.6.1. Schematic diagram of engine control and instrumentation system
The A/D converter board was configured to accept 8 differential channel analogue
inputs. The input signal range was ±10 Volts with 12-bit resolution. Appropriate
signal conversions and scaling were required for the transducers to be read in by the
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A/D board and several interface circuits were designed and constructed to
accomplish this.

5.6.1. Tachometer Circuit
The tachometer arrangement (Fig. 5.6.1.1) utilised a toothed wheel fitted to the
dynamometer shaft along with an inductive sensor to sense the passing of the teeth.
The pickup produced an AC signal with a frequency proportional to engine speed.
A proprietary tachometer frequency to voltage conversion circuit was used to
convert the signal into a DC voltage proportional to engine speed with an added
constant. The constant of proportionality was selected by varying the values of a
capacitor and resistor network connected to the circuit. The full-scale output of the
circuit was 5 Volts, this being achieved at an engine speed of 2500 r/min.

12/14 V

T a c h o m e te r Circuit
(Ch. 2,2)

I
470R

R2

G

RS Tachometer i.e.
2917
Toothed
W heel Magnetic
3
pickup

IK

+ Signal Out
(Ch. 1,11)

_r\

==
0.01 uF

== ~ù
lu F

==
27K

n
lu F

T47K

- Signal Out
{Ch. x,y. refers to channel and pin connections, s e e section 5.9.)

(Ch. 2,3)

Fig. 5 .6.1.1 Tachometer circuit
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Tachometer Circuit Calibration
The relationship for the value of output voltage (V q) is given below [Radio Spares,
1984]:
Vq = 7.56

X

fin X Cj

X

Rj

X

K

Where fin = pickup signal frequency (Hz), Cj and Rj are the values of capacitance
and resistance in the external R-C network and K is a gain constant = 1.
The maximum design speed for the tachometer is 2500 r/min and the toothed wheel
had 60 teeth so:
An(max) = 60 x 2500 / 60 = 2500 Hz
The circuit was required to give a 5V full-scale deflection at this condition and so
the time constant C^Rj was given by :

C, xR , = --------------------- = 0.00026455 s
’
' 7.56x 2500x1
C\ and R%were selected as 0.01 pF and 27 kQ to give this time constant.
A low pass R-C filter stage was fitted to the output of the tachometer to reduce
signal noise. This filter consisted of a IpF capacitor and a 1 kQ resistor. The -3 dB
point for this circuit was given by :

The DC gain of this stage was given by :
^out _

^oad

_

47
^7

1+ 47

= 0.98

A further low pass filtering stage was performed within the LabView software. This
was carried out on a pseudo-rolling average basis and had a DC gain of 1.
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The tachometer calibration graph is shown below (Fig. 5.6.1.2):

T achom eter C alibration
4
35
3
g 25

!

Measured result

2
calibration line

I- 1,5 -■

1

0.5
0

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

r/m in

Fig 5.6.1 2 Tachometer calibration graph
The points are those recorded experimentally, using a Smith Venture calibrated
digital tachometer to measure speed. The dotted line is generated from the (mX + c)
calibration used in the LabView Software.

It can be seen that the linearity and

accuracy of the tachometer circuit was good.
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5.6.2. Engine Air Mass Flow Rate Measurement
The air mass flow rate into the engine was measured using a Ford hot-wire flow
meter that had been used as standard equipment on a Ford Zeta engine (Fig.
5.6.2 1).

Fig 5.6.2.1. Hot-wire airflow meter fitted to inlet plenum and throttle body
The meter was mounted upstream of a throttle body which in turn was mounted on a
plenum which led to the inlet tract carrying the fuel injector.

The meter was

supplied from the general purpose 12 V / 15 A power supply that was available.
This meter had been designed for use on an 1800 cc four-cylinder engine and so it
had to be modified to operate over the lower air flow range required for the 500 cc
test bed engine. This was achieved by plugging the main flow path through the
meter and so causing the total air flow to pass through the secondary flow route
containing the hot-wire (Fig. 5.6.2.2).
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standard Hotwire Meter
Secondary Airflow
Main Airflow

Plugged Hotwire Meter
Main Airflow

Fig. 5.6.2.2. Plugged airflow meter
The meter was calibrated against a Fischer and Porter rotameter and the following
curve was produced (Fig 5.6.2.3):

Airflow Meter Calibration (Meter P lu g g ed )
Ford Part#92FB -12B 579-A A . Serial #71221

15

2

M eter O u tp u t (V olts)
Exp R esults

Polynomial fit

Fig 5.6.2.3. Airflow meter calibration curve
A second-order polynomial fit was used within the LabView software to reproduce
the calibration curve for the meter The output of the meter was treated on a pseudo
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rolling average basis to smooth any fluctuations caused by manifold pressure
variations on the actual engine

5.6.3. Manifold Pressure Measurement
The manifold pressure was sensed using an RS Components 341-963 piezo-resistive
bridge transducer. The bridge output was shunted across a 1 p.F capacitor to act as
a low pass filter. Further low-pass filtering was carried out within the LabView
software. The transducer had a sensitivity of 0.967 mV/kPa and a range of -1 to +1
bar Full scale output being about 100 mV. The A/D input channel is configured for
10 V 12-bit with 100:1 pre-A/D gain.

This configuration gives the full 12-bit

resolution on the manifold pressure signal.

The transducer bridge circuit was

supplied from a regulated 10V supply derived from a zenner diode fed by a resistor
from a general purpose low-noise 12 V power supply. The circuit diagram is shown
below (Fig 5.6.3 .1).

Manifold Pressure Sensing Circuit
12/1 4 V

(Ch. 2,4)

I
Piezo Resistive
Transducer Bridge

270R
Rb

Rb

+ Signal Out
(Ch. 1.6)

/A .
Rb

1uF
Rb

10 Volt

- Signal Out
(Ch. 1,5)
-----------------------------

(Ch. 2,3)

{Ch. x,y. refers to channel and pin connections, se e section 5.9.)

Fig 5 .6.3 .1. Pressure transducer circuit
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Low pass R-C filtering was achieved by adding the 1 pF capacitor across the output
of the bridge circuit. This addition caused the output to behave as if it were fitted
with a discrete R-C low pass filter. The value of Ry was 8 kQ, so the -3 dB point
for this circuit is given by :

The DC gain of this stage is given by :
^out _

^oad

As the value of '^load was large (several MH, the input impedance of the LabView
A/D Board), the DC gain could be assumed to be 1.
A further low pass filtering stage was carried out within the LabView software, this
was performed on a pseudo-rolling average basis and had a DC gain of 1.
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5.6.4. Injector Drive Circuit
The injector solenoid winding had an impedance of 16 Q and so required a current
of 0.75 A from a 12 V drive circuit. The counter-timer output from the LabView
board only had a TTL output of 5V / 50 mA and so a driver circuit was required to
interface the injector with the computer. A solid state relay was used with voltage
and current limitations specifically for driving inductive loads. The Maplin L9801
high-side driver was selected. This device had a 25 A peak current capability and
included current and thermal protection. The circuit diagram is shown below (Fig.
5.6.4.1):

Injector Driver Circuit
+ 12/14 V

(Ch. 2,2)

Maplin High-Side Driver i.e.

L9801

12K

/V
+ Signal In

-TV
+ Signal Out

_r\.

(Ch 1,2)

(Ch. 1,4)

A
SVolt
47K

- Signal Out

(Ch 2,1)

T—*—

{Ch. x,y refers to channel and pin connections, see section 5.9/

(Ch. 1,1)

Fig. 5.6.4.1. Injector driver circuit
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5.6.5. Camshaft Position Sensor
The camshaft position was obtained from an optical sensor fitted to the original
Lister camshaft. A cutter disk was fitted to the shaft so that it interrupted a beam
between an LED and an LDD so giving a TTL level square wave. This signal was
used as a gating trigger to produce the sequenced timing signals from the Macintosh
computer.

5.7. Ignition System
The ignition system was a Luminition commercially produced opto-electronic system
designed to replace contact breaker systems in older road vehicles. The system used
an optical switch, similar to that of the camshaft position sensor, to trigger an
electronic coil switching unit.

The optical switch was mounted so as to be

interrupted by the same cutter disk as the camshaft position switch. The ignition
timing was adjusted by mechanically moving the optical switch on a rotating mount
(Fig. 5.7.1).

9

Fig. 5.7.1. Camshaft position sensor (top) and ignition trigger switch (lower left)
fitted to crank case with trigger cutter disk
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5.8. LabView Software
The control of the fuel injector, camera shutter (when appropriate) and laser was
accomplished using National Instruments LabView software installed on a
Macintosh II computer. The LabView Package is a general purpose laboratory data
acquisition, manipulation, and signal generating system.

The LabView I/O card

contains A/D input and D/A output channels, digital I/O ports, timer counters and
signal conditioning circuits. The software is accessed via a graphical user interface
(GUI) based environment.

Programming is set up through the selection of

appropriate icons representing the process to be performed, and then linking them
with lines representing wires as if they were part of an electrical circuit.
The sequencing of events can be achieved by placing them within frames of a cine
film in the order for execution. Other forms of flow control, such as loops etc., are
achieved by placing the icon representing the action within an icon representing the
loop.

In this manner the full range of usual high-level language programming

functions can be achieved in the GUI environment.

In the application of the

LabView package to the engine control task, some limitations were imposed by the
system speed of execution. The main limitation is that relatively few calculations
could be achieved in the limited time available between pulsing the injector solenoid
and having the system ready to trigger for the next cycle. This restriction prevented
the re-calculation of injection event timing during the burst of cycles over which the
engine was fired. This inability to recalculate the timings on a cycle by cycle basis
could have added an error to the event timings if the engine speed changed during
the test sequence. It was estimated that this source of error was never more than 6
degrees crank angle at 2000 r/min and less than 3 degrees crank angle at 800 r/min,
for motored engine tests. The possible errors for fired engine tests are discussed in
section 6.3.
Validation of the operation of the engine control system was carried out using a
Gould Digital Oscilloscope. The accuracy of the Injector pulse width and timing,
and the Laser pulse timing were confirmed to be well within 6° crank angle across
the range of operating speeds up to 2000 r/min.
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5.8.1. LabView Flow Chart
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5.9. Interface Connector Map
Dynamometer mounted interface connectors
LEFT CHANNEL (Channel.

RIGHT CHANNEL (Channel. 2)

I)

Inj Gnd

HEAVY BLUE

1—Connected through— 1

Gnd \

Inj +ve

HEAVY RED

2

2

+ 12V/

Mac Gnd

BLACK

3

3

Gnd \

Injector signal in.

ORANGE

4

4

+ 12v/

Pressure signal -ve

5

5

+5v

Pressure signal +ve

6

6\

} HEAVY SUPPLY

} CLEAN SUPPLY

BLUE

Gnd

BLACK

\
Hot-wire +ve

PINK.

7

7

Hot-wire -ve

GREY.

8

8

\

+5v
RED
} Cam Position Sensor
/
Source Feed
GREEN

Cam Pos. Signal WHITE

/
9 —Connected through— 9 /

Signal Return

WHITE

Laser Signal

10—Connected through— 10

Laser Signal

(Not Used)

11

11

+ve

12

12

Gnd

Tacho. signal.

DARK BLUE.

Magnetic Pickup
(Not Used)

Macintosh 11 interface connector
DIGITAL SECTION

2
4
24
34
25
41
42
45
48

\

43
46
49

Laser trigger out.
Injector signal out
Camera Shutter out.

ANALOGUE SECTION 3
5
6
7
8

}

Ground

BLACK

/
+5V out

RED

\
\
}

Connect to Cam pos. signal

WHITE

/
/

Tachometer signal in.
Hot-wire +ve
Hot-wire -ve
Manifold pressure +ve
Manifold pressure -ve

BNC.
ORANGE
BNC.
DARK BLUE.
PINK.
GREY.
YELLOW.
LIGHT BLUE.
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5.10. Motor-dynamometer Unit
The engine was fitted to a Laurence Scott and Electromotors Ltd. variable speed ac
dynamometer. The Model was an N.S. 1962, serial #261601.
This was a 3 phase ac machine with operating speed continuously variable up to a
maximum speed of 3000 r/min. The maximum shaft power rating was 11.3 kW
while motoring, and 20 kW while retarding.
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CHAPTER 6
OPTICALLY ACCESSED ENGINE TESTS
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CHAPTER 6. OPTICALLY ACCESSED ENGINE TESTS
6.1. Still Photography
The initial testing was carried out with the engine motored but not fired. Images
were recorded using a Nikon 801 35 mm camera fitted with an Infinity K2 stand-off
microscope lens. The dynamometer/motor unit was set to motor the engine at the
required test speed and the throttle at the input to the plenum was adjusted to give
the required manifold depression. The ignition system was inoperative. The test
sequence was initiated by an appropriate mouse movement.

The injector was

operated for a selected number of cycles under control from the LabView software.
At the appropriate time a signal was sent from the LabView software to the "N
shot" controller, provided with the laser, to initiate the image acquisition sequence.
The laser, which had hitherto been pulsing at 10 kHz, was temporarily extinguished
under the control of the "N-Shot" control box. The camera shutter was triggered
270 ms before the picture was to be taken to allow time for thé mechanical shutter
to be fully open. At the crankshaft angle selected from LabView, the laser was
triggered to commence a sequence of "N" pulses at the frequency selected. Due to a
peculiarity of the CV laser, the first pulse in a series of N is not produced, so the
laser is actually triggered for N + 1 pulses, commencing 1 laser cycle earlier than
actually desired.

The laser was then extinguished again and the camera shutter

allowed to close. Once the camera shutter was frilly shut the laser was returned to
its normal 10 kHz operation. Considerable effort was expended to integrate the
laser "N" shot controller with the LabView-based engine and instrumentation
control system with the result that the complete system operated smoothly and
reliably. A schematic timing diagram of the 35 mm camera tests is included as Fig.
6 . 1. 1 .
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B D C (P o w er strok e)
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Fig. 6.1.1. Still photography event timing diagram

The photographic results w ere rather disappointing.

It becam e clear that several

factors were making the photographic capture o f droplets in the cylinder very
difficult. In particular, there were problem s in obtaining sufficient contrast betw een
the fuel droplets and the background. Initially the com bustion chamber was finished
in its usual grey, sand-cast, aluminium finish

The background w as both grainy and

o f a similar reflectivity to any incoming fuel droplets, making ideal camouflage for
the droplets.

If a single exposure picture w as taken, it w as impossible to

differentiate betw een airborne droplets and background features, or small areas o f
wall film that may have been on the cylinder head or piston window.

M ultiple-

exposure photographs should have shown moving droplets as a line o f dots, while
stationary marks on the com bustion chamber, or m arks on the piston window,
moving perpendicularly to the plane o f the photograph, would just leave single
images. The use o f multiple exposures, however, only m ade m atters w orse, as the
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photograph received N times the value of a single exposure from the stationary
background, but only a single exposure from a moving droplet in each recorded
position along its flight path.

The greater the ratio of reflected light from the

background to reflected light from the droplets the worse the situation became.
Matt black paint was applied to the combustion chamber surface in an attempt to
improve the situation. The result was that so little light was returned to the camera
that 3200 ASA film was required to record any image and even this high-speed film
needed to be "push-processed" which left the images with a very grainy finish
making the identification of individual droplets impossible.

Side lighting of the

combustion chamber was also tried, being accomplished by replacing the steel
combustion chamber access plug with a transparent version, and directing the laser
in through this route.

The small amounts of light scattered sideways from the

incoming fuel towards the camera proved to be inadequate once again. Previous
experience, gained during the spark-flash tests described in Chapter 3, had shown
that an effective method for the photography of fuel sprays was to provide diffused
back lighting and so cast shadows of the droplets towards the camera.

The

geometry of the combustion chamber was such that it was not possible to fit a
reasonably sized window into the cylinder head without significantly changing the
geometry, and also droplets would only have been visible directly over any
combustion chamber window.

A compromise would have been to polish the

combustion chamber surface and front light the chamber as before, relying on the
highly reflective finish to reflect large amounts of light to the camera then effectively
providing a bright background for the droplets.

This would, however, have

excluded the use of multiple exposures because of the high ratio of background light
to droplet light with this arrangement.

Without being able to use multiple

exposures, individual droplets would have been difficult to discern from the
background and also the ability to measure droplet velocity and trajectory would
have been lost.

6.2. High-Speed Cine Photography
As it appeared unlikely that a successful multiple exposure imaging technique could
be developed in the time available, it was decided to switch from 35 mm still
photography to 16 mm high-speed cine. A Hadland Hyspeed S-2 cine camera was
obtained which could be fitted both with an 80 mm lens to view the entire
combustion chamber and also with the K2 stand-off microscope lens to view areas in
high magnification. The camera produced a synchronisation signal which was used
to trigger the laser thus giving a single pulse of light per cine frame. In this way it
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was possible to use the polished combustion chamber and so produce images of dark
droplets against a light background.

Droplets could be differentiated from the

background features and their velocities measured by tracking them from frame to
frame. This technique had the further advantages of recording events during the
entire engine cycle and also capturing several complete engine cycles on a 30 m cine
film. The main disadvantages were a reduction in resolution by a factor of 10 over
the 35 mm camera, and greater difficulty in processing the cine film. The reduction
in resolution was more perceived than real as the full potential of the 35 mm system
was unrealisable for the reasons discussed.

The problem of film processing was

addressed by acquiring an automatic film processing unit which enabled a 30 m, 16
mm, film to be developed, fixed, washed and dried in 60 minutes. This system was
restricted however to processing monochrome negative film, hence the majority of
the tests were carried out using film of this type.
A fiirther problem was caused by fuel contaminating the piston window. In previous
studies [Miller 1992c], it was observed that a large proportion of the fuel in a cold,
port-injected, SI engine was likely to impact on the port walls and enter the cylinder
as wall film, even with open-valve injection timing. The slower transport velocity of
wall film compared with that of airborne droplets meant that several engine cycles
were required to establish representative in-port conditions, which of course are a
prerequisite for representative in-cylinder behaviour. With the engine motoring, the
piston window was heavily contaminated with fuel by the time that representative
fuel transport conditions were established in the ports. This left the choice between
recording pictures on the first two cycles when the window was clear but the in
cylinder behaviour was probably unrepresentative, and waiting for the fuel transport
to be more representative but face very distorted images because of window
contamination.
It was decided to improve matters by firing the engine.

The combustion would

consume some of the fuel that otherwise would have contaminated the window.
Firing of the engine brought further benefits in that truly representative in-cylinder
conditions were created. The firing increased the risk of an engine failure, and also
caused some problems with the high-tension ignition system interfering with the
engine management system causing the control computer to crash. The electrical
interference problem was solved by using a separate power supply for the ignition
system. The firing of the engine significantly reduced window contamination but
was accompanied by rapid wear of the PTFE cylinder coating and subsequent
damage to the piston and liner. After a replacement PTFE-coated liner also failed in
a similar manner the piston lubrication and sealing system was redesigned using
PEEK bearings and piston ring, as described in section 5 .3 ,2.
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6.3. Injection Retardation Effect
A problem encountered when firing the engine was one of injection timing. The
engine management system calculated the delay required to provide the correct
injection timing from the engine speed while being motored. Once the engine was
fired the speed would rise slightly causing the injection timing to be retarded. The
effect during closed-valve operation was probably not significant since the fuel
would be resident on the back of the valve and surrounding area for around 500° of
crank angle, whereas the maximum retard effect was 60° of crank angle. For openvalve injection, the injection was initiated at nominally 20° ATDC with the true start
of injection somewhere between 30° and 50° ATDC depending on the retard effect,
while the arrival of fuel in the cylinder was delayed during open valve injection. The
magnitude of this delay was up to a maximum of 30° crank-angle, and was typically
10° to 20° crank-angle. The problem could not be solved without using a much
faster computer that would be able to recalculate the required injection delay on a
cycle by cycle basis, or using a toothed wheel and counting teeth rather than
milliseconds to calculate the injection timing delay.

An additional timer/counter

circuit would have been required to achieve this which was not available on the
LabView board. The additional development time that would have been required to
correct the injection retardation effect was not available at this stage in the project
and so the testing was carried out with the retardation effect recognised but
uncorrected.
On referring to other work [Baker 1994] it was evident that the mean gas velocity
through the inlet valves remains almost constant from 20° ATDC to around 120°
ATDC, as the demand on gas flow imposed by the retreating piston is almost in
phase with the valve lift and so valve flow area. The fuel droplets are likely to be
travelling at around 20 m/s in the port (see Chapter 9) and would take 68° CA to
reach the valves at 1500 r/min while the injection period is another 70° to 140° CA.
As the gas velocity through the valve curtain area is the most significant factor in
dictating droplet size, it is likely that the retardation of injection timing from the
nominal setting had relatively little effect upon the incoming droplet preparation.
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6.4. Fields of View
6.4.1. Field of View for In-port Tests
The in-port tests were designed to give an indication o f m ixture preparation prior to
the fuel entering the inlet valves.

It was desirable to m easure the spray

characteristics as closely as possible to the inlet valves, to get the clearest indication
o f mixture preparation supplied to the valves. This desire had to be balanced against
the practicality o f fitting a line-of-sight optical path very closely to the valves and
also minimising the disturbance to the port geom etry caused by the inclusion o f the
necessary windows. The best com prom ise was to fit the port access w indow s in the
side walls o f the port immediately upstream o f the port bifurcation wall (see Fig.
6.4 .1 1 ).

CD Q
Field o f V ie w
P ort W in d ow

Fig 6 4 .1 .1 . Location o f port window

The port branch diam eter w as 24 mm and so the circular w indow s w ere sized at 18
mm visual diam eter, which provided a good com prom ise betw een gaining a large
access and not impacting unduly on the geometry. The w indow s w ere m anufactured
from 6 mm thick crown glass at 22 mm diam eter which allowed for 18 mm visual
aperture and 2 mm seating face. This w indow location allowed study o f the spray
entering both port branches w ithout machining away the port bifurcation wall, which
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would have been too intrusive on the port geometry. The field o f view selected for
the tests w as again a compromise.

A large field o f view provides m ore spatial

information and also allows higher velocities to be m easured as the droplets are less
likely to m ove out o f view during one frame interval. Small frame sizes will provide
higher spatial resolution and allow smaller droplets to be studied. The use o f a small
field o f view demands that the frame rate be higher for a given maximum velocity to
be measured.

The 30 m films used throughout restrict the maximum achievable

frame rate to about 7000 fps, or 5000 fps if a constant frame rate is required over
the last IS m o f film.

An obvious trade-off exists betw een minimum droplet size

m easurable and maximum velocity m easurable and is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.1.2.

Field of view trade-off
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Fig. 6.4.1.2. Field o f view trade-off

There are several assum ptions made in the production o f Fig. 6.4.1.2:
•

The film emulsion can resolve 80 lines per mm.

•

Velocity is in the frame's vertical (short) direction, which is the w orst case.

•

To m easure velocity a droplet must be viewable in at least tw o consecutive
frames, that is, move no m ore than 1/2 the frame dimension per frame interval.

•

That the camera is run up to the maximum 7000 fps.

It w as decided that 30 pm droplets must be resolvable and so a frame o f 10 mm by
7.6 mm w as selected. The cam era was arranged in landscape view so the fuel spray
was likely to cross the field o f view at an angle to be able to m easure the highest
possible velocities. The field o f view w as arranged to be as close as possible, within
the confines o f the windows, to the axis o f the injector. The sizing and positioning
o f the field o f view are illustrated in Fig 6.4.1.1.
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6.4.2. Field of View for In-cylinder Tests
The criteria for the selection of field of view in the cylinder was somewhat more
complex. The piston window had an optical diameter of 70 mm at the piston crown
If the entire window area were viewed then, from an extrapolation of Fig. 6.4.1.2,
only large droplets would ever be seen.

The field of view would have to be

restricted to a small local area for the identification of individual small droplets.
However, with no previous work to refer to, it would be difficult to decide exactly
where to look for the maximum amount of useful information. Building up a picture
of activity by filming a series of separate local views and assembling a patchwork
would have taken prohibitively long. It was decided to view the entire combustion
chamber and identify areas of interest on which to zoom in for subsequent testing.
After the initial series of tests it became apparent that most of the activity of interest
could be seen in the area between inlet and exhaust valves, at the apex of the pent
roof. It was also noted that the global images, having a great depth of field, were
useful in viewing fuel impacting on the piston crown.

It was decided to both

continue with the tests covering the entire combustion chamber and look at the pentroof apex area in close-up. The field of view in the close-up images was set at 10.2
mm by 13 .4 mm in the location shown in Fig 6.4.2.1.

10.2 m

Area covered by close-up image

Fig 6.4.2.1. Close-up field of view
The size and location of the close-up view was chosen to be a compromise between
the velocity/resolution trade off while taking in the area of interest identified in the
wide angle tests.
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6.5. Engine Test Conditions
The engine tests were carried out over a range of engine speed and load conditions
ranging from cranking through 800 r/min up to 1500 r/min, these were selected to
be representative of conditions encountered in the official emissions tests, while
being comparable to earlier steady flow test conditions.
The engine conditions were:
1. Cranking at a nominal 300 r/min and at WOT.
2. 800 r/min low load (40 cmHg manifold depression).
3. 800 r/min high load (20 cmHg manifold depression).
4. 1500 r/min low load (40 cmHg manifold depression).
5. 1500 r/min high load (20 cmHg manifold depression).
Other variables investigated were:
1. Injection timing, either open or closed inlet valve.
Open valve timing nominally 20° ATDC.
Closed valve timing nominally 40° ABDC (compression stroke).
2. Ski-Jump angle, either retracted into the port floor (0°), or raised at 45°.
The fuel injectors investigated were:
1. Pintle type injector, producing a cone spray (described in section 6.6.1).
2. Twin-spray disk type injector (described in section 6.6.2).
3. Air assisted atomiser, operating with atmospheric bleed air supply, or 1
bar air supply (relative to manifold pressure) (describedin section 6.6.3).
4. Specially designed fuel vaporiser (described in Chapter 4).
It obviously was not possible to conduct wide-angle and close-up tests with all
permutations of the above variables and so a series of tests considered to give the
most useful range of results were conducted. In total, 63 tests were carried out. 11
tests of in-port behaviour, 20 wide-angle in-cylinder tests and 32 close-up in
cylinder tests.

The in-port tests were restricted to 800 r/min to allow more in

cylinder tests to be carried out.

A record of all the tests carried out with their

respective test conditions is included as Appendix XI.
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6.5.1. Injection Timings
The closed valve injection timing was set at 40° ABDC (compression stroke). This
timing coincides with the closing of the inlet valve and so provides the maximum
time for the fuel to come to rest in the port before induction
The open-valve injection timing was selected to be 20° ATDC. This timing was
chosen to allow the reverse flow through the valves to have completed and forward
flow to have commenced before injection. In so doing, the fuel will not be blown
back up the port branch, and deposited on the walls. If this had occurred then the
resultant wall film would progress down the port and, on entering the cylinder,
behave in a way essentially similar to that of fuel injected onto closed valves. Late
open-valve injection timing might have increased charge stratification, which would
have been undesirable in an engine like the ECP2. A single test was carried out with
the injection timing at 20° BTDC (exhaust stroke) to see if a significant mixture
preparation improvement could be achieved with the pintle injector by injecting "into
the wind". The injection timing accuracy was subject to the limitations discussed in
section 6.3.

6.6. Injectors
6.6.1. Pintle Injector
The pintle injector used was a Bosch top-feed type, 0280 150 229 (Fig. 6 6.1 1)

Fig. 6 6.1.1. Pintle injector
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This injector is a standard component used on the ECP2 engine. It is designed to
produce a narrow cone-angle spray of around 15° included angle. The spray pattern
produced in free air, with 3 bar fuel pressure is shown in Fig. 6.6.1.2.

' :

Fig. 6.6.1.2. Pintle fuel spray

6.6.2. Twin-spray Disk-type injector
The twin-spray injector is based on the Lucas 1000 series injector. This series are
top-feed type injectors using a steel disk as both solenoid armature and metering
valve element. The fuel emerges through the metering hole as a solid column, and is
divided by a separating edge to form two diverging jets (See Fig. 6.6.2.1).

Twin-sprav Nozzle

Metering

Dividing

Fig. 6.6.2.1. Twin-spray disk-type injector
The spray pattern produced in free air, with 3 bar fuel pressure is shown in Fig.
6 6 22
.

.

.
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A
Fig. 6.6.2,2. Twin-spray disk-type injector fuel spray

6.6.3. AAA In je c to r
The Air-assisted atom iser was m anufactured by Lucas, based on their 1000 series
disk type injector.
metering hole.

Air was supplied to mix with the fuel stream at the exit o f the

This tw o-phase flow was then passed through a 1 mm diameter

orifice at the nozzle exit.

The high velocity created through the nozzle orifice

generated high air-fuel m omentum exchange thereby atomising the fuel into fine
droplets.

AAA N ozzle
Disk
r Metering
^ -------- hole
Air
supply

Air supply

1 m m flow
orifice
Atonnized
Fuel+Air

Fig. 6.6.3 .1. Air-assisted atom iser
The AAA m ixture preparation was strongly influenced by the pressure drop across
the nozzle orifice, and so on the air supply pressure relative to manifold depression.
The fuel pressure drop across the m etering hole did not have a significant effect
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upon mixture preparation. The device had been characterised as part o f a separate
study [Williams 1994a] and the variation o f Smd with relative supply pressure is
given below (Fig. 6 6.3 2)

Sm d v e rs u s air-a ssist p re ssu re
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Fig, 6.6.3.2. AAA droplet size versus air pressure [Williams 1994]

The spray produced by the AAA injecting into atm ospheric air is shown below for
the extrem es o f its operating range

W ith 1 bar o f air supply pressure (Fig 6 6 3 .3),

the mixture preparation is seen to be very fine

Fig 6 6.3.3 AAA spray, 1 bar air supply pressure

With the air pressure removed the AAA produces a solid column o f fuel (Fig
6 6.3 4)

This is equivalent to W OT operation with atm ospheric air supply pressure
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Fig. 6 6.3.3 AAA spray, 0 bar air supply pressure

6.6.4. Injector Calibration
The calibrations o f the 4 injection systems were such so that they all delivered near
equal amounts o f fuel for equal pulse widths (see Fig. 6.6.4.1 ).

Injector Calibration
10 Hz repetition rate 3 bar fuel pressure
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P u ls e W idth (m s)

Fig. 6.6.4.1. Injector calibration

The fuel pulse width was set by experimentation to allow the engine to fire within
three cycles

At low load conditions the pulse width was nominally 9 ms and at high

load nominally 18 ms. The AFR's created were betw een 8 and 12, with most tests
around 10. There was some variation between tests, with use o f the AAA allowing
the engine to fire on a slightly lower pulse width, and open-valve injection with
conventional injectors requiring slightly m ore fuel to fire. The fuel vaporiser pulse
width was established in AAA mode, and the same pulse width was used in vapour
mode
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CHAPTER 7. IMAGE DIGITISATION METHOD
7.1. Introduction
The individual images from the cine films had to be digitised and stored in a
computer, in order to allow computer analysis techniques to be used.

Several

digitisation techniques were investigated including:
• Projecting the images onto an opaque screen and viewing the image with a CCD
camera.
• Back-lighting the film and using a microscope lens focused on the emulsion of
the film to view the image with a CCD camera.
• Projecting the film images onto one side of a semi-transparent screen and
recording the image from the other with a CCD camera.
In each case the image was recorded using a CCD camera and stored using a frame
grabber fitted in an IBM compatible PC. The most effective method was found to
be that of projecting the cine film onto one side of a semi-transparent screen and
recording the image from the other side with the CCD camera.

This method is

described in the following:
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7.2. Projecting of Film onto Semi-transparent Screen
While Viewing from the Far Side
IBM compatible PC
Fitted with Frame Grabber

□

Video Monitor

n
16mm Analysis Projector

Translucent acrylic screen

c b _____________

Mounting bench

CCD Camera and lens

Fig. 7.2.1. Schematic layout o f image digitisation equipm ent

This technique caused a minimum o f geom etric distortion as the projector and CCD
cam era w ere able to be aligned on the same axis (see Fig. 7.2.1). By using a section
o f translucent screen designed specifically for cine to video transfer [Aico, 1993],
very good image transfer quality was obtained.

A further benefit w as that the

standard analysis projector could be used to index the frames through one at a time
to be digitised.

7.2.1. Analysis Projector
The use o f the 16 mm analysis projector for the film indexing mechanism allowed all
the benefits o f this high quality device to enable the digitisation process to be as easy
as possible.

The projector used was a Visual Instrum ents Selecta Frame 5, type

16N2BX2.

The films could be m otored in either forw ard or reverse while being

projected at speeds o f 24, 12, 8, 4, 2, 0.5 and 0.25 fram es per second.

The film

could also be indexed through frame by frame. The low pow er (250 W ) projection
lamp, and powerful internal cooling fan, meant that a single frame could be projected
indefinitely w ithout danger o f damaging the film through over-heating.

The

accuracy o f registration o f the film in the analysis projector w as found, by a simple
experim ent, to be very good.

A frame was digitised and then the same frame was
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re-digitised after the film had been wound back and then forward. Subtracting one
image from the other and then measuring the width of any lines left around features
in the image gave a measurement of the accuracy of the re-positioning of a frame in
the projector gate. The agreement between frames was found to be within 2 CCD
pixels or less. This equates to an accuracy of ± 30 pm for placement of the film in
the projector gate. The near-zero value of the majority of the background of the
image generated from the above subtraction indicated that the projector lamp
intensity was stable and that the light intensity readings from the CCD camera were
repeatable.

7.2.2. CCD Camera
The CCD camera used was a Pulnix TM765. This camera is a monochrome unit
with an output of 256 grey scales on a standard composite video signal.

The

resolution of the camera was 768 pixels by 512 pixels. A particularly useful feature
of this camera is that its CCD element pixels have an aspect ratio of 1, so that the
digitised image has the same aspect ratio as the original scene. The camera was
fitted with a Nicor 50 mm lens using a C mount adapter.

7.2.3. Frame Grabber and Computer
The video frame grabber used was a Digithurst Microeye MC. This is a full length
AT ISA bus card for IBM compatible PC's. The grabber is a 3-channel RGB colour
unit, each channel has 8-bit resolution, allowing 24-bit colour or 8-bit monochrome
images to be grabbed. The grabber has 3 MBytes of on-board RAM to allow the
temporary storage of images. The monochrome CCD camera was attached to the
blue channel of the grabber's RGB input connector. The grabber is driven using its
proprietary software that allows control over its functions. Using the computer's
mouse, various grabber actions could be selected through the use of menus
displayed on the video monitor. Images could be displayed live, grabbed, saved to
the computer's hard-disk and recalled from the hard-disk.
The computer used was an IBM compatible 486 DX, running at 50 MHz clock
speed, and using ISA architecture. The machine was fitted with 8 MBytes of main
memory and two hard-disks totalling 510 MBytes capacity.

A 120 MByte tape

streamer drive was fitted to enable back-up copies of the hard-disk information to be
made. The main video display was VGA fitted with 1 MByte of RAM allowing the
14-inch monitor to display 1024 pixels by 768 pixels in 256 colours.
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7.2.4. Procedure for Digitising Film
The film to be digitised was mounted on the projector and a frame near the
beginning of the film was marked with a cross. The frame counter fitted to the
projector was zeroed with the marked frame in the gate, and the film wound through
to the sequence required. The frames of interest were indexed through and digitised
individually. Each digitised frame was saved under a filename consisting of the film
ID code and the frame number, allowing it to be uniquely identified and returned to
when necessary. After the frames were stored on the computer's hard-disk, a further
stage of processing was required to transcribe the image file storage format into one
suitable for the subsequent image processing.

The images were stored by the

grabber as 24-bit colour TIFF files, each requiring around 1.1 MBytes of hard-disk
space. The information of interest all being stored in the blue colour channel, with
the red and green channels being redundant. The image was read into the Visilog
software and decomposed to retrieve the information from the blue channel. The
resultant monochrome image was saved using an 8-bit monochrome TIFF format,
requiring less than 370 kBytes of hard-disk space.
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CHAPTER 8. IN-PORT IMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
8.1. Introduction
After the images of interest were digitised, computer image analysis techniques had
to be developed to enable the results to be processed in a reasonable time. The
software package chosen was Visilog 4.1.3. It was chosen as it appeared to meet
most of the requirements and was available at a reasonable cost through the
Combined Higher Education Software Team (CHEST) agreement. The software
was installed on the IBM compatible PC, described in section 7.2.3. The Visilog
software is a general image processing and analysis package, containing libraries of
image manipulation functions that can be called up as required.

An image

processing route could be tailored to individual needs by calling up suitable
processes in turn with appropriate control parameters. Once a suitable sequence of
processes is established then a macro can be recorded in interpreted "C" language,
which can be applied to semi-automate the process. The process that was developed
for the treatment of in-port spray images is outlined below.

8.2. In-Port Image Analysis
The following requirements were established for information to be extracted from
the in-port images;
1. Histogram of droplet sizes.
2. Measurement of the volume of fiiel seen in the image.
3. Some measure of the shape of the droplets seen.
4. Measurement of droplet velocity.
It was important for the results to be reliable and so great care was taken to ensure
that spurious noise was removed from the images and the effects of sample aliasing
were reduced to a minimum.
The work had to be broken into stages, the first stage involved the enhancement of
the image to improve the contrast of

the droplets from their background, so

enabling a binary image of the droplets to be created using thresholding techniques.
The next stage was to ensure that the images recorded were in fact reliable pictures
of droplets and not the effects of signal noise and sampling errors. The final image
manipulation steps involved labelling the individual droplets seen and producing a
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table of statistics for the individual images to pass on for subsequent data reduction
to produce numerical results. These results could then be used both for comparisons
between different sprays and for comparisons with results from other spray
characterisation methods, such as diffraction particle sizing.
In detail, the image processing steps employed for the treatment of in-port sprays
are set down in the following;
Step 1. Read the image into Visilog from the computer hard disk and store it in
CPU memory.
Step 2. Trim the image from 720 x 512 pixels to 704 x 512 pixels.

This was

required so that local area histogram equalisation could be carried out later. This is
discussed further in Step 4.
Step 3. Filter the image with a simple median filter to remove individual pixels of
extreme values caused by noise during the deposition of the image on the CCD
element of the camera and subsequent transmission to the frame grabber. The filter
works by allotting to each pixel the median value of its 8 immediate neighbours.
This has the effect of removing any individual pixel values that are of extreme value
and so are unreliable. This filtering technique relies on performing a sort routine on
9 values for each of the 360448 pixels in the image and is therefore more time
consuming than other local area averaging filters. The benefit of the filter is that the
presence of extreme values has no effect upon the actual value assigned to a pixel
while not introducing new grey levels to the image.

Thus sharp edges are

maintained and small features are preserved in the processed image.
Step 4. Adjust the histogram of grey levels present in the image to occupy the full 0
to 255 range. This was performed on a local basis selecting areas of 32 x 32 pixels.
This process gave results that were desirable in several respects. Firstly, the fact
that a local area was selected meant that the grey-level gradient was removed from
the image, making the image far more suitable for subsequent thresholding.
Secondly, the expansion of the grey levels present made the contrast of the droplets
much stronger against their background, again aiding thresholding.

Several

considerations were involved in selecting the size of the local area for the operation.
The use of a small area reduces the possibility of banding being noticed wherever a
strong grey-level gradient is present. If the area selected becomes too small it can
completely fit inside a droplet with the result that the middle area of large droplets
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would tend to disappear, leaving them appearing as hollow annular rings with a
"speckled" inner area.

An area of

32 x 32 pixels was selected as a good

compromise for the majority of images. Each pixel of the camera covered 13.2 x
13 .2 pm of the original area viewed, meaning that the 32 x 32 area equated to 422 x
422 pm in the original spray viewed. As very few droplets will be above this size, it
is unlikely that the 32 x 32 area will ever be completely within the area of image
covered by a single droplet. In practice very large droplets have to be identified
manually to ensure that they are included in the result.
Step 5.

The image is now "thresholded" to leave a binary image with the

background having a value of zero and the subjects (droplets) having a value of 1.
An automatic technique was used to remove the subjectivity associated with the user
deciding on the threshold level [Noesis 1993b]. Automatic thresholding also speeds
the analysis process as the system does not have to wait for the user to decide upon
and enter a threshold value. The automatic thresholding or "segmentation" of the
image is carried out using the concept of entropy as applied to an image. Entropy is
a measure of disorder, and in image terms will be a maximum if the image is equally
distributed in all grey levels, and minimum and equal to 0 if the image is a uniform
constant value. The entropy segmentation technique separates the image into two
regions and calculates the entropy of each. The threshold value selected is the one
that minimises the sum of the entropies of the two regions.

By these means a

sensible, quantitative, threshold value is obtained where the information is separable
into two regions with contrast, such as droplets and background.

The entropy

segmentation technique is more fully described in Appendix XII
Step 6, The binary image is now filtered spatially to ensure that droplets seen are
real and not the product of sample aliasing caused by extremely small features. The
criterion selected was based upon a feature being present in two adjacent pixels,
both in the vertical and horizontal directions. So for a feature in the image to be
considered reliable evidence of a droplet, it had to contain a 2 x 2 pixel block as a
minimum. A directional erosion technique was employed to remove all features
from the image that did not satisfy the above criterion.

The classical erosion

algorithm could not be used as it would remove features below a 3 x 3 minimum size
from the image, and so some reliable data would have been discarded. The erosion
technique is based upon removing a layer of pixels from the boundary of a feature so
reducing its size. If the removal of one pixel from every boundary position is carried
out on a feature where every pixel is on a boundary, the feature will obviously be
erased. A directional erosion will also remove boundary pixels, but only those on a
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specific boundary, either left, right, top, bottom or one of the four diagonal
boundary locations. It is possible to select a directional erosion that will remove any
combination of these boundary locations. For the purpose of removing all artefacts
that do not contain a complete 2 x 2 pixel square, a directional erosion was selected
that removed three boundary locations, these being top, top right and right.
Step 7. The image has to be reconstructed so that the features remaining in the
eroded image are returned to their original dimensions. This is accomplished using a
classical reconstruction technique. A feature in the uneroded image is retained only
if some pixels from it remain in the eroded image. By this method all of the features
that do not satisfy the criteria in step 6 are removed while those remaining are in no
way changed in shape or size.
Step 8. Discard features on the border of the image. If a small feature is observed
on the border of the image it is not possible to say whether it is a complete small
feature or just part of a much larger one that is mostly out of frame. The observed
spray size distribution will be biased toward the smaller sizes if such features are
included.
Step 9. Fill in pixels that are completely surrounded by other pixels. This has the
effect of filling in "holes" that might appear in images. It is unlikely that droplets
will form with holes in them, and so if such a droplet is seen it is most likely to be a
creation of the thresholding process and should be corrected to prevent errors.
Step 10. Label and count the individual features in the image.
Step 11. Analyse the labelled features to create a table of results containing the
projected area, perimeter and shape factor of each droplet. The area is calculated
simply by counting the pixels contained in each droplet image and multiplying by the
area of a single pixel. The perimeter is more difficult to quantify and is actually
arrived at by applying a numerical approximation to a line integral around each
feature.
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D(X,45)

Fig. 8,2.1. Grid line entries in 45° direction

The line integral used is given by the Cauchy Form ula [Noesis 1993a]:

P = jD ^ {X ,a )d a
The numerical approxim ation to this is the Crofton Formula:

a
4

W here a = Distance betw een pixels.

N(y= The num ber o f entries betw een grid lines and the object in the direction a . (see
Fig 8.2.1).

The shape factor is calculated from the area and perim eter. The form ula is given as :
„
Perimeter^
o.- = ----------------

47T.Area

It can be seen that if the feature is perfectly round, then the shape factor will equal 1.
The shape factor will increase in value as the droplet becom es less round.

This is the extent o f the analysis carried out within the Visilog software.
example

An

o f the image analysis process described here is shown in section 8 2.1.

Obviously the production o f a table o f results containing projected area, perim eter
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and shape factor is not a suitable format for the data if meaningful comparisons
between different sprays are to be made

The tables o f results for individual images

are exported to a M icrosoft Excel spreadsheet program for further processing in
order to obtain a spray size distribution and spray velocity.

8.2.1. E x a m p le o f In-P ort Im a g e A n a ly s is
The example sequence shown here is for the AAA at 800 r/min low load, with 1 bar
o f air pressure (relative to manifold pressure). The image shown is from test run 53.
The tests are listed in Appendix XI.
Fig, 8 2.1.1 is the raw image read in from the com puter's hard disk and trimmed to
704 pixels by 512 pixels.

The images are shown in positive for clarity, with the

analysis being performed on the original negative images digitised

The example

image is from test run 52, which was carried out using the AAA with atm ospheric
air supply.

Fig. 8.2 1.1. Digitised spray image
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Fig. 8.2.1.2. Image after median filtering

Fig 8 2 1.3. Image after local area histogram equalisation
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Fig. 8.2.1.4 Im age thresholded by the entropy technique

Fig 8 .2 1 .5 Image eroded to filter out noise not containing 2 x 2 pixel block
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Fig. 8.2.1.6, Image reconstructed w ithout noise

Fig. 8.2.1.7. Image with border objects rem oved
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Fig. 8.2.1.7. Final image processing stage with individual droplets labelled

The droplets in Fig 8.2.1.7 are shown in random m ulti-colours, this is to make it
clear to the viewer whether the com puter has recognised droplets individually when
they are very close to each other.

The final stage o f processing for the individual

image within the Visilog program yielded the table o f statistics below (Table 8 .2.1.1)
which was then exported to Excel for further data processing.
In the following table "Cell Index" refers to an individual droplet image.

Cell

Surface

Index

Area

Perimeter

Shape

Cell

Surface

Perimeter

Shape

|im

Factor

Index

Area |xm^

|im

Factor

1

3310.56

206.303

1.023

47

4878.72

249.0312

1.012

2

14113.44

430.3068

1.044

48

1393.92

138.5472

1.096

3

12719.52

412.6056

1.065

49

9583.2

344.85

0.988

4

3659.04

216.6648

1.021

50

23173.92

558.4788

1.071

5

2439.36

188.6016

1.16

51

871.2

103.158

0.972

6

1742.4

148.9092

1.013

52

2439.36

170.9136

0.953

7

4007.52

224.004

0 996

53

7318.08

302.1216

0.993

8

1742.4

145.8732

0.972

54

3833 28

241.7052

1.213

9

2439.36

173.9496

0.987

55

1045.44

120.846

1.112

10

1045.44

113.52

0.981

56

3833 28

262.4292

1.43
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11

1916.64

156.2484

1.014

57

48264.48

789.822

1.029

12

3136.32

195.9408

0.974

58

2090.88

178.2396

1.209

13

3659.04

241.7052

1.27

59

2090.88

163.5744

1.018

14

4530.24

249.0312

1.089

60

1045.44

113.52

0.981

15

1568.16

138.5472

0.974

61

1219.68

120.846

0.953

16

1393.92

138.5472

1.096

62

3659.04

216.6648

1.021

17

1393.92

128.1852

0.938

63

1568.16

138.5472

0.974

18

3833.28

231.33

1.111

64

2439.36

173.9496

0.987

19

7143.84

291.7596

0.948

65

4704.48

238.6692

0.963

20

696.96

85.4568

0.834

66

9060.48

344.85

1.044

21

4181.76

234.366

1.045

67

3833.28

234.366

1.14

22

2962.08

188.6016

0.956

68

2787.84

188.6016

1.015

23

2613.6

181.2756

1.001

69

13242.24

480.3612

1.387

24

2613.6

178.2396

0.967

70

2090.88

163.5744

1.018

25

60984

934.4412

1.139

71

5401.44

319.8228

1.507

26

1742.4

156.2484

1.115

72

2265.12

170.9136

1.026

27

7666.56

319.8228

1.062

73

9060.48

341.814

1.026

28

12719.52

430.3068

1.158

74

11151.36

387.5784

1.072

29

15158.88

448.008

1.054

75

871.2

103.158

0.972

30

2090.88

163.5744

1.018

76

11151.36

380.2524

1.032

31

3833.28

216.6648

0.975

77

3659.04

234.366

1.195

32

3484.8

234.366

1.254

78

11151.36

397.9404

1.13

33

1393.92

131.2212

0.983

79

1742.4

156.2484

1.115

34

3484.8

209.3388

1.001

80

1219.68

120.846

0.953

35

10105.92

465.696

1.708

81

3310.56

231.33

1.286

36

3833.28

216.6648

0.975

82

9060.48

352.176

1.089

37

2439.36

173.944

0.987

83

2265.12

170.9136

1.026

38

6969.6

369.8772

1.562

84

9583.2

387.5784

1.247

39

871.2

103.158

0.972

85

5749.92

302.1216

1.263

40

2787.84

206.3028

1.215

86

3136.32

195.9408

0.974

41

4704.48

249.0312

1.049

87

871.2

103.158

0.972

42

2090.88

163.5744

1.018

88

1393.92

138.5472

1.096

43

3484.8

216.6648

1.072

89

1742.4

145.8732

0.972

44

12022.56

409.5696

111

90

3833.28

227.04

1.07

45

31014.72

675.0348

1.169

91

8015.04

344.85

1.181

46

696.96

85.4568

0.834

92

2962.08

188.6016

0.956

Table 8.2.11. Results of Visilog image processing
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It can be noticed from Table 8.2.1.1 that in the case of some small droplets the
shape factor generated from the method described in section 8, step 11, may be less
than 1. This suggests that the droplet image has a lower perimeter to area ratio than
a circle, which is clearly impossible. This apparent mistake is due to the difficulty in
estimating the perimeter of an object from a digitised image, where the pixel size is
not many times smaller than the object. In the few cases where the shape factor is
less than 1, it was set to 1, that is the droplet was assumed spherical. In such cases
the projected area is assumed to be correct.

8.3. Spray Size Distribution
After the individual image results tables, such as Table 8.2.1.1, were received into
Excel, a series of calculations were performed in order to characterise the sprays in a
way that would enable comparisons to be made.
The initial rate of evaporation is of prime interest when characterising fuel sprays.
The rate of evaporation of a droplet is a function of both volume and surface area to
volume ratio. In order to grade the fuel spray seen in an image it was necessary to
make an estimate of the volume and surface area of each droplet spray seen in the
pictures. Some assumptions had to be made about the dimensions of the droplets
along the axis perpendicular to the plane of the image. The droplets were simplified
by assuming that they were prolate spheroids. A prolate spheroid is a solid body
that is elliptical in the plane of the image and circular about its major axis. The
assumption can be made that the major axis would be in the plane of the picture as
the elongation of the droplets is caused by aerodynamic forces, generated from
relative air/fuel velocity in the plane of the picture.
In order to calculate the equivalent prolate spheroid, an equivalent ellipse was
calculated that had the same projected area and perimeter as the droplet image. The
major and minor axis of the ellipse were derived using the following approximation
for the perimeter:

Perimeter =

+d^)

major axis
, , minor axis
Where a = — --------- , and b= -------------2
2
With the area given by:
Area = m b
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Once the minor and m ajor axis dimensions w ere obtained, an equivalent prolate
spheroid was then generated by forming a body o f revolution by rotating the ellipse
about its major axis. The surface area and volume o f the resultant body w ere then
calculated using the following expressions:

+2?:— Sin V
e

Surface area =

W here e -

a

Volum e =

In order that the results be comparable with results from other droplet m easuring
systems, the droplets were further simplified by reducing the prolate spheroids to
equivalent spheres. The equivalent sphere being o f the same surface area to volume
ratio as the prolate spheroid, with a num ber o f these equivalent spheres calculated so
that the same volume as the prolate spheroid is maintained.
results o f these calculations is detailed in section 8.3.1.

An example o f the
A histogram o f the

equivalent spherical droplets was created with the mass fraction in each size band
calculated. An example o f such a histogram is shown in Fig. 8.3 .1.

Drop Size Distribution
0.4
0.35
0.3
§ 0.25
0.2
S 0.15
0.1
0.05

25 1

316

398

50.1

63 1

79.4

100

126

159

200

251

316

398

501

631

U pper Band Size (Microns)

Fig. 8.3.1. Typical individual image drop size histogram
(derived from data in Table 8.2.1.1)

The Smd was then calculated, as described in section 8.3 ,2, to facilitate comparisons
betw een sprays
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8.3.1. Example Individual Droplet Calculations
Using the droplet identified as "Cell-index 1" in table 8.2.1.1 as an example, the
results of calculations performed in Excel to derive its equivalent sphere are set out
in the following:
The characteristic parameters from the Visilog image analysis were:
Cell
Index

Surface
Area

Perimeter
|im

Shape
Factor

1

3310.56

206.303

1.023

The equivalent calculated prolate spheroid had the following characteristics:
Minor
Axis p.m

Major
Axis fxm

57.379 ^im 73.462 ^m

Surface
Area fim^

Volume
fim^

12323

126637

The diameter of the equivalent sphere of same volume/surface area ratio was then
calculated. In this case the diameter of the equivalent sphere was found to be 61.661 pm,

with 1.032 of these spheres calculated to have the same volume as the prolate
spheroid.

8.3.2. Smd Calculation
The Smd was calculated from the spray size distribution discussed in section 8.3. A
summation of all of the surface areas of the equivalent spheres was made. The sum
of the volumes of the equivalent spheres was also calculated. The ratio of these two
quantities giving the Smd as in the following expression.
3

Sm d =

id

SnZ),id 2

Where D.^ = Individual equivalent sphere diameter
And n = Number of equivalent spheres of diameter
The Smd was calculated for individual images, and also over a series of ten images
for each test to arrive at a representative value for the whole test. The standard
deviation of the Smd for each sample of 10 images was calculated so that the 90%
confidence limits could be derived, using the "t" distribution.

In each case the
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sample was taken commencing 1 ms after the leading edge of the spray, and over the
nine subsequent images. The 1 ms delay was included to allow any unrepresentative
behaviour during injector opening to complete before measuring the spray
characteristics. The placing of the sample a fixed time after injection initiation, as
opposed to in the middle of the pulse width, made the spray characterisation time
independent of pulse width.

8.3.3. Fuel Volume Calculation
The volume of all of the equivalent spheres for an image was calculated in order to
derive Smd, as described in section 8 .3 .2. The mean volume of fuel per image was
calculated for each test sequence, in order that some comparisons could be made.
The number of droplets imaged in each test sequence was also recorded.

8.4. Droplet Velocity Measurement
The measurement of the droplet velocities was carried out by the correlation of
sequential images. A distinctive group of droplets was identified in an image then
the same group was identified in the following image. The shift in position of the
droplets and the time step between the images allowed the velocity to be calculated.
There would be great difficulty in correlating droplets from one frame to the next if
there were significant variations in velocity between droplets.

The correlation

process was carried out manually, with the identification of groups of droplets being
much like the identification of star constellations in the night sky. If the groups of
droplets move with the same velocity then what appears as "Orion" in one frame is
clearly identifiable as "Orion" in the next.

With most of the in-port images the

droplets moved at very nearly uniform velocity, making reliable correlation relatively
easy.

The process adopted for the velocity measurements was carried out using

Visilog in the following steps:
Step 1. Read in two consecutive images from the hard-disk. The images read in
were the final binary results generated by the process described in section 8.2. for
the measurement of spray size distribution.
Step 2. The two images were added together using the logical OR operator. This
function produces an image where the groups of droplets now appear twice in the
same image, once in each position, rather than once in each individual image.
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Step 3, The resultant image is labelled to identify each individual droplet.
Step 4. The image was then analysed to produce a table of statistics that included
the X and Y co-ordinates of the top left corner of the bounding box around each
droplet in addition to the droplet identification number, projected area, perimeter
and shape factor.
Step 5. The correlating groups of droplets were identified manually and the
identification numbers of the correlating image pairs were recorded.
Step 6. The table of statistics was exported to the spreadsheet program in order for
the velocities of the correlating image pairs to be calculated. The calculations relied
on simple geometry to calculate the displacement vector from one frame to the next.
The displacement vectors from at least 8 pairs of droplets were required to be in
close agreement in order to have confidence in the result.
An example of the above process is given in section 8 .4.2.

8.4.1. Droplet Motion Direction
The convention adopted for direction of droplet motion is illustrated in Fig. 8.4.1.
The droplets are assumed to have a direction of zero if travelling parallel to the
injector axis. Direction is positive if the fuel motion is up from the injector axis.

Fuel Injector

Field o f V iew

Ski-jum p

Fig. 8.4.1. Droplet direction convention
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8.4.2. Example of In-Port Velocity Measurement
Below are 2 binary images generated from the thresholding of consecutive frames.
To improve clarity, droplets in the first frame have been coloured red (Fig. 8.4.2.1)
and in the second blue (Fig. 8.4.2.2).

These two frames can be seen to have

correlating groups of droplets, shifted by a common vector from one frame to the
next. Fig 8 4.2.3 shows the two subsequent frames combined with an array of
vector arrows, superimposed to indicate the correlating pairs. The images are from
test run 57, with the pintle injector, 40 cm Hg manifold depression and open-valve
injection timing

Fig 8.4.2.1. Velocity measurement: initial frame
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Fig. 8.4.2.2. Velocity measurement: subsequent frame

1 mm

Fig. 8.4 2.3. Combined frames with the displacement indicated by arrows
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CHAPTER 9
ANALYSIS OF IN-PORT IMAGES
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CHAPTER 9. ANALYSIS OF IN-PORT IMAGES
9.1. Introduction
The results of the in-port image analysis gave a histogram of the droplet sizes
present as well as several other characterising parameters. A summary of the results
is given in Table 9.1.1.

Spray size distributions for all the tests are included in

Appendix XIII.
Injection Device
Pintle
Man dep.

Disk

AAA

AAA

AAA

TS

atm

1 bar

1 Bar Ski

400

400

400

200

500

400

400

400

400

Closed

Open

Open *

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

368

217

176

152

650

667

118

100

119

79.8

8.68

21.64

9.48

143

210

15.1

16.2

21.4

0.70

0.28

0.18

0.22

1.31

0.49

0.059

0.020

0.013

1124

1033

1021

1917

853

212

1169

641

258

18.37

20.43

19.93

19.70

20.87

17.21

32.66

35.94

32.48

-3.39

0.20

3.56

3.11

1.23

-0.3

2.58

2.75

1.30

56

57

58

60

61

55

52

53

54

(mm Hg)
Injection
Timing
Smd
(^m)
SD Smd
(|im)
Volume

(V.I)**
Droplets
in test
Velocity
m/s
Direction
(deg)***
Test #

*. Injection nominally 20° BTDC (exhaust stroke).
^^Volume refers to average volume o f fuel contained in droplets seen.
***Direction is with respect to injector axis, with +ve values being uv.
Closed Valve Injection

=

40^ABDC (Compression Stroke), Open Valve Injection

=

20^ATDC (Induction Stroke)

Table 9.1.1. In-port Results Summary.
The results showed the sorts of trends expected with the AAA producing small
droplets and propelling them faster than the pintle or disc injectors.
One surprising feature was that the Smd values measured were much greater than
those from the tests described in Chapter 2, and those of other studies [Williams
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1993] For instance, the result above for the AAA with atmospheric air supply gave
an Smd of 118 pm while previous injector tests using the Malvern analyser [Fry
1991] suggested that the figure could be expected to be about a third of this value
A comparison was made with results from the diffraction particle sizing system, in
order that an account of the apparent discrepancy could be taken.

9.2. Comparison of Imaging Results with those Obtained from Laser
Diffraction Sizing
A series of tests had previously been performed [Williams 1994a] to characterise the
Lucas AAA using the Malvern analyser under steady-flow rig conditions.

With

atmospheric air supply, the Malvern analyser testing returned an Smd of 31 pm,
while the result for the equivalent condition from the image analysis gave a Smd of
118 pm. The apparent discrepancy was attributed to characteristics of the imaging
technique, associated with depth of field and a limit of resolution which caused the
results from the imaging to be biased. The suspected effects of depth of field and
limiting resolution be explained by reference to Fig 9.2.1.

02

/\
Plane of Focus

Camera Lens

Depth of Field Diagram

Fig. 9.2.1. Depth of field diagram
A point spot of light perfectly focused at a distance S from the camera lens will blur
if moved either closer or further from the camera lens. The blurring will change the
point of light into a less well defined circle in the image and a "circle of confusion"
is seen [Kingslake 1978]. The size of this circle increases with distance from the
focal plane, and it also increases in size if a larger effective aperture is used on the
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lens. If an acceptable diameter for the circle of confusion (C) is established then the
depth of field can be calculated. With reference to Fig. 9.2.1. it can be seen that:
C _ D\
A SD \

D2
S —D2

The depth of field (D), is given by :

D = Dl + D2 = -^ ^ +
A~C

A+C

If the ratio of A/C is very large then this formula can be reduced to:
d

Æ
A

and depth of field becomes proportional to C.
If a droplet is to be resolved, it is clear that the circle of confusion must be smaller
than the diameter of the droplet. It follows that, for a given aperture, the depth of
field is a function of the droplet size. This will bias the droplet sizes seen in the
image towards the larger sizes.
In the case of the images shot through the port windows, the distance S was 420
mm while the effective aperture was 12.5 mm. The smallest droplets that could be
digitised had a diameter of diameter was 30 p.m.

The depth of field for these

droplets is calculated to be:
0.42*30xl0-‘
0.42x30x10'*
Ao = ----------- ;------------T-i------------ :------------- =2.016 mm
“ 12.5x10'"-30x10'* 12.5x10'"+30x10“*
The equivalent diameter of the largest droplet that was digitised was 1070 pm and
the depth of field for this droplet is calculated to be:

0.42x1070x10'*
0.42x1070x10'*
Ao7o = ----------- ;---------------T-!------------ :---------------- = 72.43 mm
12.5x10 "-1070x10“* 12.5x10'"+ 1070x10^
If the assumption that A/C is large is made, then these values become 2.016 mm and
71.90 mm respectively and so it is appropriate to state that depth of field is
proportional to droplet diameter for this case.
The width of the flow passage at the viewing point was 48 mm, and these
calculations demonstrate that, if all droplet sizes were evenly distributed in the
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passage, only a small percentage of the small droplets would be resolved, while all of
the largest droplets would be seen. There will clearly be a bias in the results towards
the larger droplet sizes. This bias will be stronger for sprays containing a greater
number of small droplets than for coarser sprays.
The Malvern analyser, which is more fully described in Appendix VII, uses an
optical technique that is insensitive to the position of a droplet within the test beam,
whereas the imaging of droplets can be very sensitive to the location of the droplet
with respect to the focused plane, as discussed above. The smallest droplet size
measurable with the Malvern system using its 300 mm lens is 1.5 pm, while the
smallest droplets reliably identified in the images are 30 pm in diameter.

An

approach to the comparison of the two types of test was made based upon
modifying the result of the Malvern analyser in a way that is equivalent to the effects
of photographing the spray.
The modification of the Malvern result was carried out in two steps (Fig. 9.2.2):
Firstly, the droplets shown with a diameter below 30 pm were removed from the
distribution, as these droplets would not appear in the imaging results, because they
fall below two pixels by two pixels and so would have been filtered out as possible
noise. Secondly, the remaining droplet bands were scaled in proportion to their
droplet diameter. This is carried out intrinsically in the imaging technique as the
depth of field, and so number of droplets resolved, varies proportionally with droplet
size. These two modifications carried out on the Malvern result change the
calculated Smd from 31 pm to 115 pm, and bring it into close agreement with the
imaging result of 118 pm.

Malvern resu lt m odified a s if im aged
AAA with atmospheric air supply, 45 cmHg manifold depression.

□ Malvern
□ Modified

Smd (Malvern) 31 um

Smd (Modified) 115 um

up per band size (um)

Fig 9.2.2. Laser diffraction size histogram modified to compare with imaging
technique (AAA test)
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Drop Size Distribution
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Fig. 9.2,3. Drop size histogram from imaging technique
at equivalent condition to that of Fig. 9.2.2
The same exercise was conducted using the results from a Malvern analyser test on a
typical pintle injector, the Malvern result again being supplied by Williams. The
Malvern analyser result showed an Smd of 125 pm for a condition representative of
a 45 cmHg manifold depression, open valve injection. The imaging result for the
comparable condition (Table 9.1.1, test # 57), gave an Smd of 217 pm, while the
modified Malvern result Smd was calculated at 203 pm.

Maivem resu lt m odified a s if im aged
0.25

Pintle Injector, 45 cmHg manifold depression, open valve Injection.

0.2

□ Malvern
Smd (Malvern) 125 um

□ Modified

> 0.15
Smd (Modified) 203 um

0.05

Upper band size (um)

Fig 9.2.4. Laser diffraction size histogram modified to compare with imaging
technique (pintle injector test)
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Drop Size D istribution
Pintle injector, 40cmHg manifold depression, open v alv e injection.
0.35 I
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U p p er B an d S ize (um )

Fig. 9 2.5. Drop size histogram from imaging technique
at equivalent condition to that of Fig. 9.2.4
It is evident from these two exercises, that although the results from the imaging
technique give results substantially different from those of the Malvern analyser,
these differences can be accounted for and so comparisons made.

Having

established that the results of the imaging tests do not contradict those from
established techniques, a greater degree of confidence can be placed on the trends
seen from test to test.

9.3. Volume of Fuel Seen in Images
From the method described in section 8 .3 .3. the mean volume of fuel seen per image
for each test was calculated. The most noticeable feature of this parameter is that
coarser fuel sprays show greater volumes of fuel

This is evident in the Fig. 9.3.1

below.
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Variation of Fuei Volume Seen Per Image with Smd
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Fig. 9.3 .1. Variation of imaged fuel volume with Smd
A very clear trend can be seen that indicated a linear relationship between the
volume of fuel imaged and the Smd. This is to be expected following the arguments
put forward in section 9.2 regarding the effects of depth of field. The only test to
deviate significantly from this trend is the disk-type twin-spray injector, which due to
projecting twin pencil jets, one behind the other in the images, left one jet obscured
from view, thereby reducing the amount of fuel imaged.

9.4. Pintle Injector Behaviour
The pintle injector fuel sprays were all travelling at between 18.37 m/s and 20.87
m/s, with no obvious trends indicated within this range. The direction of travel of
the fuel was also in close agreement from test to test, with droplet motion never
deviating more than 3 .6° from the injector axis.
Although port conditions had little effect upon the droplet motion, considerable
variation was recorded in the droplet sizes. The most striking effect was due to
variations in manifold pressure which caused severe mixture preparation
deterioration at high manifold depression, similar to that under steady flow test
conditions, discussed in Chapter 3. The effect of manifold pressure upon mixture
preparation for closed valve injection is illustrated in Fig. 9.4.1.
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Variation o f Smd v Manifold d e p r e s s i o n
(P in tle In je c to r, 8 0 0 r/m ln , C lo s e d v a l v e tim in g )
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Fig. 9.4 1 The effects o f manifold pressure on Smd
The value o f Smd shown for 20 cmHg is an estimated value as the results from this
test (test 59) were considered unreliable due to window contamination.
It is clear that the pintle injector can provide very poor m ixture preparation at low
engine load.

At 40 cmHg manifold depression the mixture preparation is mostly

very large but discrete droplets with some ligaments seen (Fig. 9.4.2).

«
f

1 mm

Fig 9.4.2. M ixture preparation at 40 cmHg manifold depression with closed-valve
injection
With the manifold depression increased to 50 cmHg the injector spray deteriorates
to the point where it is almost a solid column o f fuel with few individual droplets
seen (Fig 9 4 3). Smd has been calculated as 368 pm for the 40 cmHg test and 650
pm for the 50 cmHg test
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#
1 mm

Fig. 9 4 3 M ixture preparation at 50 cmHg manifold depression
with closed valve injection
As already mentioned results were not available for 20 cmHg manifold depression
with closed valve injection, but the probability is that the Smd would be slightly
smaller [Williams 1994c] than with open valve injection

An example o f the spray at

20 cmHg manifold depression with open valve injection is shown below Fig, 9,4 4.
as a com parison with Fig, 9,4,2 and Fig, 9,4,3,

*

#

1 mm

Fig, 9,4,4 M ixture preparation at 20 cmHg manifold depression
with open valve injection
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There is some question over the physical significance of the concept of Smd as
applied to sprays where the majority of the fuel is in the form of large, highly nonspherical ligaments. However, with the lack of a more suitable characterisation for
such sprays, the Smd figures calculated do provide a useful indication of spray
quality. The very poor mixture preparation at low manifold pressure is similar to
that reported in Chapter 3, and the mechanisms that lead to this behaviour have been
investigated [Williams 1994b].

Williams observed that, at low air density, the

annular jet of fuel from a pintle injector could fail to break-up into droplets, instead
reforming into a comparatively stable solid column of fuel (see Fig. 9.4 .5)

O o

A. Normal Pintle Behavior.

o o O
Fuel Flow
Fuel breaking up to
form droplets

Pintle Seat

Injector Pintle Tip

B. Pintle Behavior at Low Air Density.

Fuel forms single column
Pintle Seat

Injector Pintle Tip

Fig. 9.4.5. The effect of low air density on pintle fuel spray [Williams 1994b]
Once formed, this solid pencil jet is fairly stable, breaking up slowly to form the
mixture preparation seen in Fig 9.4.2. and Fig. 9.4.3.
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9.4.1. The Effect of Injection Timing with the Pintle Injector
The variation of injection timing at low load had a strong influence on Smd. The
effect is illustrated in Fig. 9.4.1.1.

Variation of Sm d v e rsu s inj tim ing
(Pintle Inj, 800 r/min, 400 mmHg Manifold Depression)
600
500
400
300
200

Closed valve

100

Open valve
Early open valve

0
400

160

200
Tim ing (D eg ABDC P ow er)

Smd

90% Confidence limit

■ 90% Confidence limit

Fig 94.1.1. The effect of injection timing on Smd
The Smd could be seen to be reduced significantly when open-valve injection was
applied. Traditional wisdom would suggest that the opposite could be expected. It
has been shown [Williams 1994c] that the relative velocity between the fuel spray
and surrounding air flow has an influence on mixture preparation from pintle
injectors (see Fig. 9.4.1.2).

Mean dro p let diam eter
v e rs u s air velocity
220
200
Î
1
V)

180

^SOài
140
120 10

IS

20

25

30

Air Velocity (m/s)

Fig 9.4.1.2. Smd v air velocity [Williams 1994c]
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Williams varied the air velocity through the steady-flow rig and found the Smd of
the fuel spray at a point downstream to be at a maximum when the air velocity
matched that of the fuel spray (20 m/s).
In order that the effects seen in Fig. 9.4.1.1 could be explained, an estimate of the
port airflow velocity at the open-valve injection timings was obtained using a
computer model [Baker 1994]. The model suggested that the inlet port air velocity
would be approximately -5 m/s and 17 m/s at the early open-valve injection and
open-valve injection conditions respectively, allowing for the injection retardation
effect and fuel transport time to the viewing section, (see Fig 9.4.1.3).

16 12

-

Open-valve injection

IVO

IVC

V

Port
Velocity
(m/s)
-4 -

-

8

^

Early open-valve injection

-

12-

Nominal
Injection
-1 6 - Timing

Retardation effect +
Fuel transport time to view section

BTDC

ATDC
TOO

Crank Angle

BDC

Fig. 9.4.1.3. Inlet port air velocity
This gives a relative fuel-air velocity of 25 m/s with early open-valve injection, and 3
m/s with open-valve injection. With reference to Fig. 9.4.1.1 it is clear that the
condition with the greatest air-fuel velocity has the smaller Smd in agreement with
Fig. 9 4.1.2. It would appear that the only condition not in agreement with Fig.
9.4.1.2 is for closed-valve injection, when quiescent air in the port gives a 20 m/s
relative air-fuel velocity, which should place the Smd between the 176 pm and 217
pm of the two open-valve tests. As discussed in section 9.4, injector hosing is the
likely cause of the poor mixture preparation with closed-valve injection. There must
be some mechanism that is preventing the solid column of liquid forming at the
injector tip during open-valve injection, so allowing the fuel spray to form in the
conventional manner. The most likely explanation is that local air turbulence at the
injector exit is preventing the liquid column formation.

There is some bulk air

movement with open-valve injection either into of out of the cylinder, and this will
cause some local turbulence in the region of the injector tip. With closed-valve
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injection, there is no bulk air flow to generate the local turbulence, so providing stillair conditions in which the solid fuel jet can form.

9.5. AAA Behaviour
The AAA projected the fuel considerably faster than the pintle injector, at betw een
32.48 m/s and 35.9 m/s.

The fastest spray was produced with 1 bar o f air supply

pressure, while with atm ospheric bleed air the velocity fell to 32.66 m/s

The

variation in AAA supply pressure was also accompanied with a change in Smd from
118 pm with atmospheric air supply (Fig. 9.5.1) to 100 pm with 1 bar air pressure
supply (Fig. 9.5.2).

The improvement in Smd was accom panied by a 66 %

reduction in the volume o f fuel seen, indicating that a large proportion o f the AAA
spray is under 30 pm at the higher supply pressure

1 mm

Fig 9 5 1. Spray from the AAA with atm ospheric air supply
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Fig. 9.5.2, Spray from the AAA I bar air supply

The likelihood is that the actual improvement in Smd at 1 bar air supply pressure is
greater than indicated by the imaging result, due to operating at the limit o f
resolution o f the system.

9.6. The Effect of Raising the Ski-Jump
A single test was carried out with the Ski-Jump raised, using the AAA with 1 bar air
pressure supply relative to manifold pressure. The velocity o f the fuel droplets was
32.48 m/s when the Ski-Jump was raised.

The reduction in velocity was

accompanied by a slight change in spray direction with the spray deviating about
1.3° downw ards compared with the other AAA tests.

Also o f note was the

reduction in volume seen accom panied by an increase in Smd.

The most likely

explanation for this behaviour is that there was some impingement o f the spray on
the Ski-Jump.

Some re-entrainm ent o f impacted fuel from the Ski-Jump could

explain the increase in droplet size recorded

How ever, it would be unwise to place

any great significance on such marginal effects. The largest effect noticed when the
Ski-Jump was raised was the reduction in volume o f fuel seen in the image.

This

was due to fliel impacting on the Ski-Jump and so effectively masking the lower part
o f the field o f view from the fuel spray.
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1 mm

Fig. 9.6.1, Spray with AAA(1 bar air supply) and Ski-Jump raised

9.7. T w in - s p r a y D isk -ty p e In je c to r B e h a v io u r
The twin-spray disk injector gave a slightly lower velocity at 17.2 m/s than the pintle
type for the only test conducted. This is probably due to the extra losses involved
with the fuel flowing over the jet separation edge at the injector exit. The spray was
in the form o f pencil jets with a few separate droplets (see Fig. 9.7.1).

The Smd

calculated was very large at 667 |.im. As mentioned in section 9.4, the concept o f
Smd is not really appropriate for application to a column o f liquid, and so it is best
to say only that the mixture preparation is comparable to that o f the pintle injector at
the low load, closed-valve, injection condition tested.

1 mm

Fig 9 7 1 Spray from the twin-spray disc-type injector
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CHAPTER 10. IN-CYLINDER IMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
10.1 Introduction
The in-cylinder images did not lend themselves so readily to computer analysis. The
presence of background features in the images made the identification of droplets
difficult.

10.2. Removal of background features
Techniques were investigated for the processing of the images in order for the
background features to be removed, leaving only the droplets for subsequent
analysis as with the in-port results. The techniques relied on obtaining an image of
the background features then subtracting this image from the image containing the
droplets to leave only the droplets.

The following three techniques were

investigated in turn:
1. Low pass filtering.

The images of droplets are small features, while the

background contains large features such as valves, etc.

The application of a

two-dimensional low-pass filter to the image smoothes edges and so will remove
the small droplets completely while only blurring the larger background features.
This blurred image could then be subtracted from the original so leaving only
small sharp features from the original. In practice, there were found to be many
sharp features in the original other than droplets, and so a considerable number
of unwanted features were always retained with any droplets.
2. Image averaging. As the name suggests, several images are averaged, leaving
stationary background features undiminished and diluting out features that
change from frame to fi*ame. It was found that the background of the images
moved very slightly from frame to frame. Some of this movement was due to
engine and camera vibration, and some due to the motion of the inlet valves.
The effect was that, after subtracting the averaged image, most of the
background features were preserved in the resulting image.
3. Image subtraction. The simplest and most effective method was found to be the
subtraction o f one image from its subsequent image. Ideally this would leave an
image of zero background value, with the differences between the images being
either above and below zero, depending on which image was brighter at a given
point. An example of this technique is shown below in Fig. 10.2.1 through Fig.
10.2.4.
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Droplet and shadow
Progressing across view

2

Fig 10.2.1. Sequential in cylinder images
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Fig. 10.2.3. Summation o f binary thresholded images
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Fig, 10 2.4. Droplet image obtained from eroding and reconstructing Fig. 10.2.3

In the example shown, there is a single large droplet on the left and what is probably
its shadow on the right

By subtracting image 1 from image 2, an image ranging in

grey scale value from -39 to +34 is obtained, this image is then processed with an
absolute value operator to obtain an image with only positive values, showing the
droplet in the locations o f both original images.

This positive image is then

thresholded to produce the binary image o f the droplet and its shadow in each
location. Fig 10.2.2.
A similar process was perform ed on the next 2 images in the sequence and the
resultant binary image added to Fig

10.2.2. to produce Fig. 10.2.3. showing the

droplet in 4 positions along its trajectory.

The image can be seen to contain a

significant amount o f noise and it is impossible to distinguish this from any potential
smaller droplets.

Also the outline o f the background features can be clearly

distinguished in Fig 10.2.3.
The technique is reliant upon a strong contrast being obtained betw een the droplet
and the background

W ith the large amount o f noise evident on the images, if the

contrast o f the droplets is weak, it becom es impossible to identify them reliably.
W ith very large droplets, such as the one in the above sequence, an erosion and
reconstruction technique could be used to rem ove the noise to produce the final
filtered image (Fig 10.2.4)
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It became clear that, in the majority of films, the contrast obtainable between
background and droplet was low compared with the general noise on the image.
This made the complete computer analysis of the in-cylinder images impractical, and
so an alternative form had to be developed.

10.3. Manual Droplet Tracking
The answer was to identify manually droplets that could be tracked across the
combustion chamber and record them for subsequent computer measurement of
velocity and size. This was achieved by projecting the image onto a sheet of paper
and marking by hand the position of the droplet on the paper. The film was then
advanced a frame and the new droplet position recorded.

By this method the

position of the droplet was recorded over a series of frames and so its route across
the combustion chamber was plotted. This paper record was then digitised using the
CCD camera, and droplet size and velocity calculated as with the in-port images.
This method had the advantage of being able to identify and track droplets reliably in
otherwise noisy images. The main disadvantage was that the method was rather
labour intensive and so a large amount of time was spent in recording relatively
modest amounts of data.

Only the largest droplets entering the cyhnder were

trackable by this technique as the smaller droplets were not possible to correlate
fi'om one image to the next. This could be due to two possible reasons:
1. The smaller droplets were travelling much faster than the larger ones and so
moving a long way between images, thus making correlation difficult.
2. The smaller droplets were moving in a direction across the narrow depth of field
of the image, and so only being fully in focus for a single image.
Although the droplets identified and recorded by this technique were relatively few
in number, their large mass means that they represent a significant proportion of the
fuel present. Large droplets and wall film are also of prime interest as it is from
these sources that a large proportion of the unburned HC emissions are likely to be
produced.
The in-cylinder photographs taken with the stand-off microscope lens allowed the
sizing and tracking of droplets over the first 8 mm or so of travel from entering the
cylinder. The global images were useful in that droplets were traceable across the
entire combustion chamber. However, global images were less accurate for sizing
the droplets due to the lower resolution. A useful aspect of the lighting arrangement
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used was that the droplets cast a shadow onto the cylinder head on entering the
combustion chamber. It was possible to track both the droplet and its shadow as
they progressed across the combustion chamber. As the light entered on a different
axis from the camera view-point, an estimate could be made of the location of the
droplet on the axis perpendicular to the plane of the image. From this observation it
was possible to estimate the location of the droplet on the axis normal to the image.
In general it was concluded that the droplets tended to travel with near constant
velocity, and in a path parallel to the exhaust valve heads.

An example of the

manual droplet tracking process is described below.
The cell index identification numbers of a droplet in two locations were noted and
the number of frames between recorded position was also recorded. The table of
statistics produced (Table 10.4.1 for the example sequence) was exported to Excel
so that further calculations could be carried out. The size of the droplet, its velocity,
and entry time were calculated. The crank angle at the predicted wall impact time
was also calculated, assuming that the droplet travelled with constant velocity across
the combustion chamber. The assumption of constant droplet velocity is discussed
in section 10.5.

10.4. Manual Droplet Tracking Example
As described above the image was projected onto a sheet of paper and the location
of a droplet marked for each frame. The paper record was digitised using the CCD
camera to produce an image such as Fig. 10.4.1., which was recorded at cranking
conditions (test run 23).
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Fig. 10.4.1. Digitised paper record
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Fig. 10.4.2. Thresholded binary image
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Fig. 10,4.3. Image w ith non-droplet features rem oved
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Fig. 10.4.4. Labelled binary image
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Table 10.4.1. Exam ple in-cylinder results table

The num bers w ere added to the paper record in Fig. 10.4.1. in order to identify the
cine frame in which the droplet was first recorded. The outline o f the valve heads
was also sketched in order to provide orientation for the viewer.

These features

w ere rem oved from the binary image using an erosion and reconstruction technique
in order to reduce the processing required to label the image and generate the table
o f results, detailing individual droplet dimensions and positions.

10.5. Constant Velocity Droplet Motion
As m entioned in section 10.3, the cylinder bore impaction time o f droplets w as
derived using the droplet's initial velocity, and making the assum ption o f constant
velocity across the com bustion chamber.

The droplets w ere observed to travel in

straight line paths at near constant velocity in all tests.

The close-up in-cylinder

results, such as the example in section 10.4, allow the m easurem ent o f droplet size
and initial velocity

The wide-angle tests were useful in confirming that the droplets

continued at constant velocity after leaving the close-up field o f view. An example
o f the paper record from a wide-angle test, in this case at idle conditions with the
pintle injector and closed-valve injection (from test run 1), is given below (Fig.
10 5.1).
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Constant Velocity

X
Shadow 1

/

D ro p le t 1

Droplet 2
Shadow

12 mm

Fig, 10.5 1. Digitised paper record (wide angle test)

From the paths o f the tw o droplets and their shadows in Fig 10.5.1, it is clear that
they proceed at near constant velocity across the cylinder. The behaviour seen here
is typical o f that seen in all tests where individual droplets were identifiable

The

light entered from the right, at a 9° angle from the camera axis at the droplet
location. The droplets appear 1.5 mm away from their shadows, indicating that their
paths are 10 mm below the exhaust valve head, and roughly parallel to the valve
head. The droplets would consequently impact the cylinder liner near to the cylinder
head/cylinder block interface (Fig 10.5.2).
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roplet Path

Fig. 10,5.2. In-cylinder droplet path
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CHAPTER 11. IN-CYLINDER IMAGE ANALYSIS RESULTS
11.1. Introduction
The analysis of the in-cylinder results fell into two areas, the first being the
qualitative assessment of the mixture preparation seen in the films, while the second
was the quantitative analysis which was aimed mainly at measuring individual
droplet sizes and velocities.
In the qualitative assessment of the films several features of the mixture preparation
were readily apparent. The features of particular interest were:
1. The nature of the fuel entering the cylinder, was it entering as wall film or
entrained droplets ?
2. The amount and location of any wall film seen.
3. Did significant amounts of fuel impact upon the piston crown ?
4. Are individual droplets identifiable and traceable from fi*ame to fi*ame ?
A simple scoring system was used to estimate the degree of wall wetting on the
cylinder head, and the amount of liquid fuel that was present on the piston window.
The scales were 0 to 5, with 5 being the worst (heaviest) wall film.

11.2. Qualitative Assessment of Cylinder Head Wall Film Behaviour
The in-cylinder results showed some very striking effects. The most dramatic aspect
concerned the flow of a liquid fuel wall film directly into the exhaust system during
the blowdown phase.
A liquid wall film of fuel was seen to form on the combustion chamber surface
particularly in the apex area and in the crevices around the inlet and exhaust valves
(Fig. 11.2.1).
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Fig. 112 1 Wall Film in pent-roof apex, seen during pow er stroke

This wall film would form during the induction period, remain in position during
compression and combustion, and be scavenged from the wall during the exhaust
blowdown period, passing into the exhaust ports in its liquid state (see Fig 1 1 2.2)

During bfowck^vn

.

Wall film flowing out through exhaust

Fig 11.2.2. Wall film being drawn through exhaust valves
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The wall film w as particularly significant during closed-valve injection with the
pintle-type injector and also with the disc injector (see Table 11.2.1, below),

Closed Valve
Pintle

Lucas TS

AAA 1 bar

Open Valve
Pintle

Lucas

AAA atm

AAA 1 bar

TS
800 r/min

0 (0*)

0

low load
800 r/min

4 * (2)

high load
1500 r/min

2 ( 1*)

low load
1500 r/min

(3*)

high load
Cranking
WOT

Score in brackets with Ski-Jump raised to 45°
* Indicates some wall film on inlet valve head
- N o test Perform ed
Table 11 2.1. Cylinder head wall w etting scores

The detrimental effect o f having these large volum es o f liquid fuel entering the
exhaust system will obviously be extremely high HC emissions under these initial
running conditions

A m easure o f the likely effect can be obtained from the w ork o f

Boyle et al [Boyle 1993] where they com pared the HC emissions during starting
and warm -up for a conventional injection and a fuel vaporising arrangem ent (Fig.
11.2.3),
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5000
4500

Liquid Fuel
Prevaporised

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Tim e(s)

Fig. 11.2.3. Comparison of HC emissions from conventional and vaporising injection
[Boyle 1993]

11.2.1. Closed-valve Injection
It appeared that the majority of the fuel enters the cylinder in the form of wall film
with a pintle injector spraying onto closed valves. The twin-spray disc injector gave
similar results to the pintle injector under all conditions.

As the pintle injector

mixture preparation changes considerably with variation in engine load, and the
twin-spray disk injector is likely to be more consistent in its performance [Williams
94d] the implication is that droplet size has little influence on cylinder head wall film
behaviour for the relatively large droplets produced by these injectors. Closed-valve
injection using the Air-assisted atomiser did not cause any significant wall film to
form. The indication is that the AAA does not deposit its fuel as a heavy wall film
around the back of the valves as do the conventional injectors

The most likely

scenario is that the AAA spreads the fiael over a much wider area as a thin wall film.
This thin wall film would be transported much more evenly towards the cylinder so
reducing the heavy build-up of fuel in local areas on the cylinder head. Such a thin
film would present a much greater surface area and so would evaporate more
quickly. A concern over using such an injection technique would be the possible
effects upon transient response that may be caused by the changed fuel transport
mechanisms. A thin wall film is likely to transport more slowly along the wall while
evaporating more quickly. Depending on the ratio of evaporated fuel to wall film
presented at the inlet valves, the response to a transient engine operating condition
could be improved or worsened by the AAA.
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11.2.2. Open-valve Injection
The wall film was also reduced for open-valve injection cases. This was probably
due to fuel not accumulating on the back of the valves as was the case with closedvalve injection. Engine speed did not appear to have a significant influence on the
wall film behaviour, with similar wall films present at all speed conditions tested. By
contrast, the engine load did have a significant effect, with consistently greater wall
film noted at the higher engine load conditions. This is probably due to the larger
volume of fuel injected. Tests performed with the vaporiser at 800 r/min low load
and cranking conditions showed no liquid fuel at all in the cylinder.

11.2.3. Effect of the Ski-Jump
The Ski-Jump brought about an unexpected, if modest, reduction in cylinder head
wall film, with some improvement noted at all the conditions tested. The steadyflow tests discussed in Chapter 3 suggest that the Ski-Jump would not significantly
effect the droplet sizes delivered to the inlet valves. The Ski-Jump was shown to
have a significant effect upon the in-port and through valve air flow. The most likely
explanation for the reduction of wall film noted using the Ski-Jump is that the
targeting of the injector spray was being shifted and the fuel was entering as a wall
film in other areas; wall film was noted on the rear of the inlet valve heads which
supports this conclusion.

11.2.4. Wall Film on the Piston Window
The extent and behaviour of the wall film forming on the piston pressure window
was also of interest. A simple 0 to 5 scoring system was adopted to grade the piston
window wall film, with 5 being the heaviest wall film (Table 11.2.4.1). The wide
angle lens tests with their greater depth of field were used in the assessment of
piston crown wall film.
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Closed Valve
Pintle

Open Vah e

AAA 1 bar

Lucas TS

Pintle

Lucas

AAA atm

AAA 1 bar

TS
800 r/min

3

-

-

4(3 5)

-

-

2.5 (2)

3.5

-

1.5

4(4)

3

4.5

2.5

3

3

-

(3.5)

-

-

3.5

-

-

-

(4.5)

-

-

-

low load
800 r/niin
high load
1500 r/min
low load
1500 r/min
high load

Score in brackets with Ski-Jump raised to 45°.
- no test performed.
Table 11.2.4.1 Piston w indow w etting scores

O f the various sites in the cylinder that fuel could form a wall film, the piston crow n
is probably going to be the site least likely to cause serious emissions problems. As
has been shown, wall film on the cylinder head is likely to be draw n through the
exhaust valves during blow dow n and so cause high HC emissions.

Wall film that

forms on the cylinder bore during induction will becom e trapped in the top ring
crevice during com pression, where it will be protected from the flame front.

Some

o f the trapped fuel will be released as the cylinder pressure falls tow ards the end o f
the pow er stroke and throughout the exhaust stroke, while the rem ainder is likely to
becom e absorbed into the lubricating oil and ultimately be released unburnt into the
exhaust or crank-case when it is desorbed.
HC emissions.

Again the result is excessive unburned

Fuel films on the piston crow n are still likely to cause emissions

problems as they are in the quench layer and so will not be directly burned during
com bustion o f the main charge.

H ow ever, the piston crow n is one o f the faster

warming surfaces in the com bustion chamber and so fuel deposited here will be
evaporated m ore readily as the engine begins to warm.
U nder conditions o f finely-prepared AAA sprays and open-valve injection, few
identifiable individual droplets w ere seen on the film. It is likely that vast numbers o f
small droplets w ere in fact present but, due to the reasons discussed in the previous
chapter, they were not recorded on film.

The extent o f the wall film seen on the

piston crow n is an indication o f the presence o f such droplets. The heaviest films on
the piston window were noted with open-valve injection and the pintle injector. It
is evident that under the conditions tested with the pintle injector, as the injection
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timing is moved from closed-valve to open-valve, the in-cylinder wail film is moved
from cylinder head to piston crown. Significant wall film was noted on the piston
crown at all conditions with the AAA and open valve injection. The use of the AAA
with closed valve injection giving low wall film on both piston and cylinder head..
The Ski-Jump has little effect upon piston crown wall film.

11.3. Quantitative Analysis of In-cyiinder Droplet Behaviour
The behaviour of the remaining airborne droplets was more complex if somewhat
less dramatic than the in-cylinder wall film. Relatively few droplets were able to be
identified and tracked from frame to frame.

Of the close-up in-cylinder films,

individual droplets could be identified and tracked in only 18. Droplets could be
identified and followed in 7 wide-angle films. A record of all the droplets identified
is included as Appendix XIII. In the following sub-section, the in-cylinder behaviour
of fuel is described at the 800 r/min 400 mm Hg condition with closed valve
injection and the pintle injector.

The in-cylinder behaviour under different

conditions will then be contrasted with this base condition.

11.3.1. Closed-valve Injection with Pintle Injector at 800 r/min Idle
The first droplets that are seen entering the cylinder do so at 32° ATDC. This is
approximately 16° CA after the reverse air flow through the inlet valves has stopped
and forward flow has begun [Baker 1994]. The prompt arrival of fuel in the cylinder
indicates that the reverse flow through the inlet valves did not transport the fuel very
far upstream in the ports. The last traceable droplets are seen entering the cylinder
at around 130° ATDC.
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800 r/min, 40 cmHg, Closed-valve, Pintle Injector.
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Fig. 11.3.1.1. Droplet trajectory
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Fig. 11.3.1.2. Droplet velocity
The droplets seen are in the size range of 100 pm to 400 pm in diameter and
travelling between 2.7 m/s and 10 m/s. The droplets entering the cylinder during the
early stages of induction tend to travel relatively slowly along diverging paths,
roughly radial to the valve through which they have just entered the cylinder, with a
variation in direction from -16° to +30° with reference to Fig 11.3.1.3. As the
induction stroke continues then the flight paths of the incoming droplets change to
be more directly towards the exhaust valves (see Fig 11.3.1.1), while the velocity of
the droplets increases (Fig 11.3.2.2). This is not unexpected in the light of the
results of the steady flow tests discussed in Chapter 2. These tests showed that at
low valve lift, incoming air flow was evenly distributed around the valve curtain
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area, and as the valve lift increased the incoming air flow was biased towards the
exhaust valve side of the inlet valves Computer model results [Baker 1994] suggest
that mean velocity through the inlet valves during the entry of the droplets remains
roughly constant.

As the distribution of air flow around the valve curtain area

becomes biased toward the exhaust valves with increasing valve lift,

the local

velocity seen by the fuel in the area of the close-up images will increase with valve
lift

This behaviour indicates that the incoming airflow through the inlet valves

dictates the direction in which the droplets will travel as the direction and velocity
trends of the droplets would appear to correlate with those of the driving air flow.

Direction

0
+V(

Droplets entering early in inlet stroke
Droplets entering later
Area covered by close-up image

Fig. 11.3.1.3. Incoming droplet behaviour

11.3.2. The Effect of Engine Speed
The operating speed of the engine has a significant effect on the droplets in the
cylinder. The main effects are that, as engine speed increases, maximum droplet
velocity increases and maximum droplet size is reduced. The exception to this rule
is under cranking conditions when no very large droplets were seen (see Fig.
11.3.2.2).
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Droplet velocity (Closed-valve Injection)
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Fig. 11.3.2.2. Droplet diameter (closed-valve Injection)
The most likely reason that large droplets were not seen under cranking conditions is
that, at this very low speed, the incoming air does not have the momentum required
to launch such large droplets. The low gas speed would allow such large droplets to
exist once in flight without atomising them, but the large droplets are simply unable
to get off the ground, remaining to consolidate the already considerable wall film.
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11.3.3. Open-valve Injection
With open-valve injection the droplets were observed to arrive in the cylinder later in
the induction stroke than with closed-valve injection, as expected. With the pintle
and disk injectors, substantially more airborne droplets were seen than with closedvalve injection, but most were impossible to correlate from frame to frame.
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Fig. 11.3.3.1. Droplet velocity (open-valve injection)
The indication from Fig. 11.3.3.1. is that most of the droplets recorded in-cylinder
with open-valve injection have impacted in the ports and re-entrained in the air-flow
through the inlet valves, leaving them with similar velocities to the droplets seen
with closed-valve injection. The droplets in the region "A" beneath the line have a
clear tendency to travel faster with increasing engine speed. The limiting velocity
for these droplets appears to be directly proportional to engine speed, in line with
the inlet air velocity. The droplets from both pintle and AAA injectors at 800 r/min
were observed to have very similar velocities. The indication is that the maximum
droplet velocity was being dictated by the induced air velocity through the valves,
and is independent of fuel velocity in the inlet port. The droplet velocities seen were
considerably lower than those seen in the port, with typical AAA sprays travelling at
30 m/s in port. As the gas speed through the valve curtain area will be greater than
the fuel velocity in the port at all but cranking speed [Baker 1994], any droplets that
remain entrained through the valves would tend to be travelling at speeds equal to or
greater than those seen in the port. The two droplets labelled "B" were travelling
substantially faster than most at a velocity of between 17 m/s and 20 m/s. This
suggests that these droplets passed through the valves without impacting, as they
would have been projected by the pintle injector at about 20 m/s.

These faster
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droplets were very large at 700 \im and 500 pm and so, with their very high
momentum, it is unlikely that they would have been deviated to any great extent
during their passage through the valves. It seems likely that these droplets were
fired from the pintle injector on straight-line paths through the open valves,
presumably continuing until impaction on the cylinder liner opposite the inlet valves.
The droplets seen in cylinder under open-valve injection would appear to fall into
two groups, those that have passed through without impacting and those that have
been impacted and re-entrained.

The majority of the droplets seen fall into this

second group. If this hypothesis is true, then we would expect to see some droplets
travelling at around 30 m/s with the AAA and open-valve injection, and also
droplets around 20 m/s at 1500 r/min with open valves and the pintle injector. The
fact that no such droplets were observed is probably due to the problem of
correlating small fast droplets from one frame to the next. At 30 m/s a droplet might
only be seen in two close-up frames. A single droplet appearing only twice would
be difficult to correlate with any confidence, and so it is not surprising that these
droplets are missing from the results. The wide angle view would have a resolution
no better than 145 pm, and so only large droplets would be seen. Fuel that has
impacted in the port near the valves is likely to behave in essentially similar ways to
fuel injected onto closed valves, with the disadvantage that even less time will be
available for the fuel to evaporate.
Previous studies [Brown 1991, Nogi 1988] have suggested that sub 30 pm droplets
should be able to follow the airflow through the inlet ports and valves and enter the
cylinder without impaction.

While this is entirely feasible, and indeed many

thousands of small droplets will have entered the cylinder undetected during these
tests, it seems unlikely to be achievable in practice.

The AAA sprays produced

during these tests would have had a true Smd of under 40 pm, but in-port tests
showed many large (100 - 300 pm) droplets were still produced. While sub 30 pm
droplets may be able to follow air flow round the inlet valves without impaction, 100
pm + droplets certainly will not. If substantial impaction and re-entrainment of fuel
is to be avoided the maximum droplet sizes present would have to be in the 30 pm
range. This represents an order of magnitude reduction in size from the droplets
produced by the AAA. It seems unlikely that this technology is capable of that type
of improvement without very high pressure air-blast, with all its associated
problems. Until such atomiser performance is practicable, open-valve injection with
wet fuel is unlikely to provide acceptable emissions performance and indeed this has
been found to be the case in many studies. In one such study fuel sprays of 14 pm,
40 pm and 300 pm Smd were applied to an engine at various injection timings
[Yang 1993]. The results of this study showed that only the smallest droplet size
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could be used if there was to be no large increase in HC emissions when open valve
injection was applied to a cold engine (Fig. 11.3.3.2).
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Fig 11.3.3.2. HC emissions versus injection timing and droplet size [Yang 1993]
The droplets that are traceable across the combustion chamber travel at near
constant velocity.

The large size of the droplets seen ensures that they have

sufficient momentum to travel across the cylinder bore without being significantly
deviated by the surrounding air flow. They leave the field of view of the global
images some 6.5 mm short of the cylinder wall. As their velocity has been near
constant up to this point, it is likely that it will remain so and the droplets will impact
the cylinder liner while the engine is cold. The resultant wall film on the cylinder
liner will not evaporate before the piston ascends on the compression stroke, so
trapping the fuel in the top ring crevice, with the previously discussed effect on HC
emissions.

11.3.4. Ski-Jump Use with Open-valve Injection
Raising the Ski-Jump had a significant effect in eliminating any large airborne
droplets from the close-up field of view. With only two droplets followable in a
single wide-angle test (test 46). However even the wide angle images do not show
around 37% of the inlet valve circumference nearest the cylinder wall.

Three

explanations are possible for the lack of droplets seen with the Ski-Jump raised;
1. The Ski-Jump caused a shift in targeting of the fuel spray allowing the droplets
to enter outside the fields of view, This theory is compatible with the effects on
cylinder head wall film discussed in section 11.2.3. If fuel were to enter in this
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unseen area, then the close proximity of the cylinder wall would make immediate
impaction likely.
2. All the fuel is entering the cylinder as wall film. If the fuel entry area is shifted to
the cylinder wall side of the valve, the air velocity in this region is likely to be
very low, preventing the formation of airborne droplets and so leaving most of
the fuel in the form of wall film. Reduced wall film was noted at the pent-roof
apex, so if the wall film was generally increased, a large amount must have
entered elsewhere.
3. All the fuel is entering the cylinder as very small droplets. The steady flow tests
discussed in Chapter 3 suggest that the creation of very small droplets from the
use of the Ski-Jump is unlikely.
Discounting the third possibility as unlikely, the remaining possibilities will have a
very similar result in that the fuel is likely to be in the form of wall film on, or
immediately after, entering the cylinder. As discussed in section 11.3.3, the use of
open valve injection with droplets over 30 pm in diameter is undesirable due to
impaction and wall film formation. The use of the Ski-Jump seems only to
exacerbate the problem.

11.3.5. Droplet impaction
The time taken for the individual droplets to cross the combustion chamber and
impact the cylinder bore is plotted against engine speed below in Fig. 11.3.5.1.
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At all three engine speeds it is noted that the fastest droplets take around 10° to 15°
crank angle to reach the cylinder wall. This is expected as the maximum droplet
velocity was found to be roughly proportional to engine speed (see Fig. 11.3.3.1).
The slowest droplets were in the 1 to 2 m/s range at all engine speeds and
consequently take significantly greater crank angles to reach the cylinder wall at
higher engine speed (see Fig. 11.3.5.1, area "C"). The majority of all the droplets
noted crossed the cylinder bore in 90° crank angle or less (see Fig. 11.3.5.1, area
"D"). As most of these droplets entered the cylinder before 140° ATDC, the piston
will be low in the bore when they impact, making impaction on the piston crown
unlikely. At 1500 r/min some slower droplets took up to 215° crank angle to cross
the cylinder, allowing the piston to return to the top half of the stroke before the
droplet impacts. In this case the droplets probably would still impact the bore and
be trapped as wall film in the crevice around the piston crown, but as engine speed
rises further it is likely that the slowest droplets will begin to be caught on the rising
piston crown.

As discussed earlier, piston crown wall film will cause emissions

problems, but they will be less than those caused by cylinder bore wall film.
Obviously it would not be practical to raise engine operating speeds, merely to
redistribute in-cylinder fuel films.
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CHAPTER 12.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
12.1 Conclusions from Steady-flow Airflow Tests
The work carried out has shown that the Ski-Jump is likely to have a strong effect as
an in-cylinder tumble swirl generator and therefore should give all the associated
benefits in combustion performance. In order for the benefits in emissions to be
exploited, great care must be taken to ensure acceptable fuel handling within the
port. The work reported here has improved the steady-flow behaviour of the system
substantially by making minor modifications to the flap of the Ski-Jump, but it is
likely that engine testing will indicate the need for further development.

The

complex flow patterns that are created with the Ski-Jump are unlikely to be
completely free fi'om fuel traps, and so fuel handling must be developed to a
satisfactory level if the Ski-Jump is to be fully effective. The geometry of the recess
under the Ski-Jump should be made as close fitting as possible to reduce the volume
of fuel that can be held in this area (see Fig. IVa.3).
The performance of the Ski-Jump will be sensitive to mixture preparation of the
injector as large droplets tend to impact and congregate as wall film more easily. It
is therefore important to use an injector which can produce fine droplets and project
them past the Ski-Jump without impaction; an air-assisted atomiser with a narrow
spray angle might well be ideal for use in this application.

12.2 Conclusions from Malvern Analyser and Spark-flash Tests
1. The Nippondenso AAA can give a considerable improvement in mixture
preparation, producing sprays with Smd's of less than 50 pm at the test conditions
investigated. This represents an improvement by a factor of 2 in diameter and 4 in
surface area, or greater, over a conventional pintle injector.
2. The ND AAA performs equally well over the range of manifold depressions
tested.
3. The ND AAA increases spray velocity and also widens the spread of the spray
pattern. This will have a positive effect upon fuel evaporation rates. This positive
effect may not be exploited in a conventional engine as the bulk of this high velocity
fuel spray will impact upon the port walls and valves.
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4. The Ski-Jump produces significant mixture preparation effects only at the highest
engine air flow rates tested.
5. The Ski-Jump can have a negative or positive effect upon mixture preparation
dependent upon the pressure drop over the Ski-Jump at the time of injection.
Injection timing will therefore have a significant effect upon mixture preparation.

12.3 Conclusions from High-speed Cine Tests
The lack of fuel velocity variation from test to test indicates that it is the injector
which is dictating the velocity of the fuel in port and that engine load and injection
timing have little effect.
The injector hosing problem noted in the steady-flow tests with the pintle injector
was also apparent in the running engine tests. It is likely that pintle injectors behave
in this way in many current production installations, and this will have a detrimental
effect on transient performance where a changeover between spray and hosing
behaviour occurs. This problem will be most significant with a cold engine, but it is
likely that under fully warm engine conditions some effect will still be noticeable.
It was apparent that the AAA spray, although in the 30 to 40 pm Smd range, still
had many droplets in the 200 to 300 pm size band. These droplets will represent a
significant proportion of the spray mass although relatively few in number. As these
large droplets are likely to impact and re-entrain or enter the cylinder as wall film the
mixture inhomogeneity and variability created will still give rise to excessive
unburned HC emissions. It will be necessary to use an AAA operating at a high air
pressure to reduce the Smd to at least the value of 14 pm achieved by Yang [1993]
in order to make open-valve injection an attractive option.
With the Lucas AAA used in this investigation, the most promising arrangement was
with closed-valve injection as the in-cylinder wall film was not significant and no
large droplets were recorded in-cylinder. However, some form of pressurised air
supply would be required if satisfactory WOT performance were to be achieved.
The most desirable, if not ideal, mixture preparation was achieved using the
vaporiser. No liquid fuel, either wall film or droplets, was observed in-cylinder
during testing with the vaporiser. The use of pre-vaporised fuel during cold engine
operation can bring large emissions reductions, and so will probably be a necessity in
reaching ULEV targets.
The use of an optically-accessed engine has enabled a study to be made of in
cylinder fuel behaviour. The complex nature of the induction processes would not
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be reproducible in rigs and so the information gained would not have been
obtainable through other means. Although much useful information was obtained,
an improvement in photographic techniques would enable computerised analysis of
in-cylinder images and so make their information more accessible.

12.4 Suggestions for Future Work
Several areas are proposed as worthy of further study. The single most important
area is the development of fuel vaporisation techniques.

All of the problems

highlighted in this study with mixture preparation are due to the fuel being in a liquid
state. All of the undesirable behaviour associated with large fuel droplet creation,
wall film transport and in-port fuel hang-up would be eradicated by the provision of
pre-vaporised fuel. The development of practical fuel vaporisation systems is of
great importance, and towards this end, development of the combined fuel vaporiser
/ AAA described in Chapter 4 is already underway at UCL.
The success of the in-port photographic work and the difficulties encountered in
cylinder suggest that in future it would be desirable to include a back-lit arrangement
for the study of in-cylinder droplets. In a 4-valve pent-roof combustion chamber,
the possibilities are very limited for the fitting of the necessary windows on opposite
faces of the combustion chamber. A suitably sized and positioned optical path could
be achieved by the removal of one exhaust valve and replacing it with a quartz
pressure window. By these means a viewing area of up to 30 mm diameter in the
ECP2 engine could be achieved in the region where most of the identified droplets
were seen. The resultant images would be free of background features, and so the
results could be processed in a similar way to the method described in Chapter 8.
The removal of an exhaust valve would have a profound effect upon high speed and
high load performance of the engine but, as most interest is at low load and speed as
far as mixture preparation effects are concerned, testing would still give
representative results. It is the intention that a future study at UCL will include an
engine with this type of optical access.
The use of a high frequency twin or multiple image technique would help with in
cylinder sprays. The requirement to resolve a droplet and also to capture the same
droplet from frame to frame requires that either the resolution of the system needs to
be improved so that a wider field of view can be employed, or that the imaging
frequency be increased so that a high speed droplet can be imaged twice in a small
frame. A suitable approach would be to use a 35 mm high speed drum camera. A
camera of this type is produced by Cordin in the USA. The camera consists of a
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Steel drum, similar in appearance to a car brake drum, with a 1 m long strip of 35
mm film around its inside surface. The camera is fitted with a conventional 35 mm
SLR lens and shutter. The drum is spun at high speed and the shutter opened on a
scene devoid of illumination.

The pacing of a series of images on the film is

achieved by illuminating the subject with a series of short duration flash pulses, the
frequency of which is chosen to place the frames adjacent to one another at the
selected drum rotational speed. A series of 55 full frames at up to 16.5 kHz are
possible with a camera of this type using a copper-vapour laser as the light source.

12.5. Original Features of the Work
It is claimed that the work reported in this thesis is original in the following respects:
1. The use of a flap valve (Ski-Jump in this case) to generate in-cylinder tumble
was known to cause fuel handling problems. As a result of a series of rig tests,
the shape of the flap valve has been modified to bring about a substantial
improvement in fuel handling, while ensuring that it still performs its basic
function of generating tumble.
2. A single-cylinder engine with optical access through the piston has been
designed and manufactured. The main features of the design were conventional,
but the use of PEEK bearing pads for the first time has introduced a most
successful method of allowing the top of the piston to run without lubrication.
The positioning of the top piston ring allowed the fitting of a large diameter
window and the inclusion of the combustion chamber access port enabled the
piston window to be cleaned without removing the cylinder head. This approach
would not be feasible if simultaneous emission measurements were required due
to the large crevice volume created.
3. A copper-vapour laser had been previously used to study in-cylinder diesel
engine sprays and also gasoline sprays within the intake porting. However, it is
believed that this instrument was applied for the first time during this project to
study in-cylinder droplet motion in a gasoline engine. To this end a considerable
amount of work was required to develop suitable illumination and an appropriate
management system for the engine and its instrumentation.
4. Although proprietary software was used for image analysis, work was carried
out to develop the sequence of processes and calculations required for the
measurement of droplet size and velocity.
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5. It has long been known that there are discrepancies in the results of droplet size
measurements between different analysis systems.

This work found large

differences in the values of Smd between those obtained by image analysis and
those by laser diffraction sizing. An explanation is put forward which explains
the major cause of the difference.
6. The high-speed cine films provide a vivid illustration of the problems involved
with the handling of a liquid fuel in-port and in-cylinder under cold starting and
warm-up conditions. The observation that liquid wall film from the pent-roof of
the combustion chamber can pass straight out of the exhaust valves should act as
a spur to car manufacturers to ensure that their fuel injection systems are
selected to avoid such behaviour.
7. The ultimate answer to the liquid fiiel handling problems is to vaporise the fuel,
before it is mixed with the air stream.

To this end, a novel vaporising

arrangement was designed and manufactured using conventional automotive
components. It is capable of straight substitution in applications designed for the
use of standard-profile top-feed injectors. Furthermore the device includes an air
bleed arrangement so that it acts as an AAA when electrical power to the heating
element is turned off. The device is the subject of a patent application, and is
currently undergoing fiirther development at UCL with funding from the Ford
Motor Company and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.
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APPENDIX II STEADY FLOW TEST CONDITIONS
The Ski-Jump was to be used in its raised position over the range of idle to low
speed cruise conditions, which form the bulk of the duty cycle in the homologation
emissions tests.

The steady flow evaluation tests were therefore to concentrate

upon this area of engine operation. The tests were carried out using steady flow
simulation rigs with valve lift fixed during a test. The tests were restricted to steady
flow for several reasons:
1. Steady flow tests form a simplified situation fi'om which the behaviour at
individual points in the operating cycle can be more easily determined. The
results can then be used to build up a picture which enables the more
complex pulsating behaviour to be investigated.
2. Time constraints precluded the development of a pulsating flow rig for
this section of work.
3.

Steady flow tests followed by engine testing will provide the most

effective investigation route. Pulsating tests will mostly overlap with the
other two test areas.
Three nominal engine operating conditions were selected for the tests: 800 r/min
idle, 1500 r/min light road load, and 2000 r/min road load.
A representative maximum valve lift of 10 mm was assumed.

At each engine

operating speed, three conditions to represent low (2 mm), medium (5 mm) and high
(8 mm) valve lift were calculated. The engine air flow rates were obtained from data
on a representative engine.
Idle Condition
Nominal speed :

800 r/min

Plenum depression :

40 cm Hg

Engine air flow :

1 g/s/cyl

Fuel press :

3 bar

Fuel pulse width :

5 ms

Fuel pulse repetition period : 150 ms
1500 r/min Condition
Plenum depression :

30 cm Hg

Engine air flow :

2.3 g/s/cyl

Fuel press :

3 bar

Fuel pulse width :

7.5 ms

Fuel pulse repetition period : 80 ms
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2000 r/min Condition
Plenum depression :

22 cm Hg

Engine air flow :

3.5 g/s/cyl

Fuel press :

3 bar

Fuel pulse width :

10 ms

Fuel pulse repetition period : 60 ms
The actual air flow used in the tests was modified from the engine air flow in order
to make the steady state tests representative of conditions at given points in the
induction stroke. In order to maintain air flow rates representative of those during
the induction stroke, air flow was increased in the rig by a factor of four, as in the
engine induction air flow occurs over only one of the four operating strokes.
Air flow is then adjusted to take account of the fixed valve lift. For this purpose, it
is assumed that the valve period is 180

from TDC to BDC and so the valve flow

area is in phase with the flow demand imposed by the retreating piston (see Fig.
II. 1).

A further simplification is made in assuming sinusoidal valve and piston

motion. The air flow was then able to be scaled with valve lift using the assumption
that air flow is proportional to valve lift.

Air flow demanded by changing cylinder volume (Idealised)

Air
Flow

0

45
90
Degrees ATDC (Induction stroke)

135

180

135

180

Valve flow area (Idealised)

Valve
Flow
Area
0

45
90
Degrees ATDC (Induction stroke)

Figure II. 1. Schematic diagram of air flow assumptions
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The equation used to calculate the air flow in the test rigs is given below :

_. . 4 X Engine air flow x Rig valve lift x 2
Rig air flow = ------- ------------------:— 2 - — —--------Maximum engine valve hfi
By applying this expression to the 9 test combinations (3 engine conditions with 3
valve lifts), the air flow rates used in the testing were calculated and are listed
below.

Engine operating cone ition
Valve lift

2000 r/min

1500 r/min

800 r/min

2 mm

5.6

3.7

1.6

5 mm

14.0

9.2

4.0

8 mm

22.4

14.7

6.4

Table II 1. Rig test air flow rates (g/s)
The fuel flow rates used in the tests are not critical as the behaviour of the fuel
within the port is dictated to a large extent by the air flow. The nominal fuel pulse
repetition period was maintained correct for a single injection per cycle with the
pulse width set at the values given. The actual AFR created was not of significance
for these tests.
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APPENDIX III. STEADY FLOW TEST RESULTS
Air flow results fall into two areas: port velocity profiles and valve curtain area
velocity profiles. Both forms of result are presented graphically in this appendix.
The examples shown on this and the following page are included to help the reader
interpret the main body of data which is given in Figures III. 5. to III. 52.
An example results graph from the port velocity profiles is given below together
with a schematic diagram showing the physical significance:

P ort V elocity Profile (5m m Lift)
22cmHg 2000 rpm, Ski Jum p 45 deg

Array 1

I

Array 2

Bottom
-1 0 -L

P o rt p o s itio n

Fig III 1. Example port velocity profile

Array 1

Array 2

Vector arrow scale (m/s)

Fig. III.2. Schematic diagram of data represented in Fig. Ill 1
An example results graph from the valve curtain area velocity profiles is given below
together with a schematic diagram showing the physical significance :
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Valve Velocity Profile
22 cmHg 2000 rpm, 5mm Valve lift

0
22.5

338
315

67 5

293

Ski 45

270

113

248

225

135
158

203
180

Fig. III.3. Example valve curtain area velocity profile

Schematic representation of above graph

0
Angle Convention
for results graph

Vector arrow scale [m/s]

20

50

Fig. III.4. Schematic diagram of data represented in Fig III. 3
The results for the original Jaguar Ski-jump configuration include both port velocity
profiles and valve curtain area velocity profiles, while only valve curtain area
velocity profiles were recorded for subsequent hardware revisions.
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Reverse flow velocities are given in many graphs. The calculation of velocity from a
pitot tube relies on the open end facing the direction of flow and so sensing the
stagnation pressure, from which the static pressure is subtracted to give dynamic
pressure. With the pitot tube facing downstream, as is the case with reverse flow,
the stagnation pressure is no longer recorded. Instead the pitot tube senses the
pressure in its own wake. This pressure will be lower than the static pressure due to
the loss of energy caused by eddies in the wake. This reduced pressure has been
used to calculate the reverse flow velocity as if it were a stagnation pressure.
Theory suggests that, at the Reynolds numbers encountered, the wake pressure
reduction should be of the same order as the dynamic pressure. This would make
the reverse flow readings representative. Some degree of vahdation for this theory
was obtained by comparing the mean flow velocity for conditions with no reverse
flow indicated (Ski-Jump down), and strong reverse flow indicated (Ski-Jump fully
raised). Little variation in the mean flow velocity was noted which indicates that the
mean reverse flow velocities calculated were representative. The readings can be
considered reliable for the purposes of comparison, but some caution should be
exercised over the accuracy of absolute values.

Appendix m Figure key:
All results apply to the original Jaguar configuration unless otherwise indicated.
Original Jaguar injector mounting* : Ml.
Jaguar revised injector mounting:

M2.

Original Jaguar Ski-Jump flap:

Ski. 1.

UCL modified Ski-Jump flap:

Ski.2.

Ski-Jump lowered:

Ski.O.

* The effect upon airflow of the UCL modifications to the injector mounting are
minimal. For the purposes of this work the original mounting and the UCL modified
mounting are considered identical in respect of air flow.
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Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
40cmHg 800 rpm, Ski Jump 0 deg
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Fig III,5
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Fig. III.6

Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
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Fig III 7
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Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
40cmHg 800 rpm, Ski Jump 45 deg
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Fig. III.8
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Valve Velocity Profile
40 cmHg 800 rpm, 5mm Valve lift
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Fig. m i l

Valve Velocity Profile
40 cmHg 800 rpm, 5mm Valve lift
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Fig III 12
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Port Velocity Profile (8mm Lift)
40cmHg 800 rpm, Ski Jump 0 deg
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Fig III. 13

Port Velocity Profile (8mm Lift)
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Fig III. 14
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Fig III. 15
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Port Velocity Profile (8mm Lift)
40cmHg 800 rpm, Ski Jump 45 deg
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Fig. III. 16
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Fig. Ill 17
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Valve Velocity Profile
40 cmHg 800 rpm, 8mm Valve lift
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Fig. III. 19

Valve Velocity Profile
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Fig. III.20
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Valve Velocity Profile
40 cmHg 1500 rpm, 2mm Valve lift
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Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
3 0 c m H g 1 5 0 0 rpm , S ki J u m p 0 d eg
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Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
30cmHg 1500 rpm, Ski Jump 45 deg
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Port Velocity Profile (8mm Lift)
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Valve Velocity Profile
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Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
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Port Velocity Profile (5mm Lift)
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Port Velocity Profile (8mm Lift)
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IVa, Steady Flow Rig Engineering Drawings
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APPENDIX V. VAPORISER POWER REQUIREMENTS
A reduced form of the steady flow energy equation was used to calculate the initial
estimates for the power rating required for full vaporisation of the fliel over a range
of engine operating conditions. The equation used is given below.
-W = riij(h^ +Vt.Cpj) + m.Vt.Cp,
Where:
-W = power required,
rhg = mass flowrate of gasoline,
m, = mass flowrate of air (through vaporiser),
h^g = enthalpy of evaporation for gasoline,
Vt = temperature rise,
Cpg = Specific heat at constant pressure for gasoline,
Cp, = Specific heat at constant pressure for air.

The mass flow rates of fuel to the engine over a range of operating conditions
between 800 r/min idle and 2000 r/min high road load (20 cm hg manifold
depression) were established experimentally, using an ECP2 engine mounted on a
test bed at UCL. These engine operating conditions represent those likely to be
encountered during an emissions test.

The fuel flow rates were calculated by

measuring engine mass air-flow rates with the hot-wire flow meter fitted and
assuming a stoichiometric AFR.

The fuel flow requirements, given here, are in

g/s/cyl.

Engine speed (r/min)
800

1500

2000

Manifold

20

0.15

0.28

0.37

Depression

30

O il

0.23

0.30

(cm Hg)

40

0.08

0.17

0.23

Table V. 1. ECP2 fuel flow requirements (g/s/cyl, X= \)
Applying the steady flow energy equation to the values in the above table gives the
following power requirements for the vaporiser, assuming an air mass-flow rate of
0.1 g/s through the vaporiser at all conditions:
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Condition

Electrical Power Requirement/cylinder
3 litre, 6 cylinder ECP2 Engine

800 r/min
Idle

62 W

(40 cm Hg)
1500 r/min
Road load

134 W

(30 cm Hg)
2000 r/min
High load

203 W

(20 cm Hg)
Table V.2. Vaporiser power requirements.
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APPENDIX VI. THE UCL FUEL SYSTEMS TEST FACILITY
This Facility is contained within the UCL Department of Mechanical Engineering's
Thermodynamics Laboratory.

It consists of a specially equipped air-conditioned

chamber in which tests using gasoline and air mixtures can be carried out in safety.
The main feature of the Facility is its ability to simulate the depressions and air flow
rates found within the induction system of an SI engine. This is achieved using a
large liquid ring vacuum pump and explosion-protected plenum chamber. A set of
control valves allow a wide range of conditions to be simulated.

Depression is

measured by mercury manometer and air flow rate using a hot-wire anemometer. A
variety of fuel system types including carburettor, TBI and multi-point fuel injection
systems may be mounted to spray into the vacuum flow line. An AVL dynamic fuel
balance enables fuel flow rates to be accurately measured.

A Bosch variable

pressure fuel supply system is fitted in order to feed various fuel injectors.

A

Malvern 2600 particle/droplet sizer is housed within the Facihty. It is arranged so
that its laser beam passes through windows in the suction line, downstream of any
fuel system under test. Thus, the mixture preparation produced may be analysed. A
Bosch manual control unit is used in conjunction with the Malvern spray
synchroniser to provide the electrical drive to the fuel injectors under test.

The

spray synchroniser allows droplet size measurements to be made in synchronisation
with injector triggering. The main arrangements within the Facility are shown in
Fig. VI. 1 overleaf.
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APPENDIX VII THE MALVERN 2600 DROPLET SIZER
This instrument uses a laser diffraction technique to measure droplet or particle size
distributions. A HeNe laser beam is passed through the droplet spray under test, the
relatively small droplets present in the main flow phase causes the laser beam to be
diffracted. The angle through which the laser beam is diffracted is a function of
droplet size. A large droplet causes a small refraction angle and a small droplet
causes a large refraction angle.

A receiver uses a lens with Fourier transform

properties to focus the diffracted light onto a solid state detector plate. The output
of the detector plate is analysed by a computer. Due to the Fourier properties of the
lens, all rays incident on the lens at a common angle will be focused into the same
annular ring on the detector plate.

The instantaneous diffracted light pattern is

independent of droplet trajectory and velocity. The instrument can be programmed
to record the detector output over a number of test cycles. These results are then
processed by the computer software to produce a size distribution for the spray
under test. Several other quantities which characterise the spray including Sauter
mean droplet diameter are also calculated. The technique is non-intrusive and can
be used in a variety of different applications (The principle of operation is shown
diagrammatically in Fig VII. 1 through Fig. VII.4)

Receiver cut off
Distance

Measured Zone
of Spray
Measurement
Electronics

HeNe Laser
Beam
Expander
Receiver
Lens

Analyser Beam 9 mm

Detector
Plane

Spray Nozzle

Printer

Computer

Fig. VII 1 Laser diffraction experiment
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A nalyser B eam
R ece iv er Unit

T ransm itter Unit

Optical Bed

R a n g e Lens

B eam E x p a n d e r

Fig. VII.2. 2600 optical unit components

Fourier transform property
of receiver lens

Detector element geometry
Detector ring i

Each detector element is an
annular ring collecting light
scattered between two solid
angles of scatter w1 and w2
All rays incident
at angle w

Strike detector
at radius w

Fig. VII.3. Range lens properties

Detector measures integral scattering
of all particles simultaneously
Incident laser beam
Large particles scatter at low angles

Central
Detector

Radii
Small particles scatter at tiigti angles
Detector
Lens with Fourier properties

Fig VII .4. Properties of the scattered light from particles
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The Malvern analyser is widely accepted as a device for reliably measuring droplet
size distributions of liquid sprays, but investigations at UCL have found that
problems can be encountered when dealing with highly volatile, evaporating, sprays.
The refractive index gradients caused by the vapour phase can cause slight bending
of the laser beam which affects the accuracy of results obtained. The vapour beam
bending can be indistinguishable from the signal generated by large droplets of 500+
pm in diameter. If there is a possibihty that droplets in this size range are present,
then the effects of evaporation on the results cannot be compensated for. If no 500+
pm droplets are present then the effects of evaporation can be eliminated. In this
investigation spark flash tests were used to ascertain whether such large droplets
were present and so whether or not appropriate compensation could be applied.
The compensation is accomplished by modifying the raw light data collected by the
solid state detector in the Malvern analyser. A computer program is used to carry
out this data modification and also calculate confidence limits for the effects of
evaporation upon results. This software is the result of a previous investigation into
laser diffraction sizing of volatile sprays carried out at UCL [Williams 1993].
Figures VII. 5 through to VII. 8 show typical Malvern analyser raw-light data from
tests on various types of spray. The effects of any evaporation are clearly evident in
the inner rings if the spray is fine.
Figure VII.9 shows a Malvern analyser raw-light data recording for a fine volatile
spray. Figures VII. 10 through to VII. 12 show the same data after compensation for
evaporation has been applied. The upper and lower limiting cases being used to give
the evaporation confidence limits for the test result, as seen on Fig. 3.6.1 and Fig.
3.6.2
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■,..4 ;:

I
I:

M

0

Ring No

Fig. VII. 5. Fine spray, no evaporation

Ring No.

Fig VII.6. Fine spray, with evaporation

iiiSliSfc;!:::;!

Ring No.

Fig. VII.7. Coarse spray, no evaporation

Ring No.

Fig VII. 8. Coarse volatile spray, with
unknown amount of evaporation
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Ring No

Fig. VII.9. Fine spray, with evaporation
No compensation applied

Ring No.

Fig. VII. 10. Evaporation compensated
central case

il

Ring No.

Ring No.

Fig. VII 11. Evaporation compensated

Fig. VII. 12. Evaporation compensated

lower limiting case

upper limiting case
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APPENDIX VIII SPARK FLASH ARRANGEMENT
The spark-flash unit used was a Palflash 500. This unit produces a 90 mm diameter
collimated beam of light from an electrical discharge between two electrodes. The
spark gap is drenched in Argon to improve the stability of the spark produced. Flash
duration is nominally 500 ns with an energy of 6 Joules per flash.
The flash is triggered by the delay generator a pre-determined time after the injector.
The delay generator simultaneously triggers a video frame store to capture the
instantaneous image from the CCD camera. The image is then held as a still video
frame which can be recorded on tape and displayed on a monitor. The microscope
lens employed gave a field of view of 14 mm by 10 .5 mm. The spark-flash unit was
arranged so the video camera viewed the droplets against the background of the
diffused flash light, thus giving a view of dark droplets against a light background.

Injector
CCD Camera

Malvern Spray-Sync.
(Solenoid Driver)
Pal 500
Spark-Flash

Translucent screen

Microscope lens

Delay Generator

Video Monitor
Video
Frame Store

□□□O
VMS VCR

OO
Fig. VIII. 1. Pal 500 Spark-flash arrangement
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APPENDIX IX. OPTICALLY-ACCESSED ECP2 ENGINE
SPECIFICATIONS
Base ECP2 Specification
Bore 83 mm
Stroke 92 mm
Compression ratio 10:1
Valve Timing
Cam period 230®
IVO 60 BTDC
IVC 440 ABDC
EVO 440 BTDC
EVC 60 ABDC
Valve lift 9.0 mm nominal + 0.15 mm ramp lift.
Connecting rod
Length 175.25 mm
Mass 1020 g
Big end mass 775 g
Little end mass 245 g
Optically accessed engine specifications
Crankshaft
Stroke 92 mm
Crank pin diameter 52.98 mm
Crankshaft balance mass 2.138 kg at 42 mm radius
Piston material:
Aluminium alloy extrusion.
BS L168 2014A-T6511 3L100 1&5
UTS: 532 MPa.
Piston crown window
Material Spectrosil, fused quartz.
Thickness 22 mm
Permitted pressure 50 bar
(Inc. 6:1 Safety factor at 800°C)
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Piston ring/piston bearing pad material
Victrex PEEK, Grade 45FC30
(PEEK filled with Carbon fibre. Graphite and PTFE)
Coefficient of friction 0.1
Maximum working temperature 250° C
External camshaft bearings
Outside diameter 62 mm
Inside diameter 35 mm
Width 14 mm
Sealed both sides
SKF Number 6007-2RS1
Camshaft Drive Belt
Type; Daval HTD (High Torque Drive)
Pitch 8 mm
Number of teeth 200
Belt Run 1,6 m
Width 30 mm
Daval Part Number 1600-8m-30
Camshaft Drive Pulleys
Type: Daval HTD (High Torque Drive)
Pitch 8 mm
Number of teeth 36
Pitch circle diameter 100 mm
Width 30 mm
Daval Part Number 36-8m-30
Fuel System
Fuel supplied from 250 ml cylinder

Fuel supplied by pressurising

fuel cylinder with compressed air.
Fuel pressure continuously adjustable up to 4 bar by varying air
pressure.
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Pintle Injector (Standard ECP2);
Bosch Pintle type, 0280 150 229
Described in Chapter 6
Twin-spray disk-type Injector:
Lucas 1000 series
Described in Chapter 6
Air Assist Injector:
Lucas 1000 series
Described in Chapter 6
Fuel Vaporiser:
Designed by author
Described in Chapter 4
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APPENDIX X. LABVIEW PROGRAM LISTING

This

virtual

instrument

program

Engine Speed
(r/mln)

uses

Manifold Vacuum
(mm Hg)

Engine Air Flow Rate
(g/s)

1000 1500

(C a m e ra s h u tte r d elay)

counter/timer functions to generate a series of

1 °-°°

200 0

sequenced driver pulses. The output pulses are
timed from an external gating signal obtained

2500

(M anual input)
4 .0

from an optical switch fitted to the engine
0.000

camshaft. Three output channels are available,
they are

utilised in operating the injector

solenoid, camera shutter and laser "N" shot
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APPENDIX XI RECORD OF CINE FILM TESTS
Test Run

Speed

Number

(r/min)

Load

Injection

Injection

Ski-jump

Device

Timing

Position

View

Notes

1

800

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Wide

Droplets Tracked

2

800

Low

Pintle

Open

Down

Wide

Droplets Tracked

3

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Wide

4

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Up

Wide

5

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Wide

6

1500

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Wide

7

1500

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Wide

Droplets Tracked

8

800

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Wide

Colour

9

800

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

10

Inj. at 80 ATDC

Test failed

11

800

Low

Pintle

Open

Down

Close

12

800

Low

AAA Atm.

Open

Down

Close

13

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Close

14

800

High

AAA Atm.

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

15

800

High

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

16

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Closed

Down

Close

17

800

High

Pintle

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

18

800

High

Pintle

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

19

800

High

Pintle

Open

Up

Close

20

1500

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Close

21

1500

Low

Pintle

Open

Down

Close

22

1500

Low

Pintle

Open

Up

Close

23

Crank

WOT

Pintle

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

24

Crank

WOT

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

25

1500

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Close

26

1500

Low

AAA Atm.

Open

Down

Close

27

1500

Low

AAA Ibar

Closed

Down

Close

28

1500

High

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

29

1500

High

AAA Atm.

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

30

1500

High

Pintle

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

31

800

High

Pintle

Open

Down

Wide

Side Lit

32

800

High

Pintle

Closed

Down

Wide

Droplets Tracked

33

800

High

Pintle

Open

Down

Wide

Droplets Tracked

Droplets Tracked

Droplets Tracked

Droplets Tracked
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Test Run

Speed

Number

(r/min)

Load

Injection

Injection

Ski-jump

Deyice

Timing

Position

View

Notes

34

800

High

AAA Atm.

Open

Down

Wide

35

800

High

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Wide

36

800

High

AAA Ibar

Closed

Down

Wide

37

1500

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Wide

38

1500

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Wide

Droplets Tracked

39

1500

Low

T/spray

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

40

800

Low

T/spray

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

41

800

Low

T/spray

Open

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

42

800

High

T/spray

Closed

Down

Close

Droplets Tracked

43

800

Low

Vapor.

Open

Up

Close

Droplets Tracked

44

Crank

WOT

Vapor.

Open

Down

Close

45

800

Low

Pintle

Open

Down

Wide

46

800

Low

Pintle

Open

Up

Wide

47

800

High

Pintle

Open

Up

Wide

48

1500

Low

Pintle

Open

Up

Wide

49

1500

High

Pintle

Open

Up

Wide

50

800

Low

Pintle

Closed

Dovm

Port

Poor Framing

51

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Port

Under exposed

52

800

Low

AAA Atm.

Open

Down

Port

53

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Down

Port

54

800

Low

AAA Ibar

Open

Up

Port

55

800

Low

T/spray

Closed

Down

Port

56

800

Low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Port

57

800

Low

Pintle

Open

Down

Port

58

800

Low

Pintle

Open

Down

Port

Inj. at 20 BTDC

59

800

High

Pintle

Closed

Down

Port

Window fouled

60

800

High

Pintle

Open

Down

Port

61

800

Very low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Port

62

800

Very low

Pintle

Closed

Down

Close

Colour

63

800

Very low

Vapor.

Closed

Down

Close

Colour

Droplets Tracked

Table XI. 1. Test-run record.
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Key to Table XI.1:
Load:
Very low = 50 cmHg manifold depression.
Low = 40 cmHg manifold depression.
High = 20 cmHg manifold depression.
WOT = 0 cmHg manifold depression.
Injection device:
Pintle = Pintle-type injector with cone spray (Bosch 0280 150 229, described in
Chapter 6).
T/spray = Disk type twin-spray injector with twin pencil jet spray (Lucas 1000
series, described in Chapter 6).
AAA Atm. = Air Assisted Atomiser, operating with atmospheric bleed air supply.
AAA Ibar = Air Assisted Atomiser, operating with 1 bar air supply (relative to
manifold pressure), (described in Chapter 6)
Vapor. = Specially designed fuel vaporiser (described in Chapter 4).
Injection Timing:
Open = Nominally initiated at 20° ATDC (induction stroke).
Closed = Nominally initiated at 40° ABDC, (compression stroke).
Ski-jump Position:
Up = 45° angle with port floor.
View:
Wide = View of entire combustion chamber.
Close = Close-up view of pent-roof apex.
Port = in-Port view.
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APPENDIX XII THE ENTROPY SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUE
As mentioned in section 8.2., the automatic thresholding or "segmentation" of the
image is carried out using the concept of entropy as applied to an image [Noesis
1993b]. Entropy is a measure of disorder, and in image terms will be a maximum if
the image is equally distributed in all grey levels, and minimum and equal to 0 if the
image is a uniform constant value. The entropy segmentation technique thresholds
the image into two regions and calculates the entropy of each. The threshold value
selected is the one that minimises the sum of the entropies of the two regions. By
these means a threshold value is obtained where the information is separable into
two regions with contrast, such as droplets and background.

The following

definition of the entropy technique is taken from the Visilog documentation [Noesis
1993b]. The algorithm requires the selection of low and high values between which
the threshold level will be computed. In the case of the work presented here the low
value was 100 and the high 255.
In order to explain the algorithm that computes the threshold value (k), the
following concepts are required:
Pi is the probability for a pixel to have an intensity equal to i:
Ni
N
Where Ni is the number of pixels at level i, and N is the total number of pixels,
Pi =

w^ is the probability for a pixel to have an intensity less than k:
w„

=£Pi
low

Wi is the probability for a pixel to have an intensity greater than k:
high

W,

The entropy for each region (Fj) is defined as:

F,(k) =

- z

xLog

'"Pi^

low

F^(k) =

- E

xLog

^ P i^

v^iy

The threshold value (k) is the grey level that minimises the sum of the entropy of the
two regions:

fU) =f,W+f,W
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APPENDIX XIII. IN-PORT SPRAY DISTRIBUTIONS
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Fig. XIII. 1. Spray distribution for test run 52
40 cm Hg manifold depression, AAA Atmospheric air supply
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Fig XIII.2. Spray distribution for test run 53
40 cm Hg manifold depression, AAA 1 bar air supply
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Fig. XIII. 3. Spray distribution for test run 54
40 cm Hg manifold depression, AAA 1 bar air supply, Ski-Jump raised
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Fig. XIII.4. Spray distribution for test run 55
40 cm Hg manifold depression, TS Disk injector, closed-valve injection timing
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Fig. XIII. 5. Spray distribution for test run 56
40 cm Hg manifold depression, pintle injector, closed-valve injection timing
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Fig XIII.6. Spray distribution for test run 57
40 cm Hg manifold depression, pintle injector, open-valve injection timing
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Fig. XIII.7. Spray distribution for test run 58
40 cm Hg manifold depression, pintle injector, early open-valve injection timing
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Fig XIII. 8. Spray distribution for test run 60
20 cm Hg manifold depression, pintle injector, open-valve injection timing
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Fig. XIII.9. Spray distribution for test run 61
50 cm Hg manifold depression, pintle injector, closed-valve injection timing
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APPENDIX XIV. IN-CYLINDER DROPLET RECORD

M anifold

Nominal

A ctual

Nom inj

.Actual

Ski-Jump

P ulse

F irst fuel

D roplet

D roplet

F light

Initial

A irborne

Bore

W idth

in cylinder

D iam eter

Velocity

D irection

Image

in cylinder

Im pact

Deg ATDC

pm

m/s

Degrees

Deg ATDC

D egrees

Deg ATDC

Test

Injector

D epression

Speed

Speed

Timing

Injection

Angle

R un

Tvpe

mm Hg

r/m in

r/m in

Deg ABDC

Timing

Degrees

20

Pintle

400

1500

1510

400

403

0

11.00

27

179

4.45

11.18

33

71

104

20

Pintle

400

1500

1510

400

403

0

11.00

27

162

6.22

-20.28

30

58

88

20

Pintle

400

1500

1510

400

403

0

11.00

27

194

4.04

41.19

30

59

89

20

Pintle

400

1500

1510

400

403

0

11.00

27

246

2.25

-14.35

69

153

222

26

/VAA (atm)

400

1500

1510

200

403

0

9.00

27

107

13.92

32.06

118

19

138

26

j\j\A (atm)

400

1500

1510

200

403

0

9.00

27

111

16.06

21.80

118

17

135

26

jXAjK(atm)

400

1500

1510

200

403

0

9.00

27

117

13.33

7.26

118

21

139

28 A V \(lB a r )

200

1500

1637

200

218

0

16.00

40

45

2.01

-28.22

77

214

291

28 AAA (1 Bar)

200

1500

1637

200

218

0

16.00

40

190

4.93

-66.81

77

112

189

28 A A /\(lB ar)

200

1500

1637

200

218

0

16.00

40

267

3.03

-50.20

77

171

248

29

AAvA (atm)

200

1500

1627

200

217

0

16.00

91

200

9.89

21.12

141

26

167

29

A \y \ (atm)

200

1500

1627

200

217

0

16.00

91

173

8.32

23.43

143

33

176

30

Pintle

200

1500

1648

400

439

0

18.00

27

201

5.02

3.71

33

64

97

30

Pintle

200

1500

1648

400

439

0

18.00

27

226

6.25

15.07

78

51

129

Table XIV. 1. In-cylinder droplet record
w
ON

M anifold

Nominal

A ctual

Norn inj

Actual

Ski jump

Pulse

F irst fuel

D roplet

D roplet

F light

Initial

A irborne

Bore

W idth

in cylinder

D iam eter

Velocity

D irection

Image

in cylinder

Im pact

Deg ATDC

pm

m/s

D egrees

Deg ATDC

D egrees

Deg ATDC

Test

In jecto r

D epression

Speed

Speed

Timing

Injection

Angle

R un

Type

mm H g

r/min

r/min

Deg ABDC

Timing

Degrees

39

TS Disk

400

1500

1585

400

423

0

8.50

31

241

2.42

10.92

81

108

189

39

TS Disk

400

1500

1585

400

423

0

8.50

31

220

6.04

13.17

32

49

81

39

TS Disk

400

1500

1585

400

423

0

8.50

31

248

6 58

-11.52

32

55

87

39

TS Disk

400

1500

1585

400

423

0

8.50

31

195

9.39

0.00

75

36

112

39

TS Disk

400

1500

1585

400

423

0

8.50

31

184

11.57

-5.28

75

31

106

9

Pintle

400

800

858

400

429

0

9.00

31

246

7 19

-1.92

81

25

106

9

Pintle

400

800

858

400

429

0

9.00

31

345

2 89

-16.32

32

72

104

9

Pintle

400

800

858

400

429

0

9.00

31

287

2.29

26.57

42

59

101

9

Pintle

400

800

858

400

428

0

9.00

31

246

7.19

-1.92

81

25

106

9

Pintle

400

800

856

400

428

0

9.00

32

167

3.11

31.40

41

42

83

9

Pintle

400

800

856

400

428

0

9.00

32

184

8.79

0.67

129

19

149

9

Pintle

400

800

856

400

428

0

9.00

32

400

6.73

-2.06

85

29

114

9

Pintle

400

800

856

400

428

0

9.00

32

181

5 00

-6.54

56

41

97

9

Pintle

400

800

856

400

428

0

9.00

32

103

2.75

8.27

73

61

134

9

Pintle

400

800

864

400

432

0

9.00

27

241

4.22

21.80

43

33

76

Table XIV. 1 In-cylinder droplet record (continued)

w
o\
K)

Test

injector

Run

Tvpe

Manifold

Nominal

Actual

Nom inj

Actual

Ski jump

Pulse

First fuel

Droplet

Droplet

Flight

Initial

Airborne

Bore

Depression

Speed

Speed

Timing

Injection

Angle

Width

in cylinder

Diameter

Velocity

Direction

Image

in cylinder

Impact

Timing

Degrees

ttm

m/s

9

Pintle

mm Hg
400

r/min
800

r/min
864

Deg ABDC
400

9

Pintle

400

800

864

9

Pintle

400

800

9

Pintle

400

11

Pintle

11

432

0

9.00

Deg ATDC
27

400

432

0

9.00

864

400

432

0

800

864

400

432

400

800

886

200

Pintle

400

800

886

11

Pintle

400

800

11

Pintle

400

14

A.4.4 (atm)

14

203

3.84

Degrees
3.47

27

220

9.73

9.00

27

266

0

9.00

27

222

0

9.00

200

222

0

886

200

222

800

886

200

200

800

895

A.4.4 (atm)

200

800

15 ,4.44(1 Bar)

200

17

Pintle

17

Degrees

32

48

Deg ATDC
79

4.62

132

19

151

7.31

-3.59

79

26

104

282

7.49

-1.67

71

27

98

72

530

6.12

-4.24

78

33

111

9.00

72

458

16.77

4.64

122

10

131

0

9.00

72

229

9.70

-12.10

122

19

141

222

0

9.00

72

320

7.12

-0.91

73

27

100

200

224

0

14.50

47

241

4.38

10.76

98

35

133

895

200

224

0

14.50

47

505

5.70

20.06

99

24

123

800

893

200

223

0

14.50

61

454

8.10

-0.45

71

24

95

200

800

924

400

462

0

18.00

24

411

6.69

1.60

89

28

117

Pintle

200

800

924

400

462

0

18.00

24

339

6.18

-3.47

91

33

124

18

Pintle

200

800

963

200

241

0

18.00

24

281

4.12

-1.56

165

51

215

40

TS Disk

400

800

863

400

432

0

8.50

18

519

4.33

-5.27

101

44

145

Table XIV. 1 In-cylinder droplet record (continued)
w
ON
W

Deg ATDC

M anifold

Nominal

A ctual

Nom inj

A ctual

Ski-Jump

Pulse

F irst fuel

D roplet

D roplet

F lig h t

Initial

A irborne

Bore

W idth

in cylinder

D iam eter

Velocity

D irection

Image

in cy linder

Im pact

pm

m/s

D egrees

Deg ATDC

Degrees

Deg ATDC

Test

Injector

D epression

Speed

Speed

Timing

Injection

Angle

Run

Tvpe

mm Hg

r/m in

r/m in

Deg ABDC

Timing

Degrees

Deg ATDC

40

TS Disk

400

800

863

400

432

0

8.50

18

171

6.64

-23.20

32

34

66

40

TS Disk

400

800

863

400

432

0

8.50

18

293

6.44

-3.47

66

31

97

41

TS Disk

400

800

896

200

224

0

9.00

103

315

6.09

-7.82

153

34

187

41

TS Disk

400

800

896

200

224

0

9.00

103

265

6.27

8.45

148

25

173

41

TS Disk

400

800

896

200

224

0

9.00

103

285

9.63

40.54

146

16

162

42

TS Disk

200

800

926

400

463

0

18.90

32

531

4.87

-0.54

51

40

91

42

TS Disk

200

800

926

400

463

0

18.90

32

299

2.74

-8.67

53

76

129

42

TS Disk

200

800

926

400

463

0

18.90

32

165

1.44

-22.48

51

157

208

42

TS Disk

200

800

926

400

463

0

18.90

32

229

2.85

14.93

52

55

107

43

Pintle

400

800

885

200

221

45

9.00

70

216

3.29

30.55

145

47

192

43

Pintle

400

800

885

200

221

45

9.00

70

215

6.55

12.27

115

27

142

43

Pintle

400

800

885

200

221

45

9.00

70

717

20.16

6.08

116

10

126

23

Pintle

0

200

302

400

604

0

18.00

27

221

2.10

16.22

43

24

66

23

Pintle

0

200

302

400

604

0

18.00

27

179

1.93

1.09

33

30

62

23

Pintle

0

200

302

400

604

0

18.00

27

255

2.96

5.22

40

19

59

Table XIV. 1. In-cylinder droplet record (continued)

UJ
ON
4^

M anifold

Nominal

A ctual

Nom inj

A ctual

Ski-Jump

Pulse

F irst fuel

D roplet

D roplet

F light

Initial

A irborne

Bore

Speed

Speed

Timing

Injection

Angle

W idth

in cylinder

D iam eter

Velocity

D irection

Image

in cylinder

Im pact

r/m in

r/m in

Deg ABDC

Timing

Degrees

ms

Deg ATDC

pm

m/s

D egrees

Deg ATDC

D egrees

Deg ATDC

Test

Injector

D epression

Run

Type

mm 1Ig

23

Pintle

0

200

302

400

604

0

18.00

27

218

2.63

1.92

47

25

72

23

Pintle

0

200

302

400

604

0

18.00

27

280

2.98

-4.00

45

22

67

23

Pintle

0

200

302

400

604

0

18.00

27

326

1.71

-3.29

43

41

85

24 Æ V\(U3ar)

0

200

324

200

324

0

16.50

162

158

0.91

10.22

195

65

260

24 A .\A (lB ar)

0

200

324

200

324

0

16.50

162

132

2.55

19.22

170

23

193

24 .‘V \A (lB ar)

0

200

324

200

324

0

16.50

162

129

2.35

-6.31

190

28

218

24 i\AA ( 1Bar)

0

200

324

200

324

0

16.50

162

122

1.86

-36.28

189

46

235

1

Pintle

400

800

861

400

430

0

7.30

87

N/A

6.67

-0.58

108

29

136

1

Pintle

400

800

861

400

430

0

7.30

87

N/A

6.34

3.65

100

26

126

2

Pintle

400

800

874

400

437

0

7.30

92

N/A

7.80

-4.35

97

23

120

2

Pintle

400

800

874

400

437

0

7.30

92

N/A

6.86

10.03

92

20

112

7

Pintle

300

1500

1657

400

442

0

9.00

33

N/A

6.31

-21.25

96

45

141

32

Pintle

200

800

916

400

458

0

18.00

38

N/A

5.32

33.69

62

16

78

32

Pintle

200

800

916

400

458

0

18.00

38

N/A

6.60

-1.22

110

26

136

32

Pintle

200

800

916

400

458

0

18.00

38

N/A

8.52

-5.46

86

20

106

Table XIV I In-cylinder droplet record (continued)

w
ON

Test

Injector

Manifold

Nominal

Actual

Norn inj

Actual

Ski-Jump

Pulse

First fuel

Droplet

Droplet

Flight

Initial

Airborne

Bore

Depression

Speed

Speed

Timing

Injection

Angle

Width

in cylinder

Diameter

Velocity

Direction

Image

in cylinder

Impact

Deg ATDC

jtm

m/s

Degrees

Deg ATDC

Degrees

Deg ATDC

Pintle

mm Hg
200

r/min
800

r/min
951

Deg ABDC
200

Timing
238

33

Pintle

200

800

951

200

38

Pintle

400

1500

1554

38

Pintle

400

1500

46

Pintle

400

46

Pintle

46

Pintle

Run
33

Type

Degrees

0

18.00

93

N/A

5.07

32.01

145

21

166

238

0

18.00

93

N/A

5.43

15.31

151

25

176

200

207

0

9.00

44

N''A

5.07

32.01

145

21

166

1554

200

207

0

9.00

44

N/A

5.43

15.31

151

25

176

800

886

200

222

45

9.00

92

N/A

7.10

4.76

108

21

129

400

800

886

200

222

45

9.00

92

N/A

7.95

-10.01

112

20

132

400

800

886

200

222

45

9.00

92

N/A

9.35

-3.76

128

16

144

Table XIV. 1. In-cylinder droplet record (continued)

Key to table XIV. 1,
Each line refers to a single identified droplet. Ski-Jump angle is the angle made with the port floor.
First fuel in-cylinder refers to the entry o f any fuel to the cylinder, not necessarily identifiable individual droplets
Initial image refers to the first recording o f the individual droplet, in most cases this is immediately on entering the cylinder.
Flight direction convention is defined in section 11.3.1
The duration o f the droplet flight and the bore impaction time are calculated assuming constant velocity, as described in Chapter 10
W here droplet diameter is given N /A , this is a w ide-angle lens test and so it is inappropriate to measure size due to low er resolution
Films in which droplets w ere not identifiable and follow able are not included in this table
On
ON

367

